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ABSTRACT

A study has been made of the Instrumented Falling Weight Impact

Test, investigating and analysing the effect of test parameters and

specimen geometry on the characteristic results of the test. Two

materials, poly(methylmethacrylate) and high density polyethylene

are chosen, which exhibit typical extremes of brittle or ductile

behaviour. High speed photography is used to monitor the develment

of deformation and progress of failure during the impact test. The

major features of typical force-time curves obtained from the tests

on PMMJL and HDPE are thus characterised in terms of failure

development and quantified. Analyses are adopted which enable

materials property data, such as modulus, E , fracture or yield

stress, Q f , cr ,,, and a fracture parameter, G to be obtained from the

tests conducted on flat plates.

A framework is proposed which would enable extraction of similar

materials data from a wide range of plastics during routine testing

with the falling weight test method.
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SUMMARY.

The literature on the impact testing of plastics has been reviewed

and a variety of test methods are considered. Few of the previous

test methods provide fundamental materials property data, but

concentrate on the energy absorbed during impact which is of limited

use in engineering design applications. Instrumented Falling Weight

Impact (IFWI) testing is a relatively new technique. Consequently

there is a lack of detailed understanding of the potential and

limitations of this test technique for the characterisation of the

impact behaviour of plastics.

This work facilitates further understanding by considering two

materials, poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) and high density

polyethylene (HDPE) as being representative of typical types of

failure, and using high speed photographic techniques to record and

interpret failure development in relation to characteristic

Force-time curves obtained from the test. The effect of test

parameters and specimen geometry are investigated and analytical

methods are proposed which can be used to account for these effects

and produce materials property data such as failure stress, modulus

and a fracture parameter under impact loading conditions.

The general conclusion reached is that once characterisation of the

failure mode of a particular material type is achieved and related

to essential features in the Force-time curve of the IFWI test,

appropriate analysis becomes relatively straightforward and provides

useful engineering data. A compilation of a number of

characteristic failure types and associated analyses greatly enhance

and simplify routine testing.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION.

When planning to use a material for a given purpose it is generally

necessary to know the relevant material properties applicable to

that situation. With polymeric materials such properties are

ususally very rate-dependent due to their viscoelastic nature, and

many mechanical tests have been designed for use in the laboratory

to evaluate performance at various testing rates. One may consider

that a 'rate spectrum' ex ists with, for example, creep tests taking

many weeks at one extreme and explosive tests lasting fractions of a

second at the other. Conventional impact tests, which concern this

project, are situated towards the rapid deformation end of this

spectrum.

In order to extract useful information from any mechanical test on a

specimen, whatever the rate of testing, the constitutive equation of

the deformation process involved must be fully understood and a

'failure criterion' then superimposed upon this understanding. A

mathematical model or description of the test is thus obtained which

often requires a degree of modification to suit particular types of

material before it may be used to predict the behaviour of a

material in service (i.e. predict the 'properties'). Providing the

service conditions may be quantified realistically then it should be

possible to design a reasonable product,

The resistance of plastics to loading at high rates is a subject of

considerable interest e.g. [1,2,3,4,5], but such impact testing .s

difficult to understand because the deformation occurs so quickly
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that it cannot be followed without the aid of special recording

equipment. Results from impact tests are generally quoted as some

form of the energy absorbed during the event which at best only

gives a merit rating of one material relative to others, and can be

misleading [1]. Suitable equipment has recently become readily

available in the form of instrumented impact tests which basically

consist of normal test equipment with the addition of force

measurement and recording devices.

The signals produced during an instrumented impact test are not

simple and are generally poorly understood. Interest has been shown

in the interpretation of these signals e.g. [3,6,7], especially for

the popular Charpy or Izod notched beam, swinging pendulum methods,

but there is little fundamental understanding of that which is

happening during these or any other type of impact test. There is

currently particular interest in the potential of the Instrumented

Falling Weight Impact Test, which essentially consists of a plate

specimen supported on a circular annulus and loaded centrally by an

instrumented striker. This geometry arguably has certain advantages

over the more popular notch beam type tests, such as being more

representative of actual moulded artefacts, requiring less effort to

prepare specimens, etc. Fundamental understanding of this test is

particularly lacking and this work aims to shed light in this area;

the signals produced from the tests must be interpreted and related

to the specimen behaviour, with any spurious additions (commonly

termed 'noise') being identified and properly accounted for.

With regard to the test geometry, it is sensible to consider the

reaction of an idealised plate system. The established literature
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[8,9,10] gives several theoretical relationships for the bending

moments and stresses etc. prevalent in centrally loaded plates under

quasistatic conditions. These equations predict dependence on

several geometric factors including plate thickness, support

diameter, whether clamped or not and distribution of applied load.

Such parameters are potentially of similar importance under impact

conditions and each has therefore been systematically studied in

this work. The same geometrical parameters are also of concern in

many Standards [11,12,13] where they are specified. Various

different geometries are allowed which leads to difficulty in cross

referencing.

The simple plate bending theories are based upon linear-elastic

assumptions, and so a material which behaves in such a fashion at

the prevalent rate of testing is required. A number of suitable

materials are available, but Poly(Methyl Methacrylate) (PMMA), a

e
relatively homogenous and amorphous thermoplastic, was chosen since

it is linear elastic above moderately high rates [14], is readily

available in sheet form and its general behaviour is quite well

documented [15-21].

Impact tests are also conducted on ductile materials. To contrast

the investigations on the 'brittle' PMMA material and to test the

generality of the analysis derived for PMMA, the work was extended

to include testing of High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) which is

taken as representative of a z'1y ductile material.

Ductility during an impact test is rarely considered since emphasis

is placed upon fracture (normally induced in ductile materials by
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notching). The simple plate-bending theories are unlikely to apply

but a ductile analysis would be of considerable additional value

to
with regard a full understanding of the test.

The material choice to represent 'tdl ductility' was High Density

Polyethylene because it 18 suitably ductile at high strain rates,

has a well understood semicrystalline structure (22,23) and

quantities of the material were readily available with the range of

geometrical variables sought.
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CHAPTER 2. IMPACT TESTS.

Impact tests are designed to determine the ability of a specimen to

withstand a sudden blow. Such ability is an important performance

requirement of materials in many application8 and Impact Strength is

often the deciding factor in materials selection. There is much

interest in impact testing of plastics, and several reviews have

been published [1, 2, 24, 25, 26]. It has been pointed out [1, 24]

that the term 'Impact Strength' is not the correct description of

the results generated from the impact test. 'Strength' normally

implies the 8tress at failure (i.e. 'tensile strength') and it would

be strictly correct to refer to the 'Energy absorbed by the specimen

as it breaks'. However, since there are various ways of expressing

this quantity, such as 'Energy per unit area of cross section',

'Energy per unit width of notch' etc. it is simpler to retain

'Impact Strength' since it is more compact and familiar through long

use.

There are many different types of impact test and as Reed [2] points

out, their results cannot in general be correlated with each other

since their geometry and other factors are dissimilar. This review

considers some of the more commonly used examples and Turner [24]

suggests classification under three headings:

1. Flexed beam impact.

2. Falling weight impact.

3. Tensile impact.
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This covers most of the tests now in use and includes the British

Standard CBS) and American Society for Testing of Metals (ASTM)

tests for material assesment. Reed [2] conçtsiders the addition of

two further groups:

4. High strain rate tests	 (explosive charges, split

Hopkinson bar, etc.).

5. Coniponent tests.

It is interesting to note that while impact tests are generally

considered to involve high strain rates, the data in Table 2.0.1

after Reed [2] indicate that flexed beam and falling weight types do

not necessarily provide particularly high rates of strain.

Order of magnitude Impact velocity,m/s
of strain rate,sl

Method

Flexed beam
- Charpy
- Izod

Falling Weight
Conventional Tensile
Pneumatic Gun
Hydraulically Operated

Table 2.0.1 Order of Magnitude Characteristics of Various Impact
Tests.

However, in notched beam tests, the strain rate at the notch tip is

considerably higher and has been estimated [27] in the order of

5x10 3 s' . More recently, Polato [28] quotes a figure of l0	 s'

from conventional notched Charpy bars. Many authors have considered

the effect of testing rate upon numerous materials properties

including modulus, fracture stress, fracture strain etc.
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The general effect of increasing strain rate in a plastic is

demonstrated by Youcouchi et al [29] who conducted tensile tests of

Polystyrene and High Impact Polystyrene at a variety of test speeds

(2xl0to 16 m/s). The results from a range of velocities are

summarised for the latter in fig 2.0.1.

Stress
a/10 7 Pa

50

40

30

20

10

0	 10	 20	 30	 40

Strain c/%

Fig 2.0.1 Families of Stress-Strain Curves from Tensile Tests at
Various Rates on HIPS.

This shows a series of stress-strain curves, each corresponding to a

particular testing rate. Increasing the strain rate increases

modulus and breaking stress, but decreases breaking strain and

breaking energy. Data from other materials is presented by

Greensmith [30], Lund [31] and Dagliotti and Yelland [32] and

broadly follows these trends. Some work has been performed

concerning the plastic response of materials at very high strain

rates (>100 _1)• The concept of a moving plastic hinge was first

introduced by Parkes in 1955 [33], and Ezra [34] considers a beam

struck	 at its centre and provides a mathematical model of its
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behaviour. Fig 2.0.2 shows the plastic hinges travelling outwards

from the point of impact.

Fig 2.0.2 Moving Plastic Hinges in Beam Struck Centrally at High
Velocity.

A brief review of this subject is given by Johnson [5], but it is

considered no further here because the rates involved are extremely

high and approached only through ballistic studies.

Cessna et al [35] consider the impact problem from the point of view

of the designer and rank the different test methods in terms of

their analytical usefulness, their simulation of real situations and

the scale and cost involved. Fig 2.0.3 shows the ranking, the

direction of arrows indicate increasing quantities. Obviously a

trade-off of criteria is required, the balance of which will be

dependent upon the particular system.
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High Rate Tensile

Bending: Izod
Charpy

Plate Projectile: Dart Drop
Driven Puncture
Ballistic

Drop tests of structures

Direct product tests

Field performance

Fig 2.0.3 Rating of common impact tests after Cessna et al [35].

2.1. Tensile Impact Tests.

The high speed tensile test is described in ASTM-D-l822 [36] and

consists of a dumb-bell shaped specimen with one end clamped to a

pendulum while a striker plate is attached to the other end. The

pendulum falls from a given height and trails the specimen and

striker plate behind it. At the bottom of the swing, a rigidly

mounted anvil contacts and arrests the striker plate causing the

specimen to be rapidly strained in tension. The experimental

arrangement is shown in fig 2.1.1.

Anvils
V

Pendulum
	

Striker Plate

(n
In
C)

r

4-
U
In

I-

10
U

(I,
4)	 0
>
	

(.)
I-

(0

Clamped Dumbell
Specimen

Fig 2.1.1. Schematic Arrangement of the Tensile Impact Test According
to [36].
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This test is often performed on machines used for Izod and Charpy

tests with suitable modifications to the pendulum. The impact

energy (W) is determined in a similar manner and the impact strength

expressed as W/A, where A is the minimum cross section of the

specimen.

Other test arrangements have been used. Jones [37] describes a more

conventional tensile test arrangement utilising a controlled

explosion to provide the impulse which is transmitted via a

hydraulic fluid and a diaphragm. D'Ainato [38] describes a tensile

tester capable of very high strain rates which utilises a ballistic

piston as the driving force. Patterson and Miller [39] describe how

a massive flywheel was adapted to provide tensile impact velocities

up to 12 rn/s.

Turner [24] comments that with this test the material is subjected

to a virtually constant strain rate, whilst in the flexed beam and

falling weight methods the strain rate decreases progressively and

rapidly. Spangler [401, however, draws a distinction between impact

and non-impact high strain rate loading. In impact loading, the

stress i8 transmitted over a finite period of time down the length

of the specimen, thus the stress field is unevenly distributed and

the specimen may fail at one end before the stress is 'felt' at the

other. In non-impact loading the stress is evenly distributed at

all times and the specimen fails at its weakest point, which must be

the case for Turner's observation to hold.

Conventional pneumatic/hydraulic tensile test machines are used with

crosshead speeds in the order of 5 rn/s. Some difficulties have been
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experienced in accelerating the relatively massive crosshead to

produce the required velocity instantaneously in the specimen.

2.2.	 High Strain Rate Tests.

High strain rate tests concern materials subjected to high strain

rates originating through pulses of stress or shock waves. Direct

mechanical blows to the section rarely provide rates high enough for

this category.

Probably the most commonly used test is based on the split Hopkinson

bar [41] which essentially consists of two round, long and slender

bars with the specimen sandwiched between. A typical arrangement is

shown in fig 2.2.1 but many others are possible [42, 43].

Specimen

Fig 2.2.1. Typical Simple Arrangement of Split Hopkinson Bar.
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A sudden sharp blow, usually from a controlled explosion, is applied

to one end of the bar, sending a shock wave through it, the

specimen, and the second bar which moves rapidly away as the wave is

reflected by its free end, thus exerting a tensile force on the

specimen.

Other test methods include the shock tube test [44, 451 which

involves the rapid bursting of tubes made of plastic, metal [46] or

bone [47] which may or may not be notched. This technique is useful

for modelling the response of a pipe under sudden pressure loads and

some useful data can be extracted, but the geometry is rather too

restrictive and the test equipment too complex for this to become a

widely accepted test. Explosive charges are only rarely used in

conjuction with plastic materials [47] since the forces generated

are large and therefore more appropriate to metals [48] which may

readily be formed into complex shapes [49] by this technique.

2.3. Component Tests.

The distinction between a component and a specimen is not always

obvious and usually depends upon the particular application under

consideration. Here, a component is defined as an article which is

complete and ready for use, while a specimen is prepared (usually

from a component) by various cutting or machining operations. Some

articles such as pipe or sheet material may be considered in either

catergory.

Numerous component tests are specified in the BS and ASTM standards

[50, 51, 52]. A good example is the drop testing of blow moulded
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containers [53,54]. In essence this test consists of dropping

containers, filled with water to their normal capacity, from various

heights onto a rigid flat base. The containers are then examined

for leaks and statistical methods employed (similar to those of the

falling weight, section 2.5) to determine a failure height.

Other tests include, for example, the rapid loading of textile yarns

subjected to transverse impact [55,56, 57] and the use of a flywheel

to test the reinforcing chords found in tyres [58].

Component tests, by their very nature, tend to be very specific and

do not usually yield fundamental data and their typical use is in a

quality control type situation as a 'go/no go' facility.

2.4. Charpy and Izod Pendulum Tests.

Charpy and Izod tests for plastic materials are specified in BS 2782

[11] and ASTM-D-256 [59]. These are swinging pendulum techniques in

which a pendulum is released from a fixed height, swings down to

strike and break the specimen at the lowest point of the swing and

then continues to a maximum height at the end of the first half

oscillation where it is arrested. The energy absorbed during the

impact event is determined from the difference between the initial

and final height of the pendulum.

The two tests differ from each other chiefly in the manner in which

the specimen is supported and struck. In the Izod test the specimen

is a notched cantilever beam which is clamped in a vice and struck

just above the notch as shown in fig 2.4.lb. In the Charpy test,
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the specimen is a simply supported notched rectangular beam which is

struck at mid-span directly behind the notch as in fig 2.4.l.

\45/	\45

12.7rnfl	 1O.16m	 ______________1112.7mm

4-127m , 
t	 ____

(a)
	

(b)

Fig 2.4.1	 Geometry of testing and support details for Izod
(fig 2b) and Charpy (fig 2a) test as specified in ASTM-D-256.

The dimensions of the specimens are carefully defined (as shown in

fig 2.4.1 and their method of preparation is also considered in the

relevant standards. A point made by Reed [21 is that the test

machines themselves are not usually specified in great detail, which

may lead to the situation where different values of impact strength

may be obtained from different machines using the same material and

test method. Charpy and Izod results also tend to differ since the

stress field in the vicinity of the notch is quite different in each

case and the Izod results may be particularly affected by the

clamping procedure used [26]. Vincent El], however, gives data,

shown in fig 2.4.2 from a number of different thermoplastics tested

under various conditions on both Charpy and Izod machines, which
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shows agreement (within 40% or less) between the two methods.

100•

G)
s._

20
U

E

.
o	 0
N	

0/

2

1

.

::/•
.

.S	0

0

2	 1 2	 10 20	 100
Charpy Impact Strength

(KJ/m2)

Fig 2.4.2. Graph Showing Approximate Relationship Between Izod and
Charpy Test Results.

In both tests, failure of the specimen initiates in the vicinity of

the notch tip and propogates through the portion of the specimen in

line with the notch. The types of failure which may occur are

described by Vincent [1] and are listed as:

a) The specimen yields with no cracking. It deforms

sufficiently to allow passage of the pendulum without breaking into

separate parts.

b) The specimen yields and cracks in a ductile manner, indicated

by the fracture surface.

c) The specimen cracks initially in a brittle manner but then

changes to ductile behaviour which stops the crack.
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d) The specimen yields plastically at first but then cracks in

a brittle manner.

e) The specimen breaks in a strictly brittle manner, indicated

by the resulting fracture faces.

A similar but less comprehensive list is given in ASTM-D-256 which

requires the type of break to be recorded. It states "Impact values

cannot be directly compared for any two materials that experience

different types of failure ...". Whilst this is strictly correct it

severely limits the use of many results, and from a practical

viewpoint ought to be interpreted loosely, i.e.: that information on

the mode of failure should be considered in addition to the impact

strengths obtained, before predicting what the "in service"

behaviour of a material might be.

The Impact Strength is usually defined in terms of Energy per unit

width of notch or Energy per unit area under the notch. These may

be written respectively as:

W/B (kJ/m)

or W/B(D-a) (k.J/m2)

where W is the Impact Energy

B is the specimen width

D is the specimen depth

a is the notch depth.

Other definitions include, simply Energy to break, W (J) or Energy

to break per unit volume, (W/LB(D-a)) (J/m 2 ) where L is the specimen
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length. Very rarely [2] can these terms be equated with each other.

The notch bar technique is by far the most popular method for impact

testing of plastics. There is no particularly good reason why this

is so, except that historically the technique was "carried over"

from metals testing applications. The necessary equipment (and

expertise) was widely available and although substantially less

impact energy is absorbed by plastics, the equipment could be easily

scaled down to suit. The test is also simple to perform and

requires a small amount of material per test.

It is not reasonable to rank the notch-bar impact test against other

types because each impact test measures a particular quantity which

is unique to that test. There are exceptions to this (the

Williams/Brown fracture approach (see later)), but in general there

is no one "best" test method. Each test should be considered on its

merits and on its applicability to the situation in hand. This

choice is often made by the availability of the necessary test

equipment.

Because the notch bar test is used so widely, a great stock of

plastics materials testing data has been accumulated and it is

relatively easy to rank materials in "order of merit" against this

stock. Such an approach is invaluable for a quick rule-of-thumb

guide to the performance of a material [1] and is all that may be

required for certain applications. However it is not sufficient for

the "Design Engineer" who requires a more subtle approach since

fundamental materials properties are required in order to produce

reliable designs.
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2.4.1. Factors Affecting Impact Strength.

There are numerous factors which affect the value of impact

strength obtained from the notch bar test, including specimen

geometry, test temperature, processing conditions and material

structure. These factors are considered in this section.

Specimen Geometry.

One might expect the Charpy or Izod geometry to be simple to

analyse since they consist essentially of either a cantilever or

a simply supported beam; both of which have been studied

extensively under quasi-static loading. As will be demonstrated

below, this simple approach is not generally applicable due

more to the materials under test than the rate of testing.

All aspects of specimen geometry have a substantial effect on the

results obtained. In particular the width of the specimen is

critical in determining whether plane stress or plane strain is

dominant. For example, Wostenholme et al [4] conducted Izod

tests in specimens of four widths machined from various polymer

mouldings. Nine out of the ten materials tested showed a

relative decrease in the impact strength as the width increased.

The exception was PMMA which exhibited a roughly 1:1 increase in

impact strength with width. Vincent El] also found impact

strength decreased with increasing width. Zurimendi et al [60]

investigated laminated polycarbonate specimens and found that a

6mm wide laminate assembled from 2mm sheet possessed an impact

strength associated with the thinner material. These results
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lead one to infer that plane stress criteria dominate for the

narrow specimens leading to a degree of plasticity in the

vicinity of the notch root, whilst plane strain dominates in the

wider case which fails in a more brittle fa8hion.

Changes in specimen width can even affect the 'order of merit'

rating, mentioned previously, to the extent that ratings may be

reversed.

Much work has been done to rationalise for geometry and success

has been achieved in several cases, notably using materials which

behave in a classical linear elastic fashion. Tak [61] conducted

Charpy tests on PMMA specimens and used a simple 'mass spring'

model to represent the striker and specimen. Various geometric

variables were considered and the conclusion was that, for

PMMA,the Charpy Impact Test may be considered as a rapid bending

test, ie static bending criteria might be applicable.

Virtually all Charpy or Izod tests are conducted using notched

specimens in order to induce brittle failure in the specimens.

Some materials are particularly notch sensitive and even small

variations in the notch tip radius (r) can have a severe effect

on the results. The depth of the notch (a) and its ratio to

specimen thickness, is also important.

Vincent [1] presents data for a range of polymers as shown in

fig 2.4.3.
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Fig 2.4.3. Impact Strength as a Function of Notch Tip Radius for
Five Different Polymers.

Attempts were made to rationalise this data by considering the

stress concentration factor K = 1 + 2(a/r) , but as fig 2.4.4

shows, this was only partially sucessful since some of the plots

are markedly non-linear.

Glass Filled
Nylon

1	 / Methyl Pentane
Polymer

31

U	 2	 4	 •6	 8	 10

(1 + 2 /air )'
Fig 2.4.4. Impact Strength against Rationalised Notch Tip Radius.
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Materials exhibiting linear elastic behaviour tended to fit the

analysis particularly well.

Introduction of the stress intensity factor implies that it is

the stress at the notch tip which controls fracture, an idea

studied in detail by Fraser and Ward [62]. They deduced the

applied stress at fracture and plotted this against the

reciprocal of stress concentration factor. For PMMA specimens

containing a range of notch depths and radii there was a good

linear relationship. Failure of specimens having very sharp

notches with constant tip radius was defined in terms of fracture

toughness KIC. A similar approach was applied to Polycarbonate

[63, 64] and whilst the very sharply notched specimens behaved

similarly to those of PMMA, blunt and intermediate radii

presented a much more complex situation involving combinations of

different factors.

The difficulties in accounting for notch effects are considered

by Kinlock and Young [26] to be due to several factors. No

account is taken of plastic yielding in the vicinity of the

notch, and also the local strain rate will vary with notch tip

radius.

Temperature.

It is widely known that the temperature at which any mechanical

test is conducted may have a marked effect on the results, and

impact testing is certainly no exception. Both impact strength
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and strain energy release rates tend to increase with temperature

and usually show an abrupt change in value over a small

temperature interval associated with a change from brittle to

ductile behaviour in the material [65, 66, 67, 1].

Fig 2.4.5a shows such a tra4sition in impact strength for two

types of polycarbonate, after Allen et al [66] and fig 2.4.5b

shows the change in Gc for a range of materials [67].

A As moulded Polycarbonate	 A A.B.S.
B Annealed Polycarbonate B L.D.P.E.

CH.I.P.S.
DL.D.P.E.

Fig 2.4.5.	 Impact Strength Versus Temperature
Po].ycarbonate and b) a Range of Materials.

for a)

The temperature at which this transition occurs is obviously an

important criterion in the selection of materials, and it has

been found to depend upon several variables including the notch

geometry. Fig 2.4.6 shows the effect of notch severity on the

transition temperature of Polycarbonate [66]. The likely

position of the transition for un-notched material is far to the
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Fig 2.4.6. Impact Strength of Polycarbonate Versus Temperature
for Various Notch Radii, (r).
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left of the 0.1cm radius notch.

Data for PVC are given by both Polato and Williams [67] and

Vincent [1] for identical notch tip radii, and the respective

transition in both impact strength (Vincent) and Gc (Williams)

occur at very similar temperatures.

Processing Conditions and Structure.

Impact strength is dependent upon various properties of the

material under test and clearly the manner in which a material is

processed will have an appreciable effect (if not determine

completely) on their properties and thus the impact values

obtained, as discussed in general by various authors [24,1, 2].

A number of processing variables are considered by Vincent [1],

who shows that the notch-bar impact strength of an injection

moulded material (Polypropylene) may vary by a factor of 3

depending upon the plane in which the specimen is cut. Impact

strengths taken across the flow direction are generally far

inferior to those along the flow due to molecular orientation in

the moulding; the molecules tending to align themselves in the

direction of flow.

Koita. [681 studied an injection moulded clear PVC article (a

telephone housing) under crossed polaroids to determine stress

concentrations. Notch-bar specimens were cut from various

portions to determine the local impact resistance and

considerable variations were found in the vicinity of the gate,
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where much residual stress was formed through packing. Optimum

processing conditions were found which included a short injection

stroke to minimise residual stress. Van der Wielen [69] showed

that long residence times (30 mins) at processing temperatures

have a detrimental effect upon impact strength.

The effects of recycling have been investigated by Kalfoglou and

Chaffey [70] who considered the extrusions of HIPS, and found

impact strengths to be reduced by up to 30%. Williams and Bevis

[71, 72] carried out a crehensive study with a polypropylene

co-polymer and also found that re-cycling was detrimental to

impact strengths (15% reduction) although ageing over one year

reduced the impact resistance of both recycled and virgin

materials to similar levels.

Zewi et al [73] found that the impact strength of HDPE was

reduced upon ageing, and Wolkowicz and Gaggar [74] obtained a

similar result for ABS. Removal of the surface layers

subsequently increased the impact strength to control levels and

a degraded layer of critical thickness was found to induce

brittle failure in the whole specimen. Bucknali and Street [75]

studied 'ageing' of ABS and HIPS by adding a brittle layer to

unaged specimens (thus creating 'virtually' aged specimens). It

was found that this reduced the crack initiation energy so that

the impact strength was controlled by crack propagation energy.

D'Orazio et al [76] considered the addition of ethylene propylene

co-polymers to HDPE and found great improvement in the impact

strength due to the overall modification in specimen morphology
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as well as the mechanism and mode of fracture. This work borders

on the subject of rubber toughening, where impact properties of

naturally brittle materials may be improved by the addition of

rubber particles into the material matrix, which then act as

crack retardants e.g. Bucknall [25]. High Impact Polystyrene is

made in this way.

The effect of cold working upon various plastics was studied by

Broutman et al [77, 78, 79, 80, 81]. Small amounts of working

enhanced the impact properties of a number of plastics including

PC, PVC, ABS and PS which was explained by the presence of

residual stresses in the material surface rather than molecular

orientation through the matrix. Rubber toughened acrylics were

affected to a much lower extent.

2.4.2.	 Instrumentation of the Notch Bar Tests.

The impact tests discussed so far are really only suitable for

ranking materials in order of merit relative to one another [1],

i.e. quality control, since the only parameter determined by the

tests is the total energy absorbed. This term includes all aspects

of the deformation and fracture energy, along with the energy

absorption of the machine.

Energy may be considered as the integral of a load—deformation

curve. Reed [2] describes a selection of the possible forms of such

curves as shown in fig 2.4.7.
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Fig 2.4.7.	 Typical Forms of
Different Types of Materials.

Initially brittle
with arrested
complex fracture

the Load-Deformation Curve for

If one assumes these represent an impact event then the impact

energy in each case is the area beneath the curves. Clearly this

energy value on its own would not distinguish between the different

curve types, and more detailed analysis of the materials involved

would be possible if a complete force-time curve was obtained from

the real impact event. Reed [2] points Out that such data are

recorded in other mechanical tests, and it would be most unusual to

only quote the 'energy-to-rupture' of a specimen after, say, a

(quasistatic) tensile test.

Thus it is desirable to instrument the impact test. Suitable

instrumentation is commonly provided by load cells consisting of

either a piezoelectric crystal type transducer or a set of strain

gauges. The latter are more popular since they may be bonded onto

parts of the existing equipment and are relatively easy to calibrate
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by static means.	 Other methods such as semiconductor photocells

[82] and accelerometers [83] have also been successfully employed.

One of the earliest papers concerning instrumented impact testing

was published by Wolstenholme [84] in 1962, where a standard Izod

machine was modified with strain gauges linked to an oscilloscope.

Force-time traces were obtained from a range of materials whose

responses were split into elastic and plastic components. In this

way, it was shown that up to 70% of the total breaking energy of

certain thermoplastics, having supposedly high impact strength, was

absorbed after yielding had occur1 d, i.e. the uninstrumented test

would have over-estimated the impact strengths by about three times.

Arends [85] comments "(Wolstenholme's paper) for the first time laid

bare the features which contribute to impact resistance in

plastics" and considered a simple analysis of cantilever beam

impact which, with suitable instrumentation gave reasonable values

of modulus and maximum fibre stresses

Izod and Charpy tests have been used in instrumented form by a

number of authors [86, 82, 87, 88, 73]. McMillan and Tesh [89]

considered the dynamic effects of impacting brittle materials with

strain gauges fitted to both the specimen and striker. Gonzalez

[90] considers an Izod test for routine work, but concludes that the

method is not totally suitable due to the time and effort required

to set up, calibrate and interpret each test. Recent advances in

instrumenting techniques and the use of micro-computers to analyse

the resulting curves have drastically improved these shortcomings.

The instrumentation of a high speed tensile test machine suitable
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for metals is described by Kraft [91]. Yokouchi and Kobyushi [92]

describe a flywheel type tensile impact test utilising a

piezoelectric load sensor. Williams and Krul [93] describe an

instrumented falling weight device developed to test plastic film

for quality control purposes. They point out that their test

machine uses excess energy to ensure that the specimen fails at

constant velocity, which is a common procedure for most instrumented

falling weight tests.

Many sucessful comparisons have been made between instrumented and

uninstrumented tests [93, 35, 94, 82]. Cessna et al [35] found a

reasonable correlation between values from notched Izod and

instrumented plate projectile tests. Lubert et al [82] compare the

Izod pendulum energy as measured by conventional means to the energy

computed from force-displacement graphs obtained through

instrumentation of the specimen's support. The computed values were

consistently lower than the directly measured values and this was

attributed to 'Toss' of the free end of the specimen, vibrations in

the machine and overcoming friction in the machine. It is likely

that instrumenting the striker rather than the support would have

significantly reduced, though not eliminated, the discrepancy

observed due to the 'Toss' term since some kinetic energy involved

is imparted to the specimen when it is in contact with the striker

after being broken.

It may be concluded that provided certain precautions are taken, the

instrumentation of impact devices does not introduce significant

errors into the total energy term but does provide a lot of

important additional information.	 This is not to say that
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instrumented impact tests are free from coniplicationsj these exist

but are inherent in the test itself and are merely brought to light

by instrumentation.

2.4.3. Impact in Terms of a Fracture Mechanics Approach.

The application of fracture mechanics principles to the impact

situation is not straightforward. The case for the notch beam

pendulum impact tests is probably the simplest and has been studied

in some detail.

The term 'impact strength' has already been mentioned and is

generally composed of many parts. The energy lost by a pendulum

during the impact of a notched bar is an all inclusive term

consisting, according to ASTM-D-256 [59], of:

W W I + Wp + W I + WB + WV1 + WV2 ^ W E1 + WD + WF2

where W 1 = the energy to initiate failure in the specimen

Wp = the energy to propc*gate fracture across the specimen

= the energy to throw the free ends (or end) of the

broken specimen

WB = the energy to bend specimens

WV1 = the energy to produce vibration in pendulum arm

W V2 = the energy to produce vibration or horizontal

movement of the machine frame or base

W F1 = the energy to overcome friction in the pendulum

bearing etc., and to overcome windage (drag caused by

air)
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W 0 = the energy to indent or deform plastically the

specimen at the time of impact

WF2 = the energy to overcome friction between striker and

bent specimen.

Some of these minor terms may be estimated, for example; the windage

and bearing friction may be determined from a 'free swing' of the

pendulum, but it is very difficult to separate completely the

various terms. WI is termed the 'Toss energy' and may readily be

determined by re-assembling the broken specimen and re-impacting,

however, this would still include parts of WF1, W F2, W V1 and WV2.

In addition to this problem of separating the required energy term

one must speculate as to its practical utility. Davidge and

Phillips [95] consider this problem and point Out that at one

extreme, for strong very brittle materials, the impact strength may

be controlled by the elastic energy in the specimen at fracture

initiation, while at the other extreme, for weaker or tougher

materials, the impact strength may be controlled by the work to

propagate the crack.

This may be shown graphically in fig 2.4.8, after [95] where three

load deformation curves are compared. The area beneath each curve

is virtually the same (i.e. the impact energy is the same in each

case) but the material responses are quite different.
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Deflection

Fig 2.4.8. Showing similar impact energy for three materials, a)
catastrophic fracture, b) semi-controlled failure, c) controlled
fracture [95].

A proper fracture mechanics approach to the problem was developed

independently by Brown [96] and Williams et al [14]. They assume

linear elastic fracture mechanics assumptions apply to a sharply

notched Charpy-type specimen. If a load, P, is applied then a

deflection, x, would result, and the energy stored in the specimen

is given by:

w = Px
2

the compliance, C, of this particular geometry is defined as

C = x/P

and so

W=P2C	 alsodWP2
2	 dC2
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Now for a specimen of thickness B, the strain energy release rate

(G) is given by:

G = dW = dW.dC	 where a is the crack (notch) length.
B.da	 B.dC.da

When fracture occurs at load P, the critical value of G is

G = P2dC
2B.da

substituting for energy absorbed, W, rather than load at fracture:

Gc = ZW.dC
ZB.C.da

or	 W = GcB.0
dC/da

The width (w) of the specimen may be introduced into the compliance

term such that the equation becomes:

W = Gw.B	 C
[dC/d(a/w)]

putting Z =	 C
[dC/d(a/w)]

W = Gw.B.Z

The energy term W may be corrected for the kinetic energy term W to

produce a modified version of this equation:

= Gcw.B.Z

Thus a linear relationship is predicted between the total energy

involved in bending the specimen to fracture and the geometry term
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BD. Several brittle materials have been shown to follow this

equation [95, 961 although some scatter is apparent. The term Z

mu8t be obtained from compliance tests performed under quasistatic

conditions and whether this is applicable to the dynamic situation

is questionable.

Plati and Willtams [35] consider both Charpy and Izod geometries and

investigate the plastic zone in the region of the crack tip. A

small correction is made to incorporate the size of the plastic

zone, to the crack length such that (a + ry) is used instead of

just a.

A typical plot of W against w.B.Z for PMMA is shown in fig 2.4.9

after [97].

0
	

2	 4	 6	 8
BD

Fig 2.4.9. Charpy and Izod Data for PMMA with Kinetic Energy
Corrections.
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A good linear relationship exists which results in an average value

of Gc of 1.32 kJIm Much work has been carried out by Williams and

others [67, 98, 99, 100] using this analysis on a variety of

materials and geometries.

Newman and Williams [101] also apply this approach to tensile impact

tests and produce results for brittle materials which agree well

with the bending tests, however, more ductile materials tended to

give significantly lower values of toughness.

2.5. Falling Weight Test

2.5.1. Origins.

The falling weight test was originally designed to cover some of the

shortcomings of the notch-bar test. This includes the testing of

film and thin sheet materials, but other advantages arise from the

biaxial nature of the test geometry; which consists basically of a

centre-loaded plate specimen. This aspect is significant in

reducing problems associated with anisotropy, since an anisotropic

plate is liable to fail primarily in its weaker direction and it is

desirable to know the force or energy required for this. Having a

plate for the specimen is an additional advantage in that less

machining is generally required to produce them. This reduces the

likelihood of machining marks which might give false results and

also cuts down on machining time.

The falling weight (or dart drop) test procedures are specified in
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ES 2782 [111 and ASTM-D-l709 [12] which both use a hemispherically

nosed metal dart of variable mass. This dart is released from a

fixed height and falls freely under gravity to strike the specimen,

which consists of a circular disc supported and clamped at its

periphery by a suitable method. Clamping of the specimen and

guiding of the falling dart are optional.

From the mass (M) of the dart and the height (h) through which it

falls, it is easy to calculate the energy (W) available for breaking

the specimen. It is necessary to perform a large number of tests to

determine this energy since the principle of the method consists of

increasing the energy of the dart in sucessive drops until failure

occurs. Two methods, involving different statistical techniques are

employed.

Probit Method

In the Probit Method [12], sucessive groups of 10 specimens are

tested, with each group using a different dart mass (i.e. different

available energy) which is varied in uniform increments between

groups. A record is made of the percentage of failures at each

energy level and testing is carried out to a point where there are

at least five results for 'percentage failure'; ideally this should

include one 0% result, one 100% result and three results equidistant

in between.

A graph, called the 'probit curve', is subsequently drawn of the

percentage failure plotted against the striking energy level, and

finally the impact result is quoted as that energy which causes a
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50% failure level of the specimen. This is called the F-50 value.

Examples of a 'probit curve' are shown in fig 2.5.l for HIPS and

ABS after Bibeau [102].

V

V

0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50

Test Energy, Ft-lb

Fig 2..l. Failure Level Distribution for HIPS. llbft = 1.356J.

An advantage of this method is that impact tests are performed over

a range of energy levels, giving insight into the material's

behaviour for a wide range of impacts. It should be noted that in

some cases it is appropriate to consider results at other than the

50% failure level.

Staircase Method.

Where there is a rapid change in failure energy between 0% and 100%

failure levels in the 'probit curve', i.e. a very steep curve, it
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becomes difficult to predict a 50% failure level with confidence.
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The alternative is to adopt the step or staircase method, where the

dart is dropped from a fixed height and the impact energy is

increased by changing the dart mass in uniform steps until failure

occurs. The test programme proper then begins, with the mass being

decreased by a specific increment if failure occurs, or being

increased by the same amount if it is not. One problem of the test

is in defining what constitutes 'failure'. The results are

tabulated and presented in the form shown in fig 2.5.2 from [12].

C,
a

C,

w

a)

In
In

•1

0 - Nonfailure, X - Failure

Sequential Results

Fig 2.5.2. An Example of Typical Results from the 'Staircase
Method'.

The failure rates from each energy level are given in the last

column and linear interpolation is used to provide a 50% failure

level (F-SO value).

It is virtually impossible to relate directly these falling weight

results to pendulum type results, but Keskkula and Norton [103]
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inve8tigated the biaxial nature of some materials and found

favourable qualitative correlation (see fig 2.5.3) between notched

Izod and dart drop energy for specimens produced over a range of

processing conditions.

1L
0
	

2	 4	 6	 6	 10	 12
Un-notch bar impact Ftlb un

Fig 2.5.3. Correlation of Dart Drop Impact Strength and TJnnotched
Izod Impact Strength.

A study of various dart drop test parameters was also conducted and

the results are summarised as follows:

Drop Height - over the impact velocities used (2.4 - 5.4m/s) there

was no discernible effect in the results.

Dart Tip Radius - these results depend upon the type of material

being struck, see fig 2.5.4. The rigid polymers showed no variation

in failure with ball diameter which was attributed to essentially
Ductile materials

point contact for all diameters•,1showed increasing failure energy

with increasing dart radius and it was concluded that the contact
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radius increases with increasing dart radius, thus spreading the

impact energy over a wider area. This infers that the specimen

fails at a constant energy/area value.

This paper probably represents some of the earliest investigations

into the test geometry.

OL
	 . I

10
	

15	 20 25	 30

Dart tip diameter (mm)

Fig 2.5.4.	 Effect of Dart Tip Radius on Brittle and Ductile
Materials.

The main disadvantage of this type of dart-drop test is that a large

number of specimens are required for one F-50 value. This is

expensive in terms of time and material. Also, simply recording

'the breaking energy' leaves a lot to be desired as has previously

been discussed for the notch bar geometry, and so it is a logical

step to instrument the dart-drop test giving rise to the

Instrumented Drop Weight Impact Test (IFWI). Several authors e.g.

[93, 94] have shown good correlation between instrumented and
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non-instrumented falling weight tests.

2.5.2. The Instrumented Falling Weight Test

Much of the early work involved with this test is concerned with its

development as a viable technique e.g.[104, 105]. A full

description of the equipment used for this thesis is given in

Chapter 3, and as this represents the current typical 'state of the

art' machine only a brief outline of the important components is

given here.

The test essentially consists of a plate specimen which rests on a

circular support and is struck in the centre by a guided and

instrumented falling dart, usually having a hemispherical tip. The

instrumentation is usually provided by either strain-gauges or

piezoelectric type load cells connected to a suitable amplifier and

transient recorder. This generally feeds the raw data, normally in

the form of Force-time co-ordinates, to a dedicated microcomputer

for data manipulation. It has been pointed out [105, 106] that the

basic test apparatus is conveniently adaptable to the geometry of

the notch-bar impact arrangement. It has also been used by Folkes

and Potts [7] to investigate subcomponents of mouldings. One arm of

an 'L' shaped moulding was impacted and this was suggested as a

viable way of testing elements of mouldings. This serves to

demonstrate the flexibility of the basic equipment.

Over the last few years there has been a great deal of interest in

the IFWI test, resulting in much time being devoted to the subject
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at two recent international conferences [6, 7]. The majority of

this interest concerns the fundamental interpretation of the data

obtained during a test, and a common approach to this considers how

distinctive portions of the Force-time curve, such as peaks and

troughs, are affected by various test conditions e.g. [107, 108).

This is rather empirical in nature, but begins to produce some,

usually quantitative, understanding of the results. However, a

paper involving a testing programme at 3 laboratories [7]

illustrates the dangers involved in simply measuring a peak of

significant appearance. Specimens of glass fibre reinforced Nylons

were impacted and they cracked radially from the centre. A

force-time curve is reproduced in fig 2.5.5.

Time (ins)

Fig 2.5.5.	 Force-Time Curve from IFWI Test on Glass Fibre
Reinforced Nylon.

At first sight it is tempting to assign the Peak B to the initiation
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of fracture, but photographs showing the specimens at various

portions of the rising part of the curve showed that significant

cracking was evident as early as position A. This may be a feature

peculiar to these filled type of materials, i.e. 'tough' materials,

but this shows that it is important to understand precisely where

initial failure does occur in relation to the force-time curve since

it is not always at the point one might expect, i.e. the maximum

peak B in this case.

The problem of linking the force-time curve to the deformation event

is brought about by the high speed of the impact test. In a slow,

quasistatic type test it is usually relatively easy to watch the

failure begin in the specimen, note this point on the recording

medium, and chart the progress of failure. The events during an

impact test occur too quickly to be followed by eye and so a method

to monitor these events would be valuable and several have been

documented.

2.5.3. Monitoring the Impact Test.

Flash photography has been used [7] at a pre-determined time after

specimen-striker contact to record the development of damage at that

instant. This method identified very early cracking and the profile

of a typical curve could be reliably linked with the deformation of

the specimen. This method requires quite simple equipment, gives

very clear results, is quick and easy to use but needs reasonably

large numbers of specimens to be tested.
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An alternative to this is to employ high speed photographic

techniques [6]. Here a sophisticated high speed camera films an

entire event and can reveal many pertinent details. The photographs

are generally of relatively poor quality, and it can be a difficult

and lengthy task to set up the equipment.

Photography is not the only technique enabling the experimenter to

'see' the events during impact. Lee et al [61 have established the

technique of stopping a hydraulically driven impactor at various

penetration depths. Force-time traces for the partial penetrations

followed those of full penetrations, as shown in fig 2.5.6.

Time (ms)

Fig 2.5.6. Impact Traces on HDPE Showing Five Partial Impacts and
One Complete Penetration.

Results for HDPE showed that there was much drawing of the material

beneath the indentor until actual penetration occurred, but little

thinning, with a maximum of 88% thickness reduction after impact.
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This 'profile' approach enabled the authors to compare the

experimental measurements with a computer model of the situation,

which were in qualitative agreement.

The main objection to this method is the inability to control

accurately the indentor displacement for partial penetration even at

relatively slow speeds (= O.5m/s), however, this may not be such a

problem provided the actual displacement can be determined

accurately. An alternative approach is to conduct the test at a

slow rate, i.e. perform a quasistatic plate bending test rather than

plate impact [7]. Results from such tests are likely to be

different because of possible strain rate effects, but the general

failure may be similar in many cases. This problem may then be

reduced to considering elementary (elastic) bending of a centrally

loaded plate, which is well documented e.g. [9, 10, 109] and the

general approach is similar in most cases.

2.5.4. Bending of a Centrally Loaded Elastic Plate.

The IFWI test basically consists of a simply supported circular

plate specimen which is centrally loaded by the indentor. No

specific analysis is available for such a system under impact

conditions, but there is much literature concerning the geometry for

the quasistatic case.

Timoshenko [8] distinguishes between three types of plate:

1) Thin plates with small deflections - if the plate

deflection, a, is small in comparison to its thickness, h,
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(i.e. w ^ h/2) then an approximate theory may be developed by

assuming: i) no lateral deflection in the middle plane of the

plate, ii) all points on the plate remain normal to the

middle plane and iii) perpendicular forces are disregarded.

2) Thin plates with large deflections - here, stresses

in the middle plane of the plate must be considered, which

entails a more complicated solution.

3) Thick plates - the approach here is to consider the

plate in terms of a 3-dimensional elastic body. Indentation

into the plate surface must be accounted for which often

involves much complex stress analysis and has only been

completely solved for a few particular cases. This group of

plates will not be considered further here.

1)	 Plates with small deflections.

The basic approach to solving this problem is to consider the

curvature of the middle plane of a purely elastic plate under

applied bending moments, and is generally known as the elementary

bending theory. Solutions which are valid for various geometries

are widely available in the literature e.g. [8]. Some specific

cases are considered later in the Discussion (Chapter 6) but a

general equation may be written as:

a = P.C.f(a/r)

h2
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where a = stress in plate
P = applied load
h = plate thickness
C = a constant
= a function usually dependent on the ratio of a/r,

where a = plate radius
r = radius over which load is applied

As the loading radius, r, approaches zero, i.e. near the centre of

the plate, the predicted stesses tend to infinity and therefore this

form of equation is no longer viable. This problem can only be

circumvented by keeping the loading radius finite [37].

2) Plates having large deflections.

When a plate is bent to large deflections, where wh, then the

strain in the middle plane of the plate may no longer be ignored and

the small deflection theory becomes invalid. It should be noted

however that at increasingly large deflections the simple theory

tends to introduce an automatic design safety factor since it

predicts higher stresses and deflections than actually occur.

Timoshenko [8] considers the large deflection problem in general

terms and provides some approximate solutions. Numerous authors have

studied particular geometries e.g.[llO, lU, 112, 113, 114, 115] and

obtained a particular solution valid for that geometry alone. A

coion failing in large deflection theories is that they tend to

lack generality.

Dunn and Williams [116] consider the slow bending of PMMA plates

under the IFWI geometry. The maximum force recorded was that

required to cause fracture and followed a square relationship with
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thickness as predicted by both small and large deflection theory.

Various indentor geometeries were used, resulting in a large range

of loading radii. The authors used the small deflection theory to

calculate fracture stresses, which were in the region of 150 -

l6OMNm for all indentors. This assumed that, for a sphere, an

effective radius b was substituted for the actual contact radius

to account for local deformation in the vicinity of the indentor.

This effective radius is given by Roark [10] as:

b = /l.6r + h2 - O.675h

and is applicable if rh/2. The minimum effective radius is 0.325h

which was used in the calculations.

Although the small deflection theory copes adequately with such

loading conditions, the authors consider both the small and large

deflection theories to be too cumbersome for general application.

They define a rupture coefficient, WR such that:

ii =w	 /h
R max

This is effectively normalising the data for thickness variations

and may be used to evaluate certain plastic plates.

Tests with various support geometries (11 - 65 i radii) gave WR =

70± tiNni 2 for similar thicknesses, but this began to increase

markedly with increasing thickness.

One should be cautious when applying this approach to other
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materials which may not conform to the basic assumptions of the

theory.

Non-Elastic and Other Analyses.

Materials which do not react in an elastic fashion cannot usually be

treated with an elastic analysis, although this may be applicable in

the early stages of deformation or be used as a base upon which

further considerations may be included. For example, Takemori [117]

uses the IFWI geometry for impact fatigue tests (i.e. repeated

low-blow impacts) of Polycarbonate. A puncture model was developed

using the elementary elastic equation for a clamped plate but

consideration was only given to indentation of the hemispherical

striker. The arrangement is shown in fig 2.5.7.

Fig 2.5.7. Hemispherically Tipped Plunger Geometry.
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The penetration depth, P, is given by

P = R[l - (1 - (k/R)P]

This was superimposed on the elastic analysis to give the total

central deflection.

Sjoerdsma, Boyens and Mooij [118] consider a plate loaded with a

flat indentor, fig 2.5.8.

.111

,.(	 -

d 2R d

Fig 2.5.8. Schematic Presentation of the Deformation Produced by a
Flat Indentor.

The plate deflection is composed of an elastic deflection,	 , given

by an unspecified function f(F) which may be approximated by the

small deflection theory but is kept in this form for generality. It

is assumed that all other deformation is due to shearing which takes

place in the shaded zone of width d, exaggerated for clarity in fig
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2.5.8.

Analysis of the system readily shows that

V = d.y

where V = velocity of falling dart

y = shear rate.

Thus the shear rate is proportional to impact velocity, provided

that the diameter of the plastically deforming zone is constant.

This is verified experimentally using ABS tested at various dart

velocities.

Sjoerdsma et al [118] also found that temperature affected the

result in a predictable manner such that it would be possible to

obtain an indication of material response to very high deformation

rates simply by conducting flat-headed falling weight tests at low

temperatures. Several advantages of flat indentors are given over

hemispherical shapes.

The case for a hemispherical indentor onto a ductile specimen is

very difficult to analyse, but Nimmer [121] has applied finite

element methods and obtained a solution for this problem. The

geometry to be considered was identical to the IFWI test but used a

slowly driven indentor. The predicted force-time response agreed

favourably with that obtained in practice but this type of approach

lacks generality and often only repeats or confirms earlier models.
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All of the models considered here so far are essentially based on

quasistatic considerations with little or no consideration of the

dynamics involved. Several groups of workers have moved away from

this area and considered impact in terms of a dynamic model. Much

has been done for the notch-bar case [7, 89] and some interest has

recently been shown in the IFWI geometry by Sims and Johnson [7].

Their analysis is based on the dynamic equations governing the

motion of the impactor as it is restrained by the specimen, and as

such follows a 'mass-spring' analogue. The model predicts a

force-time response of the form:

F(t)	 m.V.k.sin(k.t)	 ...... A

where m impactor mass

V = impactor velocity

and

K=1 Eh3
[Mc&a2(1 - 2)]

a = test span

= stiffness parameter dependent upon geometry

Equation (A) describes a sine wave of period kt/n and in this form

is only applicable to low blow impact tests where the specimen does

not fracture or deform plastically and the first 'half wave' of the

model quite accurately predicts the force-time response of an

elastic plate under these conditions. Agreement was found between

predicted curves and experimental force-time curves in which the

specimen fractured, as shown in fig 2.5.9.
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Fig 2.5.9. Actual and Predicted Force-Time Response in a Low-Blow
(Bounce) Test.

The two predicted curves have a modulus corresponding either to a

high rate or a low rate flexure test. This shows fair agreement

between the high rate curve and an experimental curve, although some

additional material failure criterion was necessary to estimate the

point of fracture.

There are very few, if any, analyses for plates under impact loading

which do not rely on either quantitative plate models or the

mass-spring approach. However, it is conceivable that the 'moving

plastic hinge' criteria, which have previously been considered for a

beam specimen at the beginning of this chapter, may be valuable in

some instances for plates which are struck at high velocities.

Whichever model is adopted in practice, the experimenter still needs

to interpret accurately the force-time data obtained during the
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impact event so that the correct values may be input to the

re8pective equations. Such interpretation may be difficult in

itself [7] but is usually compounded by perturbations or noise

occurring in the signal. This phenomenon has received much

attention, chiefly with regard to notch-bar testing, although the

work is usually applicable to plates.

2.5.5. Noise and Signal Perturbations.

It has been widely reported that the force-time signals produced

during impact tests suffer from the influence of signal interference

or 'noise'. In the early days of instrumented notch bar impact

testing this was mainly caused by electrical instability in the

recording equipment, and very soon eradicated, e.g. [83], but some

spurious peaks still remained which were thought to be caused by

imbalance of the striker hardware.

Considerable discussion of the possible origins of this noise in

notch bar impact tests may be found in ASTM-STP 563, particularly

the review by Ireland [3].

Signals generated by instrumentation are considered to be a complex

combination of the following elements:

1. The true mechanical response of the 8pecimen,
2. Inertial loading of the tup as a result of accelerating

the specimen from rest,
3. Low frequency fluctuations caused by stored elastic

energy and reflected stress waves,
4. High frequency noise generated by the signal

amplification system.
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The latter may be minimised by a judicial choice of quality

components in the recording circuit to give a high signal-to-noise

ratio. Element 1 is obviously the goal of the signal analysis but

can often be overshadowed by 2 and 3.

When the specimen is struck by the tup it is accelerated rapidly

from rest to an average velocity equal to that of the tup [3], this

exerts a sudden force on the striker which is generally termed the

'inertial load'. The maximum inertial load should occur near the

moment of impact, and becomes zero when the specimen exactly attains

the velocity of the tup. Whilst the inertia builds and decays, the

specimen begins to respond mechanically and this eventually

dominates the signal. Fig 2.5.10 shows the relative relationship

of load and velocity between tup and specimen during idealised

impact.

I.—	 i,F4€CHANlCAL

0

TuP

line

Fig 2.5.10. Relationship of Load and Velocity between Tup and
Specimen in Izod Test.
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It is feasible that in some instances, for very brittle materials,

fracture may occur whilst the specimen is still being accelerated.

The maximum load at impact and the maximum acceleration are governed

by the dynamic properties of the specimen and tup, and may be

estimated by considering the initial ela8tic stress wave generated

in the tup at impact. The magnitude of this wave is given by:

a = ZiZ - v
z i + z2

where Z1 = CDjj - acoustic impedence of material i,
CDI = speed of sound in material i,

p1 = density of material i,
V0 = initial tup velocity.

This equation bounds the initial load and accelertion which can be
&

imposed upon the specimen, i.e. represents the maximum value of

the initial impulse, which is proportional to the impact velocity.

This is demonstrated by Ireland [3] in fig 2.5.11 which shows the

trace obtained from Charpy tests on mild steel bars at several

velocities.

The initial peak is considered to be due to inertia whilst the rest

of the oscillation is treated as the combination of both stored

elastic energy and reflections of stress waves. The period of this

oscillation does not change significantly with striker velocity, and

has been modelled theoretically as a vibrating mass on a spring

system, e.g. [119].

For brittle materials the reaction of the specimen can be quite

different to that of the anvils or striker. 	 Fig 2.5.12 shows the

signals produced from strain gauges bonded onto the mid-span region
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Fig 2.5.11. Charpy Impact Traces at Three Velocities
Showing Effect on Inertia Peak.
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of the specimen, and the tup and supports in a Charpy tests

•f,,

Anvil	 / ,'I

' F /
- - , /
,.--

x ( 
Specimen

Tup
/

Time

Fig 2.5.12. Force-time Traces from Transducers on Various Parts of
a Charpy Test Rig.

The specimen trace is in phase with that of the support anvil, but

about 180 degrees out of phase with the tup. The amplitudes of

oscillation are larger for the anvil and tup than for the specimen,

but after a period of time the natural damping of the specimen

significantly decreases the disparity.

Reed [2] notes that the pendulum may lose contact with the specimen

after the initial contact, and Arends [85] reports that samples

tended to bounce against the striker head. Quantification of this

bounce is difficult but Bobme and Katlthoff [120] sucessfully

measured the time during which the specimen loses contact with the

-

support anvil (about 0.4ms) and found the gap between specimen and

anvil reached a maximum of about 0.1mm. These figures obviou8ly

U
U
C-

0
LC-
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depend upon the type of material under test and the tup velocity,

but seem to indicate an additional source of spurious phenomena

which may appear in the force-time trace.

With a sound understanding of the origins of 'noise' it becomes

possible to design the test equipment so that it is reduced to a

minimum at source. A common technique is to use an electronic filter

which can be set to remove certain frequency bandwidths, which

contain the undesirable elements, from the force-time trace. The

drawback is that the actual mechanical response is likely to be

adversely affected, although in extreme cases it must be argued that

any signal is better than incoherent noise.

The discussion so far has only considered the pendulum type test,

but is applicable in principle to most impact geometries including

the falling weight, although some modification may be necessary to

account for the different geometries involved.

Sims and Johnson [7] supply an equation which models the natural

frequency (f) of an oscillating square plate.

f=Bh_r E	 12

4ira2 [3(1 -

where B = a constant, having numerous values corresponding
to different 'harmonics',

a = span,
h = thickness,

p = density,
E = modulus.

For large spans this was found to predict accurately the response of
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a PMMA plate. For smaller spans of 40mm, and assuming that:

p = 1200 kg/rn3
v = 0.37
E = 4.8 MNm 2 (high rate value)
h = 6 mm,

f takes the value of around 7kHz, which is close to the frequencies

found in practice (see results).

Signal noise from the IFWI geometry is an area where little has been

published to date. Most experimentation has been performed either

at low velocities (to minimise noise amplitude) or has utilised

non-brittle materials which tend to damp rapidly any oscillations

and therefore do not exhibit such phenomena.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL.

The majority of testing performed during this study has been on an

Instrumented Falling Weight Impact,or IFWI,machine. The particular

model used was already selected when this project began, and was

manufactured on a commercial basis by 'Ceast' of Turin, Italy. Few

modifications to the original design were needed, but those that

were necessary are detailed where appropriate.

A general view of the IFWI equipment is presented in fig 3.0.1 which

shows the Falling Weight Tower and the Data Acquisition and

Manipulation facilities. These are considered in detail in the

following sections along with the calibration procedure, the high

speed photography technique and the slow bending equipment used.

I	 1P'

I
Fig 3.0.1. General View of Equipment Showing, From Left to Right,
the Computer Console, the AFS MkIII, the Falling Weight Tower and
the Control Console.
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3.1. The Falling Weight Tower.

3.1.1. The Tower and its Operation.

General.

The Ceast Falling Weight Tower is shown in fig 3.1.1 (see also fig

3.0.1) and basically consists of a temperature controlled cabinet

(A) which is built around the base or chassis of the Tower and

contains the specimen support pedestal (B). Two vertical ground

stainless steel guide bars (C) approximately 2.5m long are fixed to

the chassis and guide the Falling Weight Cage CD) on two adjustable

vee blocks. The Falling Weight is attached to a Carriage (E) by a

failsafe ball-bearing latch which may only be released when the two

red release buttons (F) on the control console are depressed

simultaneously. All safety doors have micro-switches which disable

these buttons if a door is left open.

In this study the striker (G) was always rigidily fixed to the

Falling Weight cage, although it may be arranged to move

independently. The mass of the Falling Weight cage may be varied by

adding or removing standard masses. Unless otherwise stated the

mass used in this project was 19.063kg, including striker and tup

assemblies.

The carriage CE) may be raised and lowered by means of a steel wire

wound onto a drum. This is driven by an electric motor (H) situated
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A

Fig 3.1.1. Schematic of the Instrumented Falling Weight
Equipment.
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at the very top of the tower. The position of the carriage

determines the drop height of the Falling Weight and this may be

pre-selected with the Digital Display (I) or can be adjusted

manually using the control console (J).

Drop Height.

It was found in practice that the electric motor was only suitable

for positioning the Falling Weight to within about 5mm of the

desired drop height. To overcome this a rheostat device could have

been installed to control the speed of the motor but a mechanical

modification was eventually chosen to avoid re-wiring the control

system.

Fig 3.1.2 shows a photograph of this modification which involved

inserting a simple manual screw adjustment between the lifting eye

bolt (A), securing the wire to the carriage, and the carriage itself

(B). A captive capstan nut (C) is used with the screw, and turning

the capstan raises or lowers the carriage and Falling Weight

assembly. The procedure for exact positioning of the Falling Weight

now simply involves using the electric motor to roughly position the

weight and then turning the capstan until the desired height is

achieved. Accuracy to fractions of a millimetre are possible with

this system.

The height from which the weight falls determines its velocity from

the equations

V =	 . . . . . . 3 . 1 . I
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Fig 3.1.2. The Capstan Nut Assembly Used for Accurate Positioning

of the Carriage.
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where V = velocity,
g = acceleration due to gravity,
h = height of mass.

This assumes that the mass is f ailing freely under gravity without

friction. However, with this test apparatus the weight is guided by

the guide bars which will introduce some retarding frictional

effects. Also there will be some slight retardation due to the

windage effects of the weight passing through the air. It is

difficult actually to measure the velocity of the mass, but this was

achieved using the high speed camera as described later in Section

3.3 as an occasional check on the calculated free fall value.

After this project was completed an electronic speed measurement

device was fitted to the IFWI machine, which operates on the

principle of interrupting a light beam to an optoelectronic sensor.

Results from work by Lee [125] are reproduced in fig 3.1.3 and shows

that electronically measured velocity deviates only very slightly

from the velocity calculated by equation 3.1.1.

0	 o g	 10	 I

Height (m)

Fig 3.1.3. Graph of Impact Velocity Versus Drop Height Showing the
Small Deviation Between Theoretical and Measured Velocity.
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The electronic velocity measuring device was itself calibrated using

a servohydraulic test machine and so there is a progression of

uncertain, though not necessarily inaccurate, calibration procedures

which determine its own accuracy. Therefore at this stage it is not

possible to say that friction or windage does not affect the

velocity but rather that any effect is likely to be negligible for

the apparatus used.

The maximum drop height possible with this equipment is 2.2m which

corresponds to around 6.5m/s maximum impact velocity.

Carriage Arrest System.

The manufacturer's system for arresting the Falling Weight after the

striker had penetrated the specimen simply consisted of two stiff

rubber blocks bonded to the chassis, onto which the weight fell, and

merely prevented the weight from striking the chassis directly. A

great deal of audible noise and vibrational shock was generated by

this system which gave rise to concern over the long term resilience

of the whole system and also caused annoyance to other laboratory

users. To overcome this problem two commercial oil-damped shock

absorbers were purchased and installed as shown in fig 3.1.4.

Extension arms were attached to the Falling Weight cage and these

were fitted with soft rubber pads which aligned with the position of

the shock absorbers. The height of the shock absorbers was

carefully selected so that no contact was made between them and the

Falling Weight rubbers until the striker had penetrated the specimen

by about 30mm.
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Fig 3.1.4. Close-up View of The New Shock Absorber System

3.1.2. The Striker and the Specimen Support.

The Striker.

As previously described the striker rod is attached rigidly to the

falling weight. At the lower end of the rod there is a section

which contains the force transducer and is referred to as the load

cell. This is shown in fig 3.1.1 as part J. This cell was supplied

by the manufacturers without full details of its construction but it

essentially consists of the components as shown in section in fig

3.1.5.
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Fig 3.1.5.	 Schematic Section Through the Striker Showing
Approximate Position of Strain Gauges.

The 'tip', which is the part that actually strikes the 8pecimen, is

interchangeable and screws onto a threaded section. The tip butts

up firmly against the 'shoulder' which prevents damage to the

threads and ensures a solid fit. Innuediately behind this shoulder

are situated the strain gauges. These are of the semiconductor type

which are very small in size and have much higher gauge factors,

i.e. give a larger change in resistance per unit strain, in

comparison to ordinary wire or foil resistance gauges. The gauges

are configured in a standard Wheatstone bridge arrangement but their

exact positions on the load cell are not known.

The 'Protective Sleeve' is designed to prevent damage to the gauges

and also to ensure that ductile specimens do not get stuck behind

the Tip; the sleeve is slightly tapered (1 0) to make removal of

these specimens easier. There is a gap of approximately 1mm between

the sleeve and the back face of the tup to ensure that no shunt path

is provided for load to by-pass the strain gauges.
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A series of interchangeable tips were manufactured in the Collge

workshops and the complete range used is shown in fi8 3.1.6 along

with the two protective sleeves required.

The range of strikers consists of three hemispherical-ended tips of

A, 5mm; B, 6.25mm and C, 10mm radii and three flat-ended tips of D,

2.5mm, E, 5mm and F, 10mm radius. These were manufactured with

polished striking surfaces and all sharp edges were lightly removed

from the flat tips.

The Support.

The specimen support system used as standard during this work

consists of a steel pedestal onto which a stainless steel block

assembly is mounted (see fig 3.1.1). This assembly is shown in fig

3.1.7 and consists of the spigot (A), a large circular base-plate

(B), the specimen support ring (C) and a vee-plate CD).

al

Fig 3.1.7. Sketch of the Support Pedestal Showing Vee-Plate Used
to Locate Specimens.
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The spigot simply locates onto the support pedestal and retains the

rest of the support in position. The specimen rests on the support

ring (C) and may be accurately positioned over the ring with the aid

of the vee-plate (D) which can be slid to and fro and locked when

the specimen is in the correct position. This feature is especially

useful when testing many specimens of the same size. A

cross-section of the standard 20mm radius support ring is shown in

fig 3.1.8.

4Or'

4
	 6Ors

Fig 3.1.8. Clo8e-up Details of the 'Standard' 20mm Radius Support.

This particular ring has an inner edge, i.e. that edge which the

specimen bends about when centrally loaded, of 1mm radius and so

conforms to the ISO standard ISO/DP 6603/2. A number of support

ring inserts were manufactured in the College workshops to provide

additional support spans. Four inserts were made, which gave spans

of 20mm, 25mm, 50mm and 60mm. These are shown in fig 3.1.9 and are
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Fig 3.1.9. Cross Section of the Four Non-Standard Supports (Actual
Size). Each Slots Onto the Standard 4m Span Incorporated in the
Support Pedestal.
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designed to locate firmly onto the support block in fig 3.1.7. The

four inserts do not have an accurately radiused inside edge, only

the sharp corners have been lightly removed.

An alternative Standard method of specimen support is to clamp the

specimen to the support rings and a special jig was made as shown in

section in fig 3.1.10. This consists of a support ring (A), of 20mm

inside radius and a clamping ring (B) which bolts onto it with the

specimen (C) sandwiched between. Four clearance holes need to

be drilled through the specimen to allow passage for the clamping

bolts (D), but as fig 3.1.10 shows these holes are outside of the

specimen-clamp contact area and therefore do not interfere with the

reaction of the central portion of the specimen.

0

Fig 3.1.10. Cross Section of the Clamping Device.

The inside edge of both the clamping ring and support ring were left

square with only the sharp edges lightly removed. The completed
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assembly of clamp-ring, specimen and support ring is simply located

on top of the standard 20mm support as shown in fig 3.1.11 and

testing proceeds as normal.

-

Fig 3.1.11. The Clamping Device in Position on the Support
Pedestal.

Impact testing in conjunction with the high speed photography

required a special set of transparent supports and clamps to be

made. These are detailed in Section 3.3.

3.2. Data Aquisition and Manipulation.

The electrical signal derived from the semiconductor strain gauges

in the striker during an impact event is fed directly into a Ceast

AFS MXIII unit which essentially consists of an optional filter, an

amplifier and a transient recorder. The passage of the signal is

represented schematically in fig 3.2.1.
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Fig 3.2.1. Schematic Presentation of Signal Pa8sage from Tup to
Transient Recorder.

Once the signal is stored in the transient recorder it may be passed

to a microcomputer for manipulation as considered later in this

Chapter.

The signal from the semiconductor gauges is relatively small and

requires amplification to a level which is both appropriate for

input into the transient recorder and also represents suitable units

of Force. This task is performed by the amplifier section of the

AFS MXIII which has a range of sensitivities, i.e. amplification

factors, representing various full scale loads. Before testing may

begin, the amplification factors need to be calibrated and this is

achieved as follows.
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3.2.1. Amplifier Calibration.

The AFS MXIII amplification is set using the four controls; Range,

Steps, Fine and Zero. These are identified in the general view of

the unit in fig 3.2.2.

Fig 3.2.2. View of the Front Panel of the AFS MkIII Unit.

The basic calibration procedure is to apply a known static load to

the striker and adjust these four controls in a set sequence so that

the value of the applied load is correctly displayed on the digital

indicator of the AFS MXIII. Several different methods have been

employed to apply the static load but the method described here is

the final one chosen which was used to calibrate the equipment for

all of the impact results in this thesis. The basic arrangement is

shown in fig 3.2.3 and consists of two bars (1) with cross members

(2) forming a cage which constrains the striker (3) against a

proving ring (4) of 2OKN capacity. This assembly may be fitted onto
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Fig 3.2.3. Load Cell and Proving Ring Set Up for Calibration.
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the striker whilst it remains in the Falling Weight frame.

Load is applied to the system by tightening the nut (5) and the

value of load may be determined accurately from the proving ring.

The actual calibration procedure is as follows:

With the cage apparatus loosely arranged, the striker is lifted by

hand so that the tup is free and no load is exerted on it. The

'Load Range' is selected on the AFS MKIII and the digital readout

set to zero using the 'zero' dial. The striker is lowered onto

the proving ring and the cage tightened to exert a load of 50Z of

the 'Load Range' selected, e.g. for the l9lON Range a load of 955N

is exerted. The digital readout is then adjusted to display the

value of the applied load using the 'Steps' and 'Fine' controls.

The load is then removed by loosening the cage and lifting the

striker; if the digital readout does not display zero load it is

set to zero with the 'Zero' dial and the above procedure repeated

until settings are found at which the zero load and 50% full scale

load are correctly displayed. The dial settings are then recorded

and the whole procedure is repeated for all of the Load Ranges

available. Table 3.2.1 below gives values of the dial settings from

a typical calibration sequence.

Range (N)	 9550	 3820	 1910	 955	 382

Steps	 1	 2	 5	 10	 20

Fine	 763	 857	 761	 741	 865

Zero	 651	 651	 649	 648	 647

Table 3.2.1. Typical Values from a Calibration Sequence.
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There was some tendency early on in the project for these values to

change with sucessive calibrations. This was attributed to

loosening of the striker tip caused by repeated impacts; the tip is

screwed onto the transducer section and creates strain in the region

of the strain gauges which is related in magnitude to the torque on

the thread. Hence the 'tightness' of the striker tip will affect

the level of continued static strain experienced by the transducer.

In an effort to overcome this problem a small amount of glue was

applied to the threads between the tip and transducer sections which

had the effect of reducing dramatically any unwanted loosening.

Also to ensure that results would not be prejudiced by further

occurrence of loosening, regular calibration checks were performed,

and the IFWI results presented in this thesis were all obtained

during periods of regular calibration.

It is suggested that a more elegant solution to the problem of

striker tip loosening is to modify the tip as shown in fig 3.2.4 by

permanently fixing a spacer element to the threads adjacent to the

transducer section.

The spacer could be glued with a 'permanent' adhesive to the

transducer and would need to be of sufficient length, 1, to isolate

the effects of removing or screwing down the tip. However, 1 should

be kept as small as possible to minimise the mass between transducer

and specimen. The diameter, D, of this spacer also requires careful

consideration to enable tips of varying radii to be used.
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Fig 3.2.4. Suggested Modification to Striker Tip.

3.2.2. Data Capture.

The analogue signal is stored after amplification in digital form in

a transient recorder which is built into the AFS MKIII unit. Full

technical details of this recorder are not available but it

essentially operates as an electronic store containing 1024 data

'points'. The total sample time may be set to between 2ms and 256ms

using the timebase selector (see fig 3.2.2.). The store continually

refreshes itself, i.e. is continually recording, until it is

'triggered' (see later) after which it records up to the set

timebase and then stops, holding the information obtained.

The store is actually triggered from the incoming signal itself and

a control is provided (see fig 3.2.2) to set the 'trigger level' to

any desired percentage of the input signal. The trigger may thus be

set to avoid triggering on background noise. A second control sets
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the pre-trigger period, a function of which is best described by

example. Fig 3.2.5 8hOws an arbitrary Force-time curve representing

the data stored during a test.

Time

Fig 3.2.5. Arbitrary Force-Time Curve to Illustrate Action of
Trigger.

The force gradually increases from zero, reaches a peak and then

falls away. Suppose the trigger level is set at around 40% of the

Force scale, as indicated, and the transient store recorded to its

full timebase from this point, then some of the data, i.e. that

before the trigger point, would be lost. In order to avoid this

problem a pre-trigger period is selected which forces the store,

once triggered, to continue recording for only a certain percentage

of the full timebase. In the example above the store has recorded

after the trigger point for about 75% of the timebase, and the first

25% of the timebase contains the data present before the trigger

point was reached. Hence the whole of the signal may be recorded.
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This method of data collection led to a period of zero force prior

to the true start of the event, which in turn led to difficulties in

the computer evaluation of certain factors (see later).

In practice the timebase, trigger level, and pre-trigger controls are

manipulated, initially on a trial and error basis, until the

settings are found which guarantee recording of the whole impact

event but also keeps the timebase as small as possible to give good

resolution of the data. Once the data is stored the greatest value of

Force is automatically displayed on the digital data readout, and

the system awaits to transfer data to the microcomputer when the

correct control codes are received.

3.2.3. Filtering.

There is provision on the AFS Mk III console for narrow band

filtering of the incoming signal to remove or 'smooth' unwanted

elements before storage on the transient recorder. The filtering

may be switched completely out so that the whole, unmodified input

signal is allowed past or it is switched in and set to a frequency

between 6kHz and 36kHz. Full details of the performance of this

filter are not available but essentially the system only filters

those frequencies in a narrow band around the set frequency and so

minimises the distortion of the signal. Thus setting the filter to

12kHz would filter frequencies between 11.5 and 12.5kHz.

The use of such a filter can have a dramatic effect on the input

signal and hence the results generated, and so a systematic

-a
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appraisal of the filter and its effects was conducted. The results

of this are presented in Chapter 4, Section 2, and conclude that it

is better to record completely unfiltered data and therefore have a

true record of the event than to filter and risk permanently

distorting the basic data in an unknown way. Hence, except during

the filter appraisal, the filter was permanently switched out during

the whole of this investigation.

3.2.4. Data Manipulation.

The data stored in the transient recorder of the AFS MKIII may be

output directly to a chart recorder in the form of a Force-time

trace, or passed via an RS232 interface to an Apple II computer.

The chart recorder output was not used during this project and this

section concerns only the manipulation of data within the computer.

The computer programme is best represented by the flow diagram .tr

fig 3 2 6.

Once the data is input, the Force-time curve is drawn on the screen.

The mass and velocity are then input and access may be gained to the

Menu which contains ten options, selected by pressing the numeric

keys, as follows:

Options 1 - 5 selects the curve to be drawn. Force-time,

Energy-time, velocity-time, displacement-time and Force-displacement

are available. Selection of any option causes entry to the

calculation stage that evaluates the required data from the basic

Force-time data and prints the results in curve form. Once the
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Fig 3.2.6. Flow Diagram of the Computer Programme Used to
Manipulate the Raw Data.
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selected curve is drawn on the screen, a cursor may be moved across

it enabling the co-ordinates of any portion of the curve to be

displayed. These values may be stored and a hard copy obtained

later on (see Option 0). The cursor is also used to set the limits

for expansion of the curve, an extremely useful function which

magnifies the curve primarily by the abscissa and enables the

operator to examine fine detail from any section of the curve.

Basically the screen can only display a limited number of pixels and

so averages the data points; expansion diminishes this limitation.

Option 6 is selected when manipulation of the current data is

complete and new data is ready to be input from the AFS MKIII.

Option 7 saves onto floppy disc the basic curve data, i.e. the

Force-time plot, along with the striker mass and velocity, and any

stored curve co-ordinates. There is also an option to delete files

from disc but this creates no useable file space and so is

redundant.

Option 8 is selected to print the curve which last appeared on the

screen onto a dot matrix printer. This takes the form of a

'screen-dump' and so the whole of the screen is printed.

Option 9 ends the prograie, and this can be a particular nuisance

if pressed accidentally since no 'second chance' is given and the

prograe must be loaded afresh in order to continue.

Option 0 prints, either to screen or printer, the striker mass and

velocity, along with any stored co-ordinates chosen from the curves.
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The units of these co-ordinates are not displayed.

In general the programme is laid out in a fairly acceptable way

although there are a number of modifications that could be made

which would significantly improve its running. Two suggestions are

considered here:

1. Curve Scaling.

All the curves are automatically scaled by the programme to just fit

into a certain screen size. This enables the operator to view the

largest possible curve, although the screen area reserved for the

graph is too small (see later),it prohibits a simple direct

comparison between two similar tests because the mantissa scales are

likely to be different. An alternative way to di8play the graphs

would be to: a) start with the display as current b) select two

points on the curve using the cursor, the first (1) of which

corresponds to the initial rise in force from zero and the second

(2) to be a point just beyond the end of the event, c) obtain an

input from the operator for the maximum mantissa and abscissa

values, i.e. the operator may choose the scaling, and re-draw the

curve using data between points (1) and (2) only with the origin set

to zero. This process is simply illustrated in fig 3.2.7 which

shows an arbitrary curve passing through these stages.

In addition to changing the scaling it would be helpful to increase

the overall size of the graphs as they are presented on the screen

and printer. Currently the graphs are unnecessarily small and

useful information may be ob8cured.
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0	 (1)	 (2)

V

0	 x

Stage b) select cut-off
points (1) and (2).

Stage c) operator to input
maximum values for axes.
Values are X and Y.

Stage d) re-draw curve
with origin set to zero.

Fig 3.2.7. Proposed New Method to Scale Curves.

2. Co-ordinate Selection.

In order to obtain values of Force, time, Energy, Velocity and

displacement at a particular point along the impact curve it is

necessary first to display the Force-time curve, choose the point of

interest and use the cursor to display the force and time

co-ordinates, which are noted. To obtain the Energy associated with

this point the Energy-time curve must be evaluated and drawn and the

cursor moved along it until the correct time co-ordinate is

displayed, hence also giving the required Energy values. The same

process would be repeated for displacement and velocity, and is very
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time consuming and tedious. A much more satisfactory arrangement

would be to obtain all this information from one curve only so that

all five variables are displayed when a particular point is selected

with the cursor. The problem originates from the utilization of a

commercially available computer with too limited storage for all the

raw data and derived data to be stored simultaneously.

Calculations.

Until now only the general usage of the computer programme has been

considered. The following section deals with the equations used by

the programme to manipulate the data. The input to the computer is

in the form of an array contining 1024 individual values of force,

each value separated in time by an interval of t where

At timebase/ 1024

and 'timebase' is the timebase setting of the AFS MkIII transient

recorder.

From this fundamental data the change in velocity, energy and

displacement of the tup may be calculated and although the exact

method used by the programme writers is not known, the principle

behind the calculation is as followss

Let P be the measured force on the striker of mass M at time t. A

gravitational force equal to Mg is also acting, so the equation of

motion in the direction of travel of the striker is:
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Mg - P = MdV
dt

where V is the velocity at time t.

Hence

J4

V = V0 + gt - ldt	 3.2.1

TMJ0
where V0 = initial velocity of striker.

Since V = dx, equation 3.2.1 may be rewritten such that:
dt	

+Jst.dt - lPdt).dt

x = V0 t + gt2 - lJ[dtdt	 ...... 3.2.11

where x is the displacement of the striker at time t.

Now, in terms of energy, W:

dW = Pdx = Pdx.dt = PVDt
dt

so from 3.2.1:

f dw = VlPdt + ftP.dt - lJPfPdt]dt

so that

t	 t	 t 2
W = VJPdt + gftP.dt - 1	 Pdt	 . .	 3 2 III

0	 I
Equations 3.2.1, II and III represent the general form to describe

the velocity, displacement and energy of the tup during impact on a

specimen. It has recently been revealed that the programme used for

this work does not contain the gravitational term, i.e. as far as

this work is concerned g = 0 in equations 3.2.1, II and III. This

does not lead to significant errors at normal impact velocities, but
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errors can be large in low-blow (low energy) tests.

These equations in their current form are not suitable for inunediate

insertion into a computer prograje because of the digital nature of

the data.	 Fig 3.2.8 shows a general Force-time curve which

represents the data stored in the computer.

p.

•1	 n*At	 Time
ThEZO

V.

Fig 3.2.8. Representation of Data Stored in Computer.

The abscissa consists of regular time intervals, each of At, whilst

the values of P in the mantissa represent the digital values of

force corresponding to the particular time intervals. Thus P1, is

the first force value and was obtained at time = At; P 1 is the nth

force value and was obtained at time = n. t, etc. Using this

notation equation 3.2.1 becomesz

V = V0 + g.Mt - lPt
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which is now in a numerical form suitable for computer

application. Equations 3.2.11 and 3.2.111 may be treated similarly.

The software used in this work contains a flaw in that the

Force-time display shows a substantial period of zero force before

the start of the event. This is done to ensure early detail is not

lost, but causes the integrations to compute from the start of the

display rather than the start of the event. If to is the real time

for the start of the display and t1 is the real time for the start

of the event , then a displacement of V 0 (t - to ) is added to all

displacements. This does not cause a problem with this work since

no absolute values of displacement were required.

3.3. High Speed Photography.

To enable High Speed Photography of the impact event to be

performed, the CEAST IFWI equipment required some minor

modification. Three basic experimental arrangements were used which

differ the normal test situation described earlier; each

arrangememt utilises a transparent Perspex support tube, of 19mm

inside radius, to enable sufficient quantities of light to reach the

specimen and to allow the camera views through the support. The

three arrangements are shown schematically in figs 3.3.1 a, b and c,

and consist of the camera (A), the specimen (B), resting on the

Perspex support (C) with the striker (D) above. The specimen is

illuminated with high power spotlights (E).

In fig 3.3.la the camera views the specimen parallel to its surface.
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Fig 3.3.1. Arrangement of the High Speed Camera (See Text).
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Fig 3.3.lb shows the camera viewing the specimen at 450 to its

surface with the specimen simply supported, and in fig 3.3.lc the

camera views at 450 with the specimen clamped. In this latter case

the upper section of the clamp consisted of the same type of clear

Perspex tube as the support tube (C). Clamping pressure was applied

through two end plates bolted together and sandwiching the tubes and

specimen.

The camera used in this study was a John Hadland Hyspeed model and

was set to run in the full-frame mode. It was triggered manually

and each event used one 400ft roll of standard black and white cine

film. Filming rates were set to either 10,000 or 6,000 frames per

second, and as a check on the film speed actually attained during

the event a timing light generator, manufactured by John Hadland,

was used to mark the film at preset time intervals so that the

actual filming rate may be determined by the number of frames

between sucessive marks.

Each film was developed in the College laboratories and when fully

processed was run through an analysing projector. This gave a

variety of replay speeds plus single frame advance or return and

permitted static projection of single frames. The films were

examined and relevant frames printed, as shown in Chapters 4 and 5.

A check could be made on the velocity of the falling dart by

measuring its change in position over several adjacent frames and

dividing this by the appropriate time period.
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3.4. Slow Bending Apparatus.

The Instrumented Falling Weight Impact test basically drives an

indentor at high speed into a plate specimen. A standard tensile

machine was adapted to mimic this geometry so that low indentation

rates might be investigated, and a photograph of the tup and support

arrangement is shown in fig 3.4.1. The tup has a 10mm radius

hemispherical tip, and the support is that used for the clamped

impact tests and has already been described.

A device was constructed so that the profile of the specimens could

be recorded as they were deformed, This device is shown in fig

3.4.1 and consists of two orthogonal displacement transducers (A)

and (B) connected to a pointer system (C) and mounted on an optical

carriage (D) which fits into the test-bed of the tensile machine.

Fig 3.4.1.
______________________ Arrangement of

A

Indentor, Support
and Profile
Measuring Probe
for Slow
Indentation Tests.
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This device is connected to a chart recorder via two signal

conditioning units and an overall view of this arrangement is shown

in fig 3.4.2.

Fig 3.4.2. Overall View of the Slow-Indentation Experimental Setup.

The test procedure involves lowering the crosshead at the desired

rate and hence forcing the tup into the specimen. When a particular

load is sustained the crosshead movement is stopped and the profile

recorder is pushed to and fro beneath the specimen, thus drawing the

profile of the specimen on the chart. The tup is then forced

further into the specimen and the above process repeated. This

continues until specimen failure occurs. Results from tests using

this technique are presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

Two special jigs were made to calibrate the profile gauge in the

vertical and horizontal directions. These are sketched in fig

3.4.3.
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Fig 3.4.3. Sketch of Apparatus Used to Calibrate Vertical and
Horizontal Displacement of the Profile Gauge.

The 'step gauge' is placed onto the support with the steps

downwards. The profile recorder is then pushed beneath it and the

gauge tip follow8 the step profile which is reproduced on the chart.

It is then a simple matter to correlate the actual step depth with

the chart recording. Horizontal position is obtained using the

'target' gauge which is simply a piece of transparent plastic with a

series of concentric rings scribed upon it. This is placed on the

support and the profile recorder pushed beneath it until the gauge

tip is aligned with one of the scribed rings. The chart is marked

at this point and the process repeated for all the ecribed rings.

Once again it is a simple matter to correlate the ring spacing with

the chart markings.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS ON PMMA.

The basic output from the test equipment is in the form of

Force-Time curves, which are the basis for subsequent experimental

interpretation. Other relationships may be derived from this curve

by various integration procedures, but these are used to provide

ancillary data rather than interpretative evidence.

The Force-Time trace has been adopted as the primary data

source in this work because it represents the 'raw data' and is

independent of all microcomputer computations.

A typical Force-Time curve obtained from PMMA, along with the broken

specimen, is shown in fig 4.0.1. The specimen was a square plate,

nominally 3mm thick, with an 88mm side. This was simply supported

on a standard 20mm radius support and was struck centrally by a 10mm

radius hemispherical striker travelling at lm/s.

Fig 4.0.1 Typical Force-Time curve and associated broken specimen;
3mm thick, 88mm square, simply supported on a 20mm radius support
and struck at lm/s by a 10mm radius striker.
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The curve is multi-peaked with many abrupt changes in force. The

fractured specimen exhibits brittle failure, in this case producing

four square-shaped broken pieces of roughly equal size through the

formation of four radial cracks running at 900 to one another. The

broken pieces may be readily re-assembled and show no trace of any

ductile deformation.

The curve consists of an initial angular peak (A) followed by a

broad, multi-tipped peak (B). Feature (A) has been termed the

'First Peak' and consists of the initial increase and subsequent

sudden decrease in recorded force. Two quantities used to

characterise this part of the curve are the 'Force to First Peak'

and 'Energy to First Peak'. The former is simply that force at the

apex of the first peak and the latter is the integrated energy at

the same instant in time.

The second feature (B), is somewhat less clearly defined but

consists of the broad series of peaks following the first peak. It

is termed the'Second Peak' and is characterised by determining the

'Total Energy' of the event, i.e: the integration of the whole of

the curve up to point 'C' in fig 4.0.1, where the force finally

becomes zero,

The first peak and second peak are distinctive features common to

all the PMMA specimens tested. The quantities chosen for

characterisation purposes are somewhat arbitrary at this stage

although they readily define each curve. Their actual significance

cannot be fully understood until the curve is related to that which
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is happening to the specimen during the impact event.

4.1. Interpretation of the Force-Time curve.

The use of high-speed photography to investigate impact events has

already been introduced in Chapter 3. These techniques have been

employed in this study in an attempt to understand the origins of

the various features of the Force-Time curves, and several impact

events have been filmed with the equipment set up as described in

Chapter 3.

4.1.1. Filmed Event No 1.

This event was filmed with the camera viewing the specimen along its

struck surface so that the specimen deflections could be observed.

The broken specimens and the Force-Time curve from this event are

shown in fig 4.1.1 where the distinctive features of the first and

second peaks can be readily identified. The specimen has failed in

a brittle fashion producing four broken pieces by the formation of

three straight cracks, at about 90 to each other and radiating from

the centre, and one curved crack in a circumfrential direction,

forming the D-shaped segment near the centre.

The high speed camera was set to run at 9000 frames/second (FPS),

but actually only attained 8530 during the event, giving O.11ms

between each successive frame. A large portion of the film is

taken up during the acceleration of the camera and shows a static

specimen awaiting the arrival of the striker, but there is a
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sequence of some 40 consecutive frames which show the striker

falling towards the specimen, hitting and breaking it before

continuing downward.

A
0
	

M x5

Time (ms)

Fig 4.1.1. Force-Time curve and broken specimen from filmed event
no 1. 2.9mm thick, 88mm square specimen, simply supported on 19mm
radius Perspex cylindrical support and struck with 10mm radius
hemispherical head striker at ].m/s.

Selected prints from this sequence are shown in fig 4.1.2. These

show the striker as the dark central object and the specimen as a

thick, grey, horizontal line which rests on the Perspex cylindrical

support in the lower three quarters of the print. This appears as

two dark vertical columns because of refraction of light at the

sides of the cylinder.

The prints are numbered consecutively with 'Frame 0' denoting the

frame in which the striker is just about to make contact with the

specimen. The next frame is labelled as Frame 1 and on the film
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Fig 4.1.2. High Speed Film Sequence. P1A. Filmed Event No 1.
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shows slight bending of the specimen and no discernible gap between

striker and specimen, which indicates that contact has been made at

some unknown point between Frames 0 and 1.

Frames 2 to 9 , some of which are presented in fig 5.1.2, show the

downward progression of the striker. The surface opposite the

struck face of the specimen cannot be seen due to the lack of

contrast with the background, but the plate is clearly bending in

Frame 7 as shown by the appearance of thin triangular wedges of

light in between the top of the support and the specimen. The plate

is therefore resting only on the inside edge of the cylindrical

support since the outer section of the plate has bent up towards the

striker.

In Frame 10 a faint dark line appears directly below the striker on

the tension face of the specimen. This line is not visible in the

previous frame and as the film sequence progresses the line becomes

more readily visible and it is apparent that this is a crack

corresponding to the crack AB in the broken specimen shown in fig

4.1.1.

It should be pointed out at this stage that some pictorial features

of the high speed film are difficult to identify on the small prints

in fig 4.1.2, but can be seen when the film is projected at large

magnification onto a screen. Even then some events can only be

identified in terms of a sudden small change in the positions of

parts of the specimen because, when the change in position of an

object is very small, the human eye and reflexes are more capable of

viewing the change as movement than when the change is frozen in two
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still images. For this reason the details of Frames 11 to 20 will

be ignored for the time being.

In Frame 22 the outline of the tension surface is visible and the

outline of the initial radial crack CAB) is clearly defined. A dark

shadow has appeared just to the right of this which probably

corresponds to a portion of the curved circumfrential crack forming

the D-shaped broken segment. In the next frame (Frame 23) this

segment can be seen rotating towards the camera. Also the edge of

the specimen nearest to the camera is disjointed with the crack AB

apparently extending right to the specimen edge. It is probable

that all cracking is complete at this stage. The remaining frames

from No 24 onwards show the broken segments as they move from the

path of the striker.

It is desirable to relate the events seen on the film to the

Force-Time curve of the event. This is achieved by assuming that

the initial instant of contact between the striker and the specimen

correspond to the initial increase in load shown on the Force-Time

trace. It is not possible to define the moment of striker-specimen

contact closer than the time interval between frames 0 and 1. Hence

the position of each sub8equent frame relative to the force time

curve can only be given with an accuracy equal to the time interval

between frames; i.ez 0.11ms.

It is convenient to re-draw the Force-Time curve with the initial

rise in force replotted at time = 0. The curve may also be

simplified by ignoring small features, such as peaks less than about

lOON in magnitude, leaving only the major features as shown in fig
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Frame 2

I
Frame 1O

I
Frame 18

I
Frame 22

I
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Fig 4.1.3. Simplified Force-time Curve of Filmed Event No 1 With Positions
of Frames and Inferred Cracking in Specimen.
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4.1.3. The film frame numbers and the fracture paths which are

inferred from the film to be present in the specimen at that

particular point in time are also indicated in their correct

positions in this figure. Cracks which are definitely present are

indicated by a solid line whilst a dashed line indicates only the

possible presence of a crack at that time.

It can be seen that Frame 10, which was the first frame showing any

cracking, coincides with the sudden drop from the first peak. It is

not possible to say whether it occurs at the top or the bottom of

the drop because of the uncertainty of frame positioning, but this

is a very important result since it says that the first peak is

created by a crack formed in the specimen. Since the specimen

remains intact, and also from the evidence of the film, this crack

does not propqgate to the specimen edge at this stage. It finally

breaks up (i.e. is completely fractured) in Frames 22 to 23 which

correspond closely to the final drop in load at the end of the

second peak.

The first peak is created by an initial crack and the whole specimen

is fractured at the end of the second peak. Therefore one expects

the initial crack to grow and/or new cracks to be formed between

these two features. There are two distinctive peaks between the

first peak and the end of the second peak. The corresponding Frames

from the high speed film are numbers 11 and 18 which show no

specific features of note in printed form and are not included in

fig 4.1.2. When they are magnified by projection, however, they

reveal that the specimen undergoes sudden distortion or displacement

by a small amount in both of these frames. It is probable that
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these distortions are caused by some discrete cracking in the

specimen but it is not possible to say exactly what may be

happening. The likely progression of cracking is shown in the

sketches in fig 4.1.3.

It was decided to film other events with the camera at about 45° to

the specimen surface, as described in Chapter 3, so that the

progress of any cracking might be observed with greater clarity.

The disadvantage of filming at this angle is that one cannot

determine the moment of initial striker-specimen contact, and so the

film can only be related to the Force-Time trace by matching some

other known feature from the film to the feature it is known to

produce on the Force-Time curve. Provided that the first crack can

be observed it is logical to use this in relation with the first

peak for this purpose.

4.1.2.	 Filmed Event No 2.

The event described here is of a 4.70mm thick specimen with square

sides of 88mm, simply supported on the 19mm radius Perspex cylinder

support. It was struck by a 10mm radius striker at lm/s and the

resulting Force-Time curve is shown in fig 4.1.4 which reveals the

first and second peaks but shows no other feature worthy of coimnent.

The re-assembled specimen is also shown in this figure and has

broken in a brittle fashion. There are four radial cracks extending

from the centre to the specimen's edge, each at about 90° to

each other.
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Fig 4.1.4. Force-Time curve and broken specimen from filmed event
No 2. 4.7mm thick, 88mm square specimen simply supported on a 19mm
radius Perspex cylindrical support and struck with a 10mm radius
hemispherical striker.

The high speed camera was set at about 450 to the specimen surface

and run at 714OFPS resulting in 0.l4ms between frames. About 10

frames are of interest and in this case are numbered sequentially so

that Frame 1 represents that frame which shows the first appearance

of a crack. A selection of frames are shown in fig 4.1.5. The

striker appears as the dark object at the top of each print while

the surface of the Perspex support appears as a dark oval. The

sides of the support tube may be identified as the faint vertical

shadows. The specimen itself is difficult to locate until cracks

appear in it, but it is possible to see the specimen edge at the

bottom left of each print.

Frame 1 shows the specimen containing an initial crack which is just

passing beyond the ring of the support. By measurements from the
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Fig 4.1.5. High Speed Film Sequence. PMMA. Filmed Event No 2.
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print, the crack has apparently progressed about 2mm through the

thickness of the specimen at a point just below the striker; this

continue8 for some way but decreases towards the edge of the crack

with a 'parabolic' shaped taper.

In Frames 2 and 3 this crack extends towards the edge of the

specimen and in doing so retains its parabolic leading edge. It

does not progress any further through the specimen thickness. In

Frames 4, 5 and 6 it has grown beyond the edges of the prints and in

Frame 4 has apparently prenetrated a further 0.5mm through the

thickness of the specimen, although these measurements of crack

depth should be treated with great caution due to the distorting

effects of refraction of light at the specimen surface.

Frame 7 shows the appearance of another crack at about 9cf to the

first one. It would seem that this has extended right to the edge

of the specimen since there is a discontinuity, with dark and light

shading, along the edge at the bottom of the photographs.

Frames 8 and onwards show the completely broken specimen being

pushed from the path of the striker, and are not included here.

The Force-Time curve is re-drawn as before in fig 4.1.6 and the

initial crack must be used in order to place the filmed event

correctly in relation to this curve. The initial crack occurs at

some unknown point between Frames 0 and 1, therefore the placement

of the filmed frames on the curve can only be given to an accuracy

equal to the time between adjacent frames, i.e. +1- 0.l4ms.

For any centrally loaded elastic plate one expects a linear increase
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Fig 4.1.6. Simplified Force-time Curve of Filmed Event No 2 with Posisitions
of Frames and Inferred Cracking in Specimen.
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in load to be followed by a sudden load drop at fracture. It is

reasonable to assume that the crack initiates and begins to

propagate at the moment the load begins to drop. Hence the plate is

still intact at any stage up to the point where the load drops.

The PuMA specimen is modelled as such a plate and so in this case it

may be concluded that at the apex of the first peak the specimen is

still intact. Frame 0 is the last frame showing an intact specimen

and so must have been photographed before the drop from first peak

occurred. In the extreme, it may have been taken right on the apex

of the first peak and so the next frame, Frame 1, could be placed

anywhere up to 0.l4ms beyond it. Each subsequent frame can

therefore only be positioned to an accuracy of this time interval.

In fig 4.1.6 the position of each frame is shown along with the

inferred position of the crack in the specimen. Frames 2, 3 and 4

each correspond to a distinct small peak within the second peak, and

show the original crack increasing in length. Frame 7 shows the

appearance of the second crack at 90°to the first, and corresponds

very closely with the final large load drop at the end of the second

peak.

This indicates that a distinct peak is created on the Force-Time

curve whenever a discrete fracture event occurs in the specimen.

Such events may be the formation of a completely new crack or the

extension of an existing one.
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4.1.3. Filmed Event No 3.

One further filmed event is described here and concerns a 7.77mm

thick square plate tested and filmed under similar conditions to

filmed event no 2. The Force-Time trace and broken specimens are

shown in fig 4.1.7. Note that the first peak is very broad in

comparison to the second peak. This is typical for thick specimens

of this kind. The specimen has broken through the formation of

three radial cracks extending from the centre of the specimen to its

edge. There is one other radial crack which only extends about 30mm

from the centre and a small crack which produces a small fragment at

the plate centre.

58T
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Fig 4.1.7 Force-Time curve and broken specimen from filmed event
No 3. 7.77mm thick, 88mm square specimen simply supported on 19mm
radius Perspex support and struck with a 10mm radius hemisphere at
lm/s.

The high speed camera ran at 7690FPS giving O.l3ms between frames.
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A sequence was obtained containing only about 5 significant frames

which are shown in fig 4.1.8. The arrangement of the striker,

specimen etc., and the numbering system of the photographs are

identical to the previous case.

Frame 1 shows a vee-shaped first crack with about 600 between the

cracks. These may be identified as A and B on fig 4.1.7 and it is

likely that crack C has also formed but is hidden by the striker.

The cracks have propagated to just beyond the support and have the

characteristic parabolic leading edge. In Frame 2 the cracks have

propqgated beyond the vision of the camera and possibly to the

specimen edge although this seems unlikely because if that was the

case then one would expect the specimen to break up completely,

which does not happen until later.

Frame 3 shows that an additional crack has formed behind and to the

right of the striker. This is crack D in fig 4.1.7 and does not

propagate to the specimen edge. In Frame 4 the small radial crack

is formed near to the striker and the whole specimen begins to be

pushed from the path of the striker. It seems very likely that all

cracking is complete at this stage.

Fig 4.1.9 shows the Force-Time curve re-drawn as before. Note that

the initial part of the first peak has been cut off so that the

important features of this curve will, fit into a similar time-scale

as the previous two curves for comparison purposes. The reasons for

choosing the frame positions are the same as the previous case so

that Frame I may be located anywhere between the apex of the first

peak and 0.l3ms past it.
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Fig 4.1.8. High Speei Film Sequence. PMMA. Filmed Event No 3.
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Fig 4.1.9. Simplified Force-time Curve of Filmed Event No 3 with
Positions of Frames and Inferred Cracking in Specimen.
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The three radial cracks A, B and C are formed in Frame 1 and cause

the first peak. The load then increases and these cracks extend in

Frame 2 giving another drop in the load, producing the first of the

sharp peaks within the second peak. Frame 3, shows that the radial

crack D ha8 appeared and coincides with another large drop in load

at about time = 2.5ms, there is a further increase in load and the

circumferential crack E forms in Frame 4, just after another sudden

drop in the load which dips to below zero and peaks once more before

diminishing . The cause of this final peak is not understood but

might be due to some further cracking or be caused by parts of the

broken specimen bouncing against the striker as it pushes them away.

4.1.4. Summary

When the three photographic sequences are related to their

Force-Time curves then it is easy to see how the characteristic

peaks are formed. The striker makes contact with the specimen and

the force exerted on it increases until a certain critical point is

reached when a crack or cracks are created. This causes a loss of

stiffness in the specimen and consequentially a sudden decrease in

the load exerted on the striker, resulting in the first sharp load

drop visible on the Force-Time curve and the creation of the first

peak.

The striker continues to progress downwards, meets further

resistance from the specimen and the load again increases forming

the beginning of the second peak. Further cracking occurs which
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again results in loss of stiffnes8 and the associated drop in load

evident on the Force-Time curve. This is repeated until the

specimen is completely broken; there is no further resistance to

the striker and no further load is recorded, which marks the end of

the second peak.

The high speed photographic technique shows that there is a clear

link between discrete fracture events in the specimen and specific

features in the Force-Time curve. It is not a reasonable

proposition to film every test that is to be performed because of

the cost and long setting-up times involved. However, due to the

generally similar form of the Force-Time curves for one material it

is reasonable to use representative photography as the basis for

interpretation of all curves from that material. Photography may be

complemented by the study of the fracture surfaces of the specimens

which also supply information on the progress of fracture within it.

4.2 Fracture Surfaces

The fracture surfaces from a large number of broken specimens were

examined with the unaided eye and at low magnification (up to about

5x) under an optical microscope. The fractured specimens originally

tested were 88nun square and were tested on a 20mm radius support.

They were struck centrally with a 10mm radius hemispherical striker

and are shown re-assembled in fig 4.2.1(a) and (b) for around 3mm

and 5mm thick specimens respectively.
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Fig 4.2.la and b. Re-assembled broken specimens used to demonstrate
fracture surfaces. Specimen thicknesses are 4.7mm and 7.9mm
respectively and the fracture surfaces studied are marked A-B in
each case.

Both specimens have failed through the formation of four radial

cracks emanating from the point of strike, and the actual fracture

surfaces which are considered here are marked A-B in each case.

These particular fracture surfaces were chosen because they are

reasonably flat and level which reduced some of the problems in

photographing them. They are representative of all PMMA specimens

tested although there will obviously be some variation in the

details from one specimen to another. A larger number of specimens

were actually examined an.d the results shown are considered to be

typical.

Figs 4.2.2(a) and (b) show general views of the fracture surface A-B

from each specimen. The points of contact for both indentor and

support ring are indicated with arrows.
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Fig 4.2.2(a). General view of the fracture surface A-B from thin
specimens. Details 1 - 4 are shown later in fig 4.2.3.(a)-(d).

Fig 4.2.2(b). General view of fracture surface A-B from thick
specimen.
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The surface of the thinner specimen in fig 4.2.2(a) is very smooth

and almost mirror-like, even when viewed using an oblique light

source. Two distinctive areas may be identified: one is situated

between striker and support contact points (marked as A in fig

4.2.2(a)) and appears to have a 'speckled' surface which will be

termed the inner region. The second is much more 'glass-like' in

appearance and is situated to the right of the support (marked as

area B in the figure) and will be termed the outer region.

The fracture surface of the thicker specimen in fig 4.2.2(b) has a

much coarser appearance which consists of many small, abrupt

undulations. These cover much of the central portion ie: the inner

region of the surface and leaves an outer region at the extreme left

and right edges of the specimen which is smooth. It is evident that

the fracture surfaces of thick and thin specimens are different; the

change in the observed features does not occur abruptly at any

distinctive specimen thickness but changes at around 5mm thickness.

4.2.1 Fracture Surfaces of Thin Specimens

The fracture surface of the thin specimen shown in fig 4.2.2(a) is

marked to indicate certain areas of the surface which are of special

interest. These are numbered 1 to 4 and are considered in detail

here.

Area 1 corresponds to that portion of the surface directly beneath

the striker. A close-up photograph of this region is presented in

fig 4.2.3(a) and shows two distinct details. At the top of the

print and thus the struck surface, there is a thin band adjacent to
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the struck face of the plate which covers about 10% of the specimen

thickness which has a multi-faceted appearance. This is different

to the remainder of the surface. Below this band can be seen many

parabolic streaks having a 'comet like' appearance, which are a

characteristic of secondary fracture markings in PMMA [122] and

indicate the direction of travel of the major crack front. The

'heads' of the parabolae show as dark spots on this figure and the

'tails' sweep upwards and to the right. This indicates that the

crack initiated at the bottom left-hand corner of this particular

surface and travelled both upward and to the right.

Fig 4.2.3(b) shows a close-up of Area 2 which is roughly midway

between striker and support contact points. The parabolic streaks

are easy to see and have become more elongated than in the previous

figure, which is an indication of a higher crack velocity. The

direction of travel of the crack is similar to that in the

previously considered region Ic: upwards and away from the strike

position.

Fig 4.2.3(c) shows details of Area 3. The point of contact between

specimen and support is indicated with an arrow. Parabolic streaks

are evident in the lower left hand corner of the surface, but the

dominant features are the broad bands which gently curve from

top-left to bottom-right. These features are believed to be left

behind by the crack front as it is temporarily stopped or arrested

during its travel. The cause of this phenomenon is a subject for

conjecture. Previously it was shown in Section 4.1 that an initial

crack was generated in the centre of the specimen which paused in

the vicinity of the specimen support. It is therefore reasonable to
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infer in fig 4.2.3(c) that the 'crack front' feature marked CF1 in

the figure is the witness-mark of the temporary arrest of this

initial crack. Other evidence presented later from low blow impacts

supports this.

Three other crack front witness marks can be seen in the figure to

the right of this initial arrest and are marked CF2-4. In a general

case, Ic: for any specimen, there may be many of these marks over

most of the surface of the outer region. It appears that the crack

advances in a slip-stick fashion in the later stages of its

development.

Near to the top of the print shown in fig 4.2.3(c) i.e. approaching

the struck face there is a broad band which extends over about 10%

of the material thickness. This feature is visible to the naked eye

and has a multi-faceted appearance which is completely different to

the remainder of the surface. It extends over the whole length of

the fracture surface adjacent to the struck face and is found in the

same position in every broken specimen. It is a particularly

difficult feature to photograph although fig 4.2.3(d) presents a

reasonable image with the area of interest at the top of the print.

It should be noted that the particular band photographed is

unusually deep.

It was thought that since this band occured only at the plate

surface, it may be attributed to possible orientation effects at the

surface of the sheet Perspex material. In order to investigate

this, a number of specimens were reduced in thickness by machining

one face ie: a layer was removed. These specimens were then
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impacted with the indentor striking the machined surface, and the

fracture surfaces produced were examined. The band of multi-faceted

surface appeared adjacent to the struck surface of the plate as for

the unmachined specimen, and it was concluded that this feature was

a genuine crack phenomenon rather than a material-induced artefact.

In addition, some tests performed at very low drop heights formed

cracks which did not completely break the specimen. The crack

extended only to the vicinity of the supports and arrested. Upon

examination of the struck face of the specimen it was found that the

struck surface had not been broken, ie: the crack did not extend

through the full specimen thickness. The specimens were then fully

broken and the fracture surfaces examined; the characteristic

multi-faceted band was seen adjacent to the struck face. This

implies that the multi-faceted band is not created during the

initial crack propogation, but occurs at some later stage.

4.2.2 Fracture Surfaces of Thick Specimens.

In the main, the fracture surfaces of thick specimens have broadly

similar features to those found in thin specimens. A band of

multi-faceted surface appears adjacent to the struck face of the

specimen, and the characteristic crack front witness marks can also

be clearly seen, although these tend to form much further from the

point of striker contact than in thin specimens. Photographs of

these features are not included since their details are visible in

fig 4.2.2(b) and are also virtually identical to those in the

previou8 figs 4.2.3(c) and (d).

The chief difference between thick and thin specimens lies in the
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area within the support ring ie: the 'inner region'. In fig 4.2.2(b)

there is very little coherent detail to be observed apart from the

rough, multi-faceted appearance but there is a considerable contrast

with the surfaces from a similar position on thin specimens which

are smooth and exhibit the parabolic streaks. In the thin specimens

it was quite easy to see the witness mark indicating the first

arrest of the initial crack, but in the thicker case such a feature

is not so clearly evident, and it is very difficult to say exactly

where the initial crack may have stopped. The cause of this type of

surface is not known, but may possibly be due to the crack

'branching' as it progresses.

4.2.3. Fracture Surface Interpretation.

The fracture surface marking evident in the broken specimens show

clearly the manner of crack progression through the specimen. The

parabolic 8treaks seen in the thin specimens show that the crack

initiates directly beneath the striker on the specimen face opposite

that which is struck. This is shown schematically in fig 4.2.4(a).

The crack progresses radially from the centre of the plate. It has

a curved leading edge and does not penetrate completely through to

the struck face but leaves a thin band of material still intact

adjacent to the struck face. See fig 4.2.4(b).

The crack is arrested temporarily in the vicinty of the specimen

support leaving a distinctive witness mark. While this arrest is

only clearly observed for thin specimens there is evidence to

suggest that in thick specimens the crack arrests in a similar

place.
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It then progresses in a 8lip-stick fashion until it reaches the

extreme edges of the specimens, see fig 4.2.4(c). At some stage

during this process the band of intact material adjacent to the

struck face of the plate also breaks.
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Fig 4.2.4(a) - Cc). Schematic of Crack Progression.

4.3 Filtering and Noise.

The previous two sections were concerned with the general nature of

the fracture development and the largest features of the Force-time

curve. This section examines some of the finer curve details and

estimates the likely accuracy of the parameters used to characterise

the curve.
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If the specimen is considered as a purely elastic plate then the

increase in load up to the apex of the First Peak should be a

straight line from the point of plate-striker contact to the point

of fracture. Close inspection of the Force-time curves obtained

during this study revealed that the line is not straight but

consists of a number of small peaks which may be more easily studied

if the curve is expanded using the CEAST computer software described

in Chapter 3.

Figs 4.3.la and b show expansions of the First Peak only from tests

conducted on specimens of nominally 2mm and 5mm thickness

respectively. The specimens were 88mm square, simply supported on a

standard 20mm radius support and struck centrally with a 10mm radius

striker at 3 rn/s. In these expanded curves, the small peaks have the

distinct appearance of a sinosoidal type wave which is superimposed

on the main signal. This phenomenon is widely termed 'noise' and

will be referred to here as the 'noise wave'.

0	 I_1h11	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
19	 235	 28

Time (ms)

Fig 4.3.la. Expanded Force-time Curve From 2m Thick PMtIA.
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Fig 4.3.lb. Expanded Force-time Curve from 5mm Thick FMMA.

It was decided that this wave phenomenon should be investigated by

selective filtering to remove it from the trace. This provided an

opportunity to study how filtering might affect the main Force-Time

curve.

4.3.1. Electronic Filtering.

The test equipment is supplied with an optional narrow band

electronic filter. This works on the principl' that it may either

be completely isolated from the signal, so that no filtering is

performed, or it is set so that a pre-determined narrow band of wave

frequencies are isolated from the main signal and have their

amplitudes substantially reduced, while the remainder of the signal

is supposedly left unaffected.

The filter has a range of settings from about 6 KHz to 36 KHz and
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it was decided to investigate frequencies near to either extreme of

this available range. 7 KHz and 32 KHZ were chosen, somewhat

arbitrarily, and the results compared to unfiltered signals.

Typical Force-Time curves from 8eparate events at each filter are

shown in fig 4.3.2.

The three curves show the Fir8t Peak and only a small portion of the

Second Peak. The superimposed 'noise' wave can be seen in each

case, but is substantially reduced only at 7 K-Hz. The 32 KHz trace

appears virtually the same as the unfiltered signal. In order to

attempt a more quantitative type of analysis, each curve was

simplified so that straight lines only are drawn between significant

points such as peaks and troughs. This was done for 5 specimens, at

each of 2mm and 5 mm thickness, at the two filter settings, and the

results compared with unfiltered curves produced under similar

conditions, by redrawing on a common pair of axes. Figs 4.3.3a and

b show examples of this.

Fig 4.3.3a shows the direct comparison of an unfiltered signal with

a signal filtered at 32 K-Hz. There are some minor differences but

both curves are essentially the same, and one must conclude that

filtering at 32 K-Hz has very little effect on any part of the

signal.

In fig 4.3.3b, however, there are some considerable differences

between the unfiltered and 7 K-Hz filtered signals. The unfiltered

curve consists of a First Peak, labelled C in the figure, upon which

is superimposed the small peaks labelled A and B. The load drops

from the First Peak to the trough D, and rises again to peak E, it
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Fig 4.3.2. Force-time Curves; a) Unfiltered, b) Filtered at 32KHz,
c) Filtered at 7KHz. From 5mm thick specimens struck at 3m/s.
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Fig 4.3.3. Simplified Force-time Curves for Comparison of Filtered

and Unfiltered Signals: a) 32KHZ, b) 7KHZ.
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falls once more to F and then rises to C, beyond which the signal is

ignored. The filtered signal is superimposed upon this and posseses

features which are labelled A' to C' in the figure. Features A' and

B' consist of small plateaus which are the filtered remnants of

peaks A and B. The apex of the filtered First Peak, C', has been

raised considerably and shows an increase of about 350N or 17%. The

same is also true of the trough D'. Peak E has been virtually

completely removed by the filtering and only the very small E' peak

remains. The filtered load then drops to F' which is situated at a

similar level to the trough D on the unfiltered curve. The general

appearance of the curve after the First Peak almost suggests that

the Peak E has been 'absorbed' into the First Peak by the filtering.

If this is so then the overall effect of filtering at this 7 KHz

frequency is the remove much of the noise, i.e. the superimposed

sinsosoidal wave, but also to alter substantially the remainder of

the signal.

The curves in fig 4.3.3 are quite difficult to interpret. Also

there is a major problem in comparing electronically filtered

signals because both signals recorded at the various frequencies are

from different events, which inevitably introduces further

variables. It would be more satisfactory to record an unfiltered

signal from one test and then subject the recorded data to filtering

at various frequencies. A simple method of doing this is by using a

computer program.

4.3.2. Computer Filtering.

A computer program was written to perform the function described
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above. In essence, an unfiltered Force-Time trace is entered into

the computer and the program then applies the principal of

superposition of waves to subtract a sine wave, with pre-selected

amplitude and frequency, from this trace. The resulting 'computer

filtered' curve may then be displayed on the screen. Fig 4.3.4

shows a schematic representation of this technique, which is very

similar to that used in a Fourrier analysis of a complex signal.

Unfiltered signal	 -	 sine wave	 =	 filtered signal

Fig 4.3.4. Schematic illustrating the filtering progam technique.

Many electronically unfiltered traces were examined using this

method and a variety of sine wave frequency and amplitudes were

tried out on each signal until a 'best trace' was obtained. This

'best trace' is defined as having a triangular shaped First Peak

with monotonic steady rise in force. The figure 4.3.4 shows an

idealised filtered 'best trace' which was rarely obtained in

practice but usually closely approached. Fig 4.3.5 shows one of the
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best curves that could be obtained by the computer technique on an

actual teat which was conducted on nominally 5mm thick specimen,

88mm square, simply supported on a standard 20mm radius support and

struck centrally with a 10mm radius striker at 3 m/s.

I

0)	 4
LI	 /1 A0 I NAI. CUQJI

"Fi.rCEO CUIWE

ItT

Fig 4.3.5. Force-time Curve Showing the Result of 'Computer
Filtering'.

A number of unfiltered traces were obtained in similar tests to

those above but at 1, 3 and 5 in/s with 2mm and 5mm thick specimens.

Each trace was examined with the progam and the values of sine wave

frequency and amplitude which produced the best trace in each case

were recorded. The amplitude and frequency of this optimum sine

wave are considered to be the amplitude and frequency values of the

actual noise wave.

It has already been observed from the Force-time curves that the

apparent magnitude of the superimposed noise wave tended to increase
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with velocity and the results obtained here bear this out. They are

shown in fig 4.3.6a as a plot of the mean noise wave amplitude

against striker velocity for both specimen thicknesses. Error bars

denote the standard deviation and it seems that a reasonable

straight line may be drawn through the points as shown, indicating

that the noise wave amplitude increases linearly with impact

velocity.

Fig 4.3.6b shows a plot of the noise wave frequency against impact

velocity for the two thicknesses of specimen. Frequency values

could only be estimated to within about +1- 1 KHz, i.e. a change of

this amount in the sine wave frequency had a negligible effect on

the filtered signal. It was also very difficult to obtain the

'best' frequency for the curves obtained at 1 ni/s because the noise

signal was inherently very small. Given that these low velocity

values may be suspect, it is reasonable to say that for each

thickness there is negligible change in noise wave frequency with

impact velocity, i.e. horizontal straight lines may be drawn in fig

4.3.6b. There is a distinct discrepancy between the two

thicknesses, but as this is of the same order as the accuracy in the

results it should be regarded with suspicion.

The extremes of noise-wave frequency vary between 6 KHz and 9 KHz,

and if the mean value is taken of all the points in fig 4.3.6b then

a mean noise wave frequency, f, may be obtained such that:

f 7.4 KHz +/- 1.1 KHz standard deviation.

This value represents the filtering frequency which would produce an
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optimum filtered curve. However, section 4.3.1 showed that

filtering tended to distort some of the important features of the

curve and it was decided that all systematic testing of PMMA should

be conducted without filtering of any kind.

A rough estimate of the possible errors which may be introduced by

the noise wave are given in table 4.3.1 for impact velocities of 1

and 3 rn/s. The percentage error is calculated from the amplitude,

A, of the noise wave taken from fig 4.3.6a, divided by a typical

value of the Force to First Peak, P.

Velocity	 Thickness	 Force to First	 Noise Wave	 % Error
Peak	 Amplitude

	

(m/s)	 (mm)	 P/N	 A/N	 _________

	

1	 2	 300	 15	 5

	

1	 5	 2000	 60	 3

	

3	 2	 300	 40	 13

	

3	 5	 2000	 160	 8

Table 4.3.1. An estimate of the percentage error introduced by
noise at two impact velocities.

This illustrates that the lower the impact velocity then the smaller

the error is likely to be, and it was therefore decided that all

testing of PMMA should be conducted at the lowest reasonable impact

velocity, for which 1 in/s was chosen.

All of the investigation into noise has been centred on or about the

First Peak and nothing has been said regarding the Second Peak. The

noise phenomenon will almost certun1y affect this feature to some

extent but it is virtually impossible to study because there is no
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reasonable model of what the second peak should look like. Also, it

is known to be composed of numerous small peaks due to fracture

events and it would be easy to confuse these with a noise wave.

Also, in determining the Total Energy, which is the term having

primary importance with regard to the Second Peak, integration

across the noise occurs and the 'peaks' tend to cancel out with the

'troughs'. This indicates that noise is unlikely to have a

substantial effect on the Total Energy Term.

4.4. Systematic Appraisal of Test Variables.

The previous sections have been concerned with the fundamental

interpretation and accuracy of the Force-Time curves. The

progression of fracture in relation to the various features on the

curve has been explained and it now remains to consider how this

crack progression is affected by factors which are inherent in the

test geometry. The literature contains no systematic appraisal of

all the test variables although some insight can be gained from

workers,e.g. [103],who have studied particular aspects of the test,

as discussed in Chapter 2.

The falling weight test variables may be considered in terms of

a) the specimen, b) the specimen support system and c) the manner in

which the load is applied.

a) Specimen: for the purpose of this investigation, it will be

assumed that the specimen is composed of a material which may be

treated as a homogenous elastic continuum. The material response is
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thus considered to be elastic, and the only remaining variables are

the specimen thickness and its overall size and shape.

b) Support System: Only circular supports will be considered since

this is the most commonly encountered geometry,and is also the

simplest plate-support geometry to analyse. Variables studied here

include the effect of clamping and the diameter of the supporting

ring.

c) Load Application: From both theoretical and practical viewpoints

the literature e.g. [8] stresses the importance of the area over

which the load is applied. In addition, both hemispherical and flat

shaped strikers are commonly used, and so the effect of various

diameters in these shapes are investigated. It is also desirable to

know the effect, if any, of lubrication of the striker and to

understand the importance of impact velocity.

Three parameters were previously chosen to characterise the

Force-Time curves. These are Force to First Peak, P, Energy to

First Peak, WI, and Total Energy, WT; and the effect that the test

variables in a), b) and c) have on these parameters will now be

considered.

4.4.1. The Effect of Specimen Thickness and Specimen Size.

Specimen Thickness.

Numerous tests have been performed on PMMA specimens having a range
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of thicknesses between 1 and 8mm. The specimens were all 88mm

square, simply supported on a standard 20mm radius support and

struck centrally by a 10mm radius hemispherical striker at lm/s. At

least five specimens were tested at each thickness and mean values

were taken of Peak Force, Energy to First Peak and Total Energy.

Typical Force-time curves are shown in fig 4.4.1 from tests at three

different specimen thicknesses.

The distinctive First and Second Peaks may be identifed in each

case, but the relative width of the Second Peak decreases with

respect to the First Peak as the specimen thickness is increased.

The Force to First Peak, P, can be seen to increase considerably

with increasing thickness, h, and these parameters are plotted on

logarithmic scales as P vs h in fig 4.4.2. This shows mean values

of Force with standard deviation indicated by the error bars. A

good straight line may be drawn through these points, and has a

gradient of 2.04. Thus Force to First Peak is proportional to the

square of specimen thickness, i.e:

P x h2
	

.S•.I. 4.4.i

There is some deviation in the data from a straight line but this is

quite small and only affects the slope by a factor of about 3 or 4%.

The possible cause of this deviation is not known, but it may be due

either to some change in the material response caused by increasing

thickness, or to the inherent uncertainties in the test machine

itself which are considered in Chapter 3.

Mean values of Energy to First Peak, W , and Total Energy, W1 , are
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shown plotted against specimen thickness on a logarithmic scale in

fig 4.4.3. Straight lines may be drawn through the points for each

parameter and have gradients of 2.07 and 1.30 respectively, so that

the following relationships may be written:

Energy to First Peak, W1 cxh2	...... 4.4.ii

Total Energy, W1 ah13	...... 4.4.iii

It is interesting that the result in equation 4.4.11 is in similar

form to that from equation 4.4.1. This latter relationship Is in

fact predicted in the literature, both from the elementary theory of

bending of elastic plates [8] and the practical work by Dunn and

Williams [116]. These predictions are for slow-rate or quasistatic

elastic bending, so this Is an important result since it implies

that these impact plate specimens are behaving in a classically

elastic fashion at this testing rate.

That the Energy to First Peak has a similar relationship to

thickness as the Force to First Peak is to be expected if the

specimen is actually behaving elastically. This may be shown

algebraically by considering an elastic body deformed through

displacement x by the application of a load P 1 . The energy, W1,

required for this is given by:

Wi = Pl.
2

or	 W1	 P 1	. . . . . . 4 . 4 . iv

now from equations 4.4.1 and 4.4.11:
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P a

and thus	 a t2

which may be combined to give:

a P

which is identical to equation 4.4.iv and therefore obeys classical

elastic laws.

If an uninstrumented impact test is performed the only measured

parameter is usually called the Breaking Energy which is equivalent

to the Total Energy in an instrumented test. It has been reported

[123] that typical relationships between Breaking Energy and

thickness are in the region of Breaking Energy a h1 . 5 , which is not

dissimilar to the result obtained here of 	 a h1.3.

It will be shown later in the Discussion that fracture mechanics

principles may be employed to give energy terms which have a more

fundamental significance than the results given here.

Specimen Size.

Numerous tests were conducted on specimens of three thicknesses

having an overall size ranging from 44mm square to 110mm square. In

all cases these were simply supported on a 20mm radius support and

struck centrally with a 10mm radius striker at lm/s. At least five
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specimens were tested at each size and thickness, and mean values

were taken of the appropriate characterising parameters. Figs

4.4.4a, b and c show representative Force-time curves from 3mm thick

specimens consisting of 44mm, 88mm and 110mm squares respectively.

The First Peak in each case appears relatively unchanged but the

Second Peak becomes markedly wider as the specimen's size is

increased. Mean values were calculated of the Force to First Peak

which were then normalised for the specimen thickness effect by

dividing by h2 . These normalised values are shown plotted against

the length of specimen side, L, in fig 4.4.5. The first point to

note is that the data has not been thoroughly norinalised for

thickness as there is a distinct separation between each of the

thickness groups. Each group shows a definite increase in Force to

First Peak with increasing specimen size. Now, the elementary

theory of bending of elastic plates predicts that the plate

stiffness should be increased if the plate is 'built in' or clamped

rather than simply supported. It seems reasonable that a large

overhangwould have a clamping effect on the plate which would tend

to increase stiffness and thus perhaps increase the Force to First

Peak.

In terms of Energy, the effect of plate overhang is somewhat easier

to follow. Fig 4.4.6 shows a plot of Energy to First Peak and Total

Energy against length of specimen side for the 3mm thick specimens

only. These are typical results and are representative of the other

two thicknesses tested. There is a slight tendency for the Energy

to First Peak to increase with increasing specimen size although

this could virtually be ignored. The Total Energy increases with
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increasing specimen edge length in a virtually linear fashion over

the range studied.
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Fig 4.4.6. Energy to First Peak and Total Energy plotted against
length of specimen side. Error bars denote standard deviation.

4.4.2. The Effect of Clamping and of Varying Support Span.

The Effect of Clamping.

The systems used to clamp the specimens in this work are described

in detail in Chapter 3. The majority of testing was carried out

using two steel rings which were bolted together with the specimen

sandwiched in between. Typical Force-Time curves and photographs of

broken specimens are presented in figs 4.4.7 and 4.4.8, which show

comparisons of clamped and unclamped tests on specimens of nominal

thickness 1mm and 5mm respectively. The thinner specimen and its
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Force-time curve are representative of clamped tests on 8pecimens up

to about 4mm thick whilst the thick specimen is representative of

tests on material thicker than 4mm.
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Fig 4.4.7. Typical Force-Time curves and broken specimens from a)
unclamped and b) clamped tests on 1mm thick speciemens.

For the thin specimens (fig 4.4.7) the Force-time curves are very

similar. The First Peaks are virtually identical but there are some

slight differences in the Second Peaks which tend to be taller and

narrower when clamping is applied. The unclamped specimen has

failed with the formation of three radial cracks in the centre of

the plate, two of which have propagated to the edge of the specimen.

There are also two circumfrential cracks which form part of a hole

in the centre of the specimen which allows passage for the striker.

The clamped specimen has failed in a broadly similar way with a

combination of radial and circumfrential cracks; however, all

cracking has been constrained within the inside edge of the clamp
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and there is no crack propqgation to the specimen's edge. The

circumfrential cracks form a hole in the centre of the specimen

which allows the striker to pass through completely.
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Fig 4.4.8. Typical Force-Time curves and broken specimens from a)
unclamped, and b) clamped tests on 5.5mmthick specimens.

For the thicker specimens in fig 4.4.8 there is a considerable

difference between both the Force-Time curves and between the

specimens themselves. In the unclainped tests the First and Second

Peaks can be readily identified. The Second Peak consists of one

broad peak which has several smaller peaks superimposed upon it.

The specimen has broken with the formation of four radial cracks

which have all propagated to the edge of the specimen. The

Force-time curve from these clamped specimens shows some marked

deviations from the unclamped curve. The First Peak may be

identified as the left-most peak which is closely followed by one

narrow peak and then a series of large triangular shaped peaks which
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extend beyond the edge of this particular time axis. All of these

peaks comprise the 'Second Peak'. The broken specimen also exhibits

some unique features. It does not break with the smooth, clean

fractures previously encountered but instead, shatters in the

central area into several unevenly shaped 'triangular' pieces and a

number of thin 'slivers' as indicated in fig 4.4.8. These broken

pieces can be reassembled, but with some difficulty, and show that

four radial cracks of the type previously encountered have been

formed in the centre of the specimen. There are also a series of

circumfrential cracks which have propqgated at about 
450 

to the

specimen surface. These create a roughly circular hole in the

struck surface of the specimen having a diameter substantially less

than that of the striker, which usually does not completely

penetrate the specimen. A much larger diameter hole is formed

in the under- surface of the specimen.

COP4 SHAPED HOLE

Fig 4.4.9. Side view of a section through a clamped thick broken
specimen showing the cone-like fracture.
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A sketch shoving the side view of such a crack is presented in fig

4.4.9 and indicates that it is in effect conical in shape.

Clamping does affect the behaviour of a specimen and this is

reflected in the Force-Time curves. In general, thin specimens

fracture in a broadly similar way whether they are clamped or not,

but clamping a thick specimen causes conical fractures to be formed,

full penetration of the striker is often prevented and a complex

Force-Time curve is produced. It is desirable to understand the

origin of these unusual features and so the high speed photographic

technique was employed to follow several clamped events. Full

details of the experimental arrangement are given in Chapter 3 but

the basic clamp system used consisted of two perspex cylinders

pushed together by a series of bolts so that they tightly sandwiched

the specimen.

The two events considered here are from clamped tests on 2.09mm and

7.78mm thick specimens. The thinner specimen will be dealt with

first, and the Force-time curve from this event is presented in fig

4.4.10 along with a photograph of the broken specimen. The First

Peak is followed by the Second Peak which is composed of two broad

peaks and then several narrow peaks. These are a large number of

small peaks which are likely to be 'noise' superimposed upon the

Second Peak. The specimen has broken by the formation of four

radial cracks and four circumfrential cracks which create a hole to

allow passage of the striker. Additional circumfrential cracking

occurs virtually along the circular line of contact between the

specimen and the inner edge of the support.
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Fig 4.4.10. Force-Time Curve and Broken Specimen from 2.09mm Thick
Clamped Specimen.

The high speed camera was positioned at about 450 to the specimen

surface and ran at 7213FPS during this event, giving 0.l4ms between

frames. Selected frames are presented in fig 4.4.11, the striker is

the large dark shadow in the middle of the print, the edges of the

perspex tube clamping system are visible as vertical shadows running

parallel beside the striker, and the clamping faces can be seen as

elipsoidal-shaped shadows in the middle of each print. The specimen

cannot be seen readily until cracks are formed in it. The printed

frames are numbered sequentially from 0 to 23 so that 'Frame 1'

represents the first frame in which cracking is visible. This is

immediately preceded by 'Frame 0' which shows no cracking.

Frame 1 shows that an initial crack has formed beneath the striker

and has extended part way to the clamp edge. Frames 2 to 5 show

this initial crack extending gradually towards the inside edge of
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the support and Frame 6 shows that a second crack has formed in a

perpendicular direction to the first.

Frames 7 to 18 show the gradual growth of some of the existing

cracks.	 In Frame 19 these radial cracks virtually reach the inside

edge of the clamp.

In Frame 20 a circumfrential crack can be seen and Frame 21 shows

the final break-up of the specimen with the formation of the

remaining circumfrential cracks. Subsequent frames merely show the

central broken parts of the specimen moving freely downwards along

with the striker.

These photographs may be linked to the Force-Time curve in the same

manner as previously described in section 4.1.2. Frame 0 may have

been taken at any point up to the apex of the First Peak and Frame 1

relates to an unknown point after the apex. These two frames set

the limits to which the remainder of the film is positioned. Fig

4.4.12 shows the Force-time curve much simplified with only the

major peaks being re-drawn. The positions of the relevant frames

are indicated along with the crack configuration present in the

specimen which is inferred from the film.

The initial crack, shown in Frame 1, coincides with the abrupt drop

in load from the First Peak. The crack which forms perpendicular to

this in Frame 6 coincides with the first major load-drop in the

Second Peak. The minor multiple cracking seen in frames 7 - 18

occurs on the rising part of the curve before the second major drop

in load on the Second Peak. Any significant features which may be
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present on the curve here are obscured by the noise inherent in the

trace. The final break-up of the specimen in Frame 21 corresponds

to the large drop in load near the end of the trace, the small

perturbations after this are probbly due to either collisions

between the striker and broken pieces of specimen or some

oscillations of the striker itself.

It is interesting to compare this clamped event with the unclamped

filmed event in Section 4.1.2. There are some obvious differences

in the widths of the Second Peaks of the Force-time curves which

are not solely attributable to the difference in the thickness of

the specimens, i.e. the curve for the clamped specimen is very much

wider. There are also differences in the progre8sion of cracking;

in the clamped case all cracking is constrained within the clamping

ring and the film shows that the first crack formed does not

initially propcigate to the support. When unclamped, the crack does

propqgate to the support, and examination of these fracture surfaces

in both cases reveal these stopping positions through the features

described in section 4.2, which correlate with the position shown on

the film. It is typical for all clamped specimens that the initial

crack is relatively shorter than in unclamped specimens.
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Fig 4.4.13. Force-time Curve and 7.78imi Thick Specimen from Clamped
Test.
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The Force-time curve from the 7.78mm thick filmed clamped specimen

is presented in fig 4.4.13 along with a photograph of the broken

specimen. The First Peak is rather rounded in shape towards its

apex which is likely to be caused by the considerable deceleration

of the striker so that it is almost stationary at the peak apex.

The Second Peak is double peaked and consists of a narrow peak just

after the First Peak, followed by a very much broader peak. The

specimen possesses a central 'cone' fracture and has broken

completely by the formation of four radial cracks which extend to

the specimen edge. There is also one further radial crack which

does not extend beyond the clamp ring. This particular clamped

event was the only one from the whole of this work where cracks

propqgated beyond the clamping boundary and it is thought that this

was due to insufficient clamping pressure applied by the Perspex

clamping cylinders. This event is included here because it shows

clearly the moment of formation of the cone fracture and indicated

why extended Second Peaks are typically obtained from tests on

clamped thick specimens. In this case the diameter of the cone on

the struck surface is only about 10mm and it follows that the

striker did not penetrate the specimen fully.

The high speed film taken of this event is shown in fig 4.4.14 which

shows the striker, specimen and clamping system as in the previous

case. Once again the frames are numbered sequentially with Frame 1

denoting that frame in which cracking is first observed. The camera

ran at 7352FPS giving O.136ms between adjacent frames.

Frame 1 reveals the presence of a very short crack which shows up as

a very small dark shadow just below the striker. In Frame 2 this
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has extended considerably and, although partly obscured by the

striker, has probably formed all five of the radial cracks which

stop temporarily in the vicinity of the support. Examination of

features on the fracture surfaces confirms that the cracks do

actually stop as indicated on the film.

Frame 3 shows four of the radial cracks have propctgated to the edge

of the specimen. It has already been said that this is unique only

to this particular test because of the clamp arrangement. In Frame

4 a curved circumfrential shadow appears on the tension surface of

the specimen. This is all that can be seen of the conical crack

which forms the central hole in the specimen. It is difficult to

see any of the other cone-forming cracks because they are obscured

either by the striker or the radial cracks.

From Frame 5 onwards there Is no indication of any further cracking,

however, the striker can be seen to bounce up and down several times

on the remaining portions of the specimen. It is not reasonably

possible to reproduce this feature through prints because the

remainder of the film must be viewed by continuous projection in

order to see the striker motion.

The film is related to the Force-time curve in the same manner as

before, except that in this case it is likely that the very short

crack in Frame 1 occurs just after the apex of the First Peak. This

frame is positioned accordingly in the simplified Force-Time curve

in fig 4.4.15, and the remaining frames follow in their appropriate

places. In this figure only the large peaks have been redrawn and

the Second Peak consists only of the narrow portion of the original
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Fig 4.4.15. Simp1ified Force-time Curve from 7.l8nin Thick Clamped
Specimen Showing Relative Position of Crack Progression.
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peak in fig 4.4.13; the very broad section has been omitted. The

crack progression inferred from the film is also shown and each

new crack can be seen to coincide with major drops in load. The

cone fracture occurs on the final drop in load just before the start

of the broad section of the Second Peak. All radial and

circumfrential cracking has been completed by this stage.

The bouncing of the striker on the broken specimen from frames 5

onwards accounts for the remaining wide portion of the Second Peak.

If a longer timebase had been selected for the Force-Time curve, it

is likely that several further wide peaks would have been recorded

as the striker repeatedly struck, or bounced on, the specimen. This

observation is important because it explains the occurance of the

multiple second peaks which occur in most clamped tests on thick

specimens. As the striker bounces up and down on the broken

specimen it may in fact cause further cracking to occur which

appears as a sudden drop in load on the Force-Time curve. It is

thought that this onlycauses further conical fractures which form

the small slivers of PMMA often produced in this type of test which

were shown previously in fig 4.4.8.

The overall conclusions to be drawn from these filmed events are

broadly similar to those from the previous unclamped tests in so far

that discrete fracture events visible on the film are coincident

with sudden discrete drops in load on the Force-time trace. There

are particular differences between clamped and unclamped tests such

as the formation of cone fractures and the constraint of all cracks

within the inside edge of the support ring. The effect of these

differences on the numerical values of the results obtained are now
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carried out on specimens having a range of thicknesses with supports

of 10mm, 12.5mm, 20mm, 25mm and 30mm inside radius. The specimens

were all 88mm square and were impacted at ].m/s with a 5mm radius

hemispherical striker which was chosen to avoid possible problems

which might arise when using larger strikers on the small supports.

Fig 4.1.18 shows sample Force-time curves from tests on 10, 12.5,

25 and 30mm radius supports, the specimens are all nominally 5mm

thick. The curves all have the characteristic First and Second

Peaks and the finer detail is considered later.

The broken specimens are also shown and each has failed with

characteristic orthogonal radial cracks. In general all the

specimens broke in a similar fashion, but there is a tendency for

very thick specimens on the smaller supports to fail with the

formation of a central conical hole, which is very similar to that

found in some clamped specimens in the previous section.

Examination of the general fracture surfaces shows that the witness

marks indicating the stopping point of the initial crack occurs in

the vicinity of the specimen-support contact point from all sizes of

support, i.e. for very small supports only a very short initial

crack is formed whilst for large supports a long initial crack

forms.

The value of the Force to First Peak tends to be lover for the

larger supports and also the drop in load immediately after the

First Peak is greater for these large spans. Plots of in P vs in h

are presented in fig 4.4.19 a-e for all support radii. Straight

lines may be drawn through the points in each case and it is clear
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that the gradient, n, tends to decrease with increasing support

radius. This is clearly shown in the tabulation below:

Support radius 1mm	 10	 12.5	 20	 25	 30

n	 2.26	 2.29	 2.16	 2.02	 2.03

The elementary theory of bending of plates (see Chapter 2) predicts

that n should be equal to 2; the table shows that this theoretical

value is approached as the support radius increases. Further

comment is reserved for the discussion in Chapter 6.

Values of Energy to First Peak (W1 ) and Total Energy (W 1 ) were

recorded during the tests, and to see how these are affected by

support span it is desirable to plot Energy directly against span.

However, such plots can be misleading because of variations in the

thickness of specimens used for each span and so to overcome this

problem plots were made of Energy (both to First Peak and Total)

against specimen thickness on in-in scales and curves were drawn

through the data points as shown in fig 4.4.20 a-e.

Two arbitrary thickness values (7mm and 2mm) were then chosen and

corresponding Energies read directly from the graphs. These values

obtained have thus effectively been normalised for thickness effects

and are shown plotted as Energy vs support radius in fig 4.4.2]*and

b.

For the 7mm values shown in fig 4.4.21 a, with increasing support

radius, WI and W1 initially decrease but pass through a minimum at
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about 20mm radius and then begin to increase. For the 2mm values in

fig 4.4.21 b the same trend is true for WI except that the minimum

point has shifted to around 25mm radius. The W 1 increses with

support radius in a linear fashion and when extrpo1ated, the

straight line passes directly through the origin. All further

comment upon these results is reserved for the discussion in Chapter

6.

4.4.3. Striker Size, Profile, Lubrication and Impact Velocity.

Hemispherical Strikers.

Strikers having hemispherical tips of 5mm, 62.5mm and 10mm radius

were used to impact specimens of three different thicknesses

(nominally 2mm, 3mm and 5mm) which were simply supported and struck

centrally at 3m/s. Typical Force-time curves from each indentor are

shown in fig 4.4.22 along with the corresponding broken specimens.

The curves all exhibit the characteristic First and Second Peaks and

there is little or no difference between the overall shapes and

proportions of the three curves.

The specimens have failed mainly with radial cracks, as can be seen

in the figure, and there is little difference between fracture

patterns that may be attributed to changing the striker diameter.

Values of Force to First Peak, Energy to First Peak and Total Energy

were recorded. Plots were made of in (P) vs in (specimen

thickness), and are shown in fig 4.4.23; straight lines may be
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drawn through each set of data points and the slopes are 2,10, 2.02,

and 2.1.3 for the 5mm, 625mm and 10mm radius strikers respectively.

There is little variation in these slopes and any differences may be

attributed to the degree of scatter in the results rather than the

effect of striker diameter. Since the slopes are all very close to

the value of 2, it may be said that P is proportional to the square

of specimen thickness for all hemispherical strikers over the range

considered.

In order to determine whether any subtle differences occur between

the three strikers, Force to First Peak was norinalised for thickness

effects by dividing by the square of thickness. Mean values were

taken for each striker and are presented in table 4.4.1. Figures in

parentheses indicate standard deviation.

Hemisphere radius (mm) 	 5	 62.5	 10

P /h2 (N/mm)	 74.2 (3.4) 89.0 (4.0) 77.5 (6.1)

Table 4.4.1. Mean values of P /h 2 for three hemispherical
indentors.

It can be seen that there is no obvious trend, i.e. that the radius

of the hemispherical striker has no discernible effect on the Force

to First Peak over the range tested and for this material.

The Energy to First Peak and Total Energy data are shown plotted

against striker radius in fig 4.4.24. All three specimen

thicknesses are included with typical error bars, which represent

standard deviation. Horizontal lines may be drawn through the

Energy to First Peak data for each thickness, indicating that this

energy is not dependent upon striker radius. The Total Energy data
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is rather difficult to analyse because the standard deviations are

so large. The lines are drawn by linear regression and show slopes

of positive gradient for all specimen thicknesses, indicating that

there may be some increase in Total Energy with increasing striker

radius.

Flat Strikers.

Flat ended strikers of 2.5mm, 5mm and 10mm radius were used to

impact simply supported specimens having a range of thicknesses.

Typical Force-time curves are presented in fig 4.4.25, along with

their corresponding broken specimens, for each flat striker radius.

The curves are broadly similar in shape to those previously

encountered but have very large, i.e. taller and broader, First

Peaks and relatively smaller Second Peaks. The Force to First Peak

is high and increases noticeably with flat striker radius. The

rising part of the First Peak is not linear but contains an

inflection which is especially apparent with the largest strikers

and becomes even more obvious when thick specimens (i.e. about 5mm)

are tested.

The specimens have failed in a quite different manner to those

previously observed. The tendency is for a circumfrential crack

(labelled A in the figures) to form in the centre of the specimen

directly under the striker. This causes a hole and an associated

disc to form which both have about the same diameter as the striker.

Radial cracks (labelled B in the figures) emanate from this central

circumfrential crack and progress to the edge of the specimen. The

fracture surfaces of specimens over the whole range of thicknesses
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are extensively rough and multi-faceted and it is very difficult to

establish any significant details.

Tests using clamped specimens struck with flat strikers were also

conducted and typical Force-time curves, from 3iiun thick specimens,

are presented in fig 4.4.26 along with the broken specimens. The

curves are broadly similar to the previous ones in fig 4.4.25

except that the Second Peak is extended and often consists of a

series of large peaks. The Second Peak terminates after a much

shorter time interval than is the case for hemispherical strikers

(see section 4.4.2). The rising part of the First Peaks show some

sign of the inflections, as seen in the curves from unclamped

specimens, but are generally relatively straight even for the thick

case.

The specimens have broken in a fashion very similar to the previous

unclamped case, i.e. with the formation of a central circumfrential

crack (A) and radial cracks (B). Often, though not always,

additional circumfrential cracks are formed near to the support

ring, as can be seen in some of the specimens in fig 4.4.26. Also

the radial cracks do not progress further than the specimen support

clamp-ring.

A comparison of the Force to First Peak obtained from a 10mm radius

hemispherical striker and all flat strikers, both on clamped and

simply supported specimens, is shown in fig 4.4.27. These graphs

are in the form of ln-ln plots of Force to First Peak against

specimen thickness, h, and straight lines may be drawn through the

data from each striker. These lines are all virtually parallel with
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each other and therfore have very similar gradients, as indicated in

the figure, although these do decrease as the size of the flat

striker increases.

For a constant specimen thickness and for either the clamped or

simply supported specimens, the hemispherical striker has the lowest

value of Force to First Peak. The 2.5mm radius flat striker has the

next highest value, then comes the 5mm flat striker and highest of

all is the 10mm flat striker. Also the values of Force to First

Peak for clamped and simply supported specimens are virtually

identical for the hemispherical striker, but clamped specimens give

a higher value than simply-supported for all three flat strikers.

Ln-ln plots of Energy to First Peak and Total Energy against

specimen thickness are shown in figs 4.4.28 a and b for all flat

strikers and one hemispherical striker of 10mm radius. Data from

both clamped and simply supported specimens are presented in each

figure. The Energy to First Peak from the 10mm hemispherical

striker is significantly lower than that energy from any of the flat

strikers. For a particular specimen thickness the Energy to First

Peak increases from the 10mm radius hemispherical striker, through

2.5mm, 5mm and then 10mm flat strikers. However for the same flat

striker and specimen thickness there is no appreciable difference in

the Energy to First Peak between clamped and simply supported

specimens.

Straight lines may be drawn through the Total Energy data in fig

4.4.28.b. The gradients of each line are broadly similar to each

other for the simply supported specimen and the energy values
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increase from the hemispherical striker through to the largest flat

striker.

Using flat strikers it is possible to obtain a value of Total Energy

from clamped specimens because full penetration of the specimen

occurs. This contrasts with the hemsipherical strikers which tend

to bounce on the specimen giving a meaningless Second Peak. (See

Section 4.4.2.) Values of Total Energy increase with increasing

flat striker diameter and are generally greater than the energies

from simply supported specimens.

Striker Lubrication.

A series of tests were carried out on simply supported specimens,

having a range of thicknesses, using a hemispherical striker of 10mm

radius. This was lubricated with a liberal quantity of commercial

petroleum grease. A typical Force-time curve is presented in fig

4.4.29 which shows no different features to those in previously

presented curves and is similar in all respects to those curves from

uniubricated strikers.

Values of Force to First Peak, Energy to First Peak and Total Energy

were obtained from each test and are shown as in-in plots against

specimen thickness in fig 4.4.30 along with typical unlubricated

values. Within the limits of standard deviation there is no

significant difference in any of the parameters between lubricated

and unlubricated strikers. It may be concluded that the 10mm

hemispherical striker gives a similar result whether lubricated or

not in the case of PMMA, and since 5mm and 625mm radius unlubricated
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hemispherical strikers also give a similar result to an unlubricated

10mm striker it may be assumed that lubrication of all these

strikers will not have a significant effect on the results generated

in the case of the brittle PMMA.

Fig 5.4.29.
	 Typical	 Force-Time Curve from a lubricated

striker.

Impact Velocity.

This particular area has already received some attention in Section

4.3.2 concerning noise in the impact trace. It was shown that

increasing impact velocity increased the magnitude of the noise.

Three typical Force-time traces are shown in figs 4.4.31a, b and c

from impact tests conducted at lm/s, 3m/s and 4m/s impact velocity

respectively. The traces have the characteristic First and Second

peaks and clearly show the noise amplitude increasing with velocity.
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At Am/s the trace becomes quite difficult to interpret because as

fig 4.4.31 shows, there are several peaks which may easily be either

the First Peak itself or noise superimposed upon the First Peak.

However, there are no other significant differences between the

three curves except that the duration of the signal gets shorter as

the velocity increases.

Values of Force to First Peak, Energy to First Peak and Total Energy

were recorded from a number of tests performed at the three

velocities above, and figs 4.4.32a and b show ln-ln plots of these

quantities against specimen thickness. Straight line8 may be drawn

through the data of Force and Energy to First Peak. All three

impact velocities produce values of these quantities which are in

close agreement with each other and it may be concluded that they

are not significantly affected by impact velocity.

The general scatter in the Total Energy data (see fig 4.4.32b)

prevents any sensible line-fit but the overall trend suggests that

increases with increasing impact velocity.	 A possible

explanation for this is considered in the Discussion.

Some impact tests were performed at drop heights of a few

millimetres giving very low impact velocities. Depending upon the

magnitude of the velocity and the specimen thickness, one of three

things occurred:

i)	 The specimen remained intact and the striker rebounded. This

gave a Force-Time trace consisting of a smooth peak and a typical
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example is shown in fig 4.4.33.

21
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Fig 4.4.33. Typical Force-Time Curve From a Rebound or Low-Blow
Test.

ii) A small single crack is formed in the centre of the specimen

which does not propc&gate to the specimen edge but stops in the

vicinity of the support ring. The striker rebounds, and a typical

Force-Time curve is shown in fig 4.4.34 along with a fractured

specimen.

Fig 4.4.34. Force-Time Curve and Specimen From Low-Blow Test
Causing Part Fracture Only.
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iii) Occasionally, with very thick specimens which do not crack as

in ii) above, there appears a series of craze markings emanating

from a point on the specimen surface which is directly beneath the

striker but on the opposite side to the struck surface. Such marks

are shown in fig 4.4.35.

• 1-

4)
•	 .," t

_;

Cl

Approx. FuLL ScaLe

Fig 4.4.35. Craze Marks Formed on Surface Directly Opposite Striker
Contact Point in Rebound Test.

Cases i) and iii) are considered no further here, but case ii) can

be linked back to the earlier parts of this Chapter concerning

interpretation of the fracture event (Section 4.1). The cracks

formed in these 'low-blow' tests may be extended to the edge of the

specimen by bending and breaking it by hand; fracture surface

features may be observed which are identical in all respects to

those from the full penetration tests in Section 4.2. Since the

low-blow crack has definitely stopped near the support and the
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relevant markings on the fracture surface are the same as in full

penetration tests, then this further supports the previous

conclusion that the initial crack does actually arrest near the

support during a normal full penetration test.

Due to the difficulties in operating the test equipment at such low

drop heights, insufficient tests were performed to enable any

quantitative data to be presented here. However, it is thought that

low-blow testing of this type may yield some useful and interesting

results and is worth pursuing in the future with modified equipment.

The impact test basically drives the indentor into the plate

specimen at a reasonably high velocity. It has been shown that this

causes plate bending and subsequently cracking. The force at which

this cracking occurs follows proportionally to the square of

specimen thickness which is a relationship that can be predicted by

elastic, quasistatic theories of bending of plates. In order to

obtain quasistatic data on this material under equivalent loading

geometry a tensile testing machine was used to bend plate specimens

under geometrically similar conditions to the falling weight but at

very low croeshead velocities. A profile recorder (see the

reference to such in Experimental, Chapter 3) was used to measure

the specimen profile after increments of load so that deflection,

and hence the distribution of energy or load across the specimen,

might be determined. However, the operation of the recorder

requires that the crosshead be stationary for a period of about 20

seconds whilst the profile is recorded. During this time the

specimens were able to relax and flow plastically around the tip of

the indentor which is obviously a totally different reaction to the
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response under impact conditions. This approach was therefore

abandoned but the result does show the effect of very slow loading

rates.

With the profile recorder removed, specimens were tested using

constant crosshead speeds and Force-time curves were obtained on the

chart recorder. A typical example is shown in fig 4.4.36 which

includes the broken specimen.

0
	

150	 300

Time (s)

Fig 4.4.36. Force-Time Curve From Slow Rate Test on 2mm Thick PNMA
Plate. Crosshead Speed 1mm/mm.

The overall respnse bears a very strong resemblance to that of the

dynamic case since there is a definite First Peak and associated

fracture which can be observed to temporarily arrest at the support

ring. Fracture surfaces show the similar markings as the dynamic

case (Section 4.2). From general observations there is plastic

deformation of the specimens in the region of the indentor and
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support, for quasistatic testing the degree of the deformation

increases with decreasing test rate. Fig 4.4.37 shows Force to

First Peak plotted against crosshead speed from slow—rate tests on

nominally 3mm thick specimens.

1

U)
LI
C-
0
u-I

0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100

Crosshead Speed (mm/mm)

60,000

Fig 4.4.37. Force to First Peak vs Crosshead Speed for 3mm Thick
PMMA Plate, to Show Rate Dependence.

The effect of rate is clearly visible as an increase In the force

sustained at lower rates which may be attributed to plastic flow in

the material. Relevant values from the impact test are Included for

comparison, although an interrupted abscissa scale has been adopted.

These results demonstrate that even at relatively high crosshead

speed in the region of 100mm/mm (i.e. high rates for an ordinary

tensile testing machine) PMMA exhibits plastic deformation, and

impact conditions are required to induce it to behave in a purely

brittle manner. This has been found to be the case by other workers

[124] in other test arrangements.
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS ON H.D.P.E.

The basic analysis of this material follows broadly similar lines to

that for PMMA. The Force-time trace has again been adopted as the

primary data source and a typical Force-time curve obtained from

HDPE is shown in fig 5.0.1 along with the deformed specimen. This

test was performed on a specimen nominally 3mm thick and 88mm

square, simply supported on a standard 20mm radius support and was

struck centrally by a 10mm radius hemispherical striker travelling

at 3m/s.

Fig 5.0.1. Typical Force-Time Curve and Associated Deformed HDPE
Specimen37mm Thick, 88mm Square, Simply Supported on a 20mm Radius
Support and Struck Centrally at 3m/s With a 10mm Radius
Hemispherical Striker.

The curve consists of a single smooth peak in which the load rises

to the maximum at 'A' and then decreases. The load does not

generally return to zero after the peak, a phenomenon which is
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considered later. This trace is very smooth and there is little

evidence of the noise or oscillatory behaviour of the signal that

was so prominent in the test on PMMA.

The specimen in fig 5.0.1 is viewed from the 'support side' face.

It has deformed in a ductile manner; the central portion has been

deformed in association with much stress whitening and the tip of

the striker has completely penetrated the specimen forming a

circular hole and a 'flap'. The final overall shape has been

likened to that of a 'sombrero'.

There are two distinctive features of interest on the Force-time

curves

i) The peak, at 'A' in the figure, is the point at which the

maximum load occurs and the two quantities used to characterise this

are PEAK FORCE, which is the maximum force recorded during the

event, and ENERGY TO PEAK, which is the integrated energy to the

same point in time.

ii) The second feature corresponds to the moment at which the tip

of the striker fully penetrates the specimen and so denotes the end

of the impact event. This is not easy to determine exactly because

the force does not drop to zero at the end of the event. The sides

of the central hole in the specimen exert a frictional drag on the

sides of the striker as it progresses downwards. However a

satisfactory point may be found as indicated by point 'B' in fig

5.0.1, which is an estimate of where the force might have dropped to

zero if there were no such frictional drag. This point was visually
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estimated and therefore will be prone to some random error;

however, it was found that small variations in the position of point

B had a negligible effect on the value of Total Energy obtained. At

this point the impact event is said to be complete, and the Total

Energy is recorded which is the integration of the whole of the

curve up to point B.

5.1. Interpretation of the Force-Time curve.

In Chapter 4, High Speed Photography was used to relate the

Force-time curve to the deformation events during Falling-Weight

impact of PMMA. The same techniques are used here with a similar

aim, that is to obtain some idea as to how the HDPE specimens deform

and how this deformation relates to the Force-time curve. Two

filmed events are considered.

5.1.1. Filmed Event No 1.

This event was filmed with the camera viewing the specimen along its

struck surface so that the specimen deflections may be observed.

The deformed specimen and the Force-time curve from this event are

shown in fig 5.1.1. The characteristic smooth peak is observed and

the specimen has deformed into the typical sombrero shape with a

central circular flap.
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Fig 5.1.1. Force-Time curve and deformed specimen from Filmed Event
No 1, 4.83mm thick, 88mm square specimen simply supported on 19mm
radius Perspex cylindrical support and struck with a l0irnn radius
hemispherical striker at 3m/s.

The High Speed Camera attained 6070 frames per second (FPS) during

the event giving 0.l7ms between each sucessive frame. A sequence of

about 60 relevant frames was obtained and selected prints are

presented in fig 5.1.2. The striker is shown as the dark central

object at the top of each print, the specimen is the thick,

horizontal dark line and the cylindrical support is revealed by the

two vertical lines below the specimen.

The prints are numbered consecutively with the same convention as

used in Chapter 4, i.e. 'Frame 0' denotes the frame in which the

striker is about to make contact with the specimen and in 'Frame 1',

which immediately follows it, the striker actually makes contact.
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Fig 5.1.2. High Speed Film Sequence. HDPE. Filmed Event No 1.
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As the striker progresses downwards, the specimen deforms and is

bent around the tip of the hemispherical striker. This can be seen

in, for example, Frames 6, 10 and 14. The portion of the specimen

outside of the support ring is bending progressively upwards. The

specimen ultimately fails through tearing or localised yielding

which forms the circular hole and flap in its centre. This is

difficult to observe in the printed film, but the first evidence of

this may be discerned in Frame 24 when a small wedge-shaped area

may be seen in the position indicated by the arrow on the figure.

The previous frame, No 23, exhibits no such feature and although

this is not clear on the prints it becomes more apparent when the

film is projected onto a large screen. The 'wedge' area grows in

size and can be seen clearly in 1 Frames 27, 31 and 35 as the striker

progresses downwards. It may be concluded that the circular flap is

forming between the camera and the striker, i.e. the tear may have

begun behind the striker and been obscured from view.

In order to relate the film to the Force-time trace it is necessary

to re-draw the curve on a new time axis as was done for the PMMA in

Chapter 4. Fig 5.1.3 presents such a curve for this event and

includes the position of relevant frames from the High Speed film.

The film is 'positioned' by assuming that the initial rise in force

on the curve corresponds with the initial contact between striker

and specimen. Also included on the figure is the profile of the

bottom surface of the specimen which has been traced from selected

frames.

The Peak Force occurs at time = 42ms after initial striker-specimen

contact. This corresponds to Frame 26, which shows the tear, i.e.
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Fig 5.1.3. Redrawn Force-Time Curve, Sliowing Position of Frames From Film
Sequence and the Profile of the Specimen in Particular Frames.
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the wedge-shaped area, is present. The frame in which the tear may

first be seen is Frame 24, which occurs before the Peak, and it i8

likely that the tear actually starts previously but is obscured from

the camera and cannot be seen in the film. The conclusion to be

drawn from this is that the specimen tears, i.e. the flap and hole

begin to form, before the maximum load is sustained.

Some analysis of the specimen profiles was carried out by measuring

the angle (0) subtended between the specimen's bottom surface and

the horizontal at the point where the specimen pivots on the

support. This angle is shown in fig 5.1.3 and the table below gives

the value of the angle and the frame number of the associated

profile.

Frame No.	 6	 10	 14	 19	 22	 23	 24	 27

Angle 0.	 3°	 80	 8°	 8.5°	 9°	 9°	 6°	 7°

As the striker progresses downwards, i.e. the frame numbers

increase, the angle 0 increases to a fairly constant value but

exhibits a sudden drop between frames 23 and 24. This indicates

that the outer portion of the specimen bends upwards and remains in

a fairly stable position until a time corresponding to the vicinity

of the Peak on the Force-time curve is reached, when the outer

portion deflects noticeably downwards. This is presumabley due to

some deformation in the centre of the plate relieving the strain in

the outer portion and is an additional indicator that some large

deformation is occuring in the vicinity of the Peak Force, i.e. the

initiation of the central flap and hole.
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As the striker further penetrates the specimen, the tear is

elongated (Frames 31 and 35) and the specimen is less able to

sustain loads and the force exerted on the striker is reduced. The

final breakthrough of the striker cannot be seen on this film

because it occurs beyond the boundaries of viewing, hence another

film is considered in order to investigate this aspect.

5.1.2. Filmed Event No 2.

In this event a 5mm radius hemispherical striker was used to impact

a 3.79mm thick, 88mm square specimen at 3 m/s. The specimen was

simply supported on the 19mm radius Perspex tube support and was

filmed in the same manner as the previous event No 1.

The Force-time curve obtained is shown in fig 5.1.4 along with a

photograph of the deformed specimen. The curve exhibits a double

peak which is due to the particular geometry of striker used and

will be explained fully presently. The effect of using a striker of

this diameter will be discussed later in this Chapter.

Fig 5.1.4 shows that the specimen deformed into the characteristic

'sombrero' shape and a central hole is formed. There is no 'flap'

as such and the hole appears to have been formed so that it

resembles a 'pair of lips', i.e. the tear has passed in a radial

direction rather than circuinfrential as in the previous event.
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Fig 5.1.4. Force-time curve and deformed specimen from filmed event
No 2. 3.79mm thick, 88mm square specimen simply supported on a 19mm
radius Perspex cylinder and struck with a 5mm radius hemispherical
striker at 3m/s.

The High Speed Camera ran at 6O7OFPS resulting in O.l7ms between

frames. Selected prints are presented in fig 5.1.5 and these are

numbered in sequence as before, i.e. Frame 0 is taken just before

striker-specimen contact and the next frame, Frame 1, shows the

striker in contact with the specimen. In the prints in the figure,

the specimen appears as the dark horizontal line, the striker is the

dark object above it and the support appears below.

The gradual deformation of the specimens can be seen clearly in

Frames 3, 7, 13 and 16; the specimen bends, then its central portion

begins to wrap around the striker and the outer edges of the

specimen bend upwards so that a wedge of light is visible above each

side of the support. This bending appears to reach a maximum at

about Frame 7.
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Fig 5.1.5. High Speed Film Sequence. HDPE. Filmed Event No 2.
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Im Frame 18 a tear becomes visible directly below the tip of the

striker. This takes the form, in the print, of a wedge shape having

a slightly lighter shade than the surrounding specimen. The wedge

grows, e.g. Frame 20, and a large portion of the tip of the striker

suddenly becomes clearly visible in Frame 23. The whole of the tip

is visible in Frame 25, indicating that the striker has completely

penetrated the specimen.

The8e photographs are related to the Force-Time curve in fig 5.1.6,

which is a re-drawn curve on a new time axis, and the positions of

the sequence of frames is indicated along with the traced profile of

the lower surface of the specimen, as before.

The curve peaks in the general position corresponding to Frames 12,

13 and 14 but no significant features can be seen on the specimen in

these frames. It is not until Frame 18, which is placed after the

Peak that tearing is visible but it is likely that some tearing may

have occurred before this point but was not visible to the camera.

Examination of the specimen profiles was carried out as in the

previous filmed event and the table below shows the frame reference

numbers and associated values of the angle 0.

Frame No.	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 16	 18

Angle 0	
90	

8.7°	 10° 10.5° 12.5°	 13°	 110	 10°

As the striker progresses downwards, i.e. as the frame numbers

increase, the angle 0	 increases gradually; until Frames 15
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and 16, where it suddenly drops by approximately 2°. These two

frames occur at a time just beyond the Peak in the Force-time curve

but before the tearing damage actually is visible in Frame 18. This

again gives credence to the notion that some special deformation

occurs in the vicinity of the Peak, i.e. the initial formation of

the hole, although the actual deformation may be obscured from view.

The frames showing the final breakthrough of the specimen, Nos 23 to

25, coincide with the position of the curve which suddenly tails off

and reaches a minimum, i.e. the end of the event. The force begins

to rise again but this is due solely to the tapered section of the

striker impinging upon the edges of the hole created in the

specimen. Thus this 'second peak' may be ignored.

5.1.3. Summary.

In relating these two photgraphic sequences to their Force-time

curves, the deformation features associated with the characteristic

broad, smooth single peak has been identified.

The striker makes contact with the siimen and the force exerted on

it increases. The specimen deflects and begins to 'wrap' itself

around the tip of the striker when considerable plastic deformation

of the central region occurs. The outside edge of the specimen,

i.e. that portion outside of the supports, bends upwards until a

point is reached in the vicinity of the Peak of the curve where it

does not appear to bend any further.

A tear, or region of plastic yielding, occurs at a similar time i.e.
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around the Peak. It is not possible to be more specific as to

exactly when this feature ocCUT. because the film does not provide

sufficient contrast, however there is some evidence which seems to

suggest that it is slightly before the Peak. The tear is elongated

and the force exerted on the striker gets progressively less as the

specimen becomes less able to sustain load. Eventually the tear

becomes sufficiently large to allow full penetration of the

hemispherical tip of the striker, and the end of the event, or point

at which Total Energy is recorded, is reached. The load does not

fall completely to zero because there are frictional forces acting

between the sides of the striker and the edges of the hole in the

specimen. After the event is over and the striker is removed, the

hole is actually smaller than the striker indicating that some

recovery has occuzed.

The High Speed Filming technique does not present such a clear

picture of events for the HDPE material as it did for the PMMA in

Chapter 4. However it does demonstrate that the Peak in the

Force-time curve from HDPE is associated with the formation of the

characteristic flap, i.e. through tearing, and also reveals the

point at which the striker fully penetrates the specimen.

5.2 Systematic Appraisal of the Test Variables.

The previous section has interpreted the general Force-time curve

and explained the significance of its various elements. It now

remains to consider how the numerous test variables affect the curve

for a ductile material. Chapter 4 considered the test variables for
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PMMA in three sections:

a) the specimen,

b) the specimen support system,

and c) the manner in which the load is applied.

The same procedure is adopted here.

The three parameters already chosen to characterise the Force-time

curve of HDPE are the Peak Force (F), Energy to Peak (W1 ) and Total

Energy (W1 ) which are all defined at the start of the chapter, see

fig 5.0.1. The effect that the test variables in a, b and c have on

these parameters is now considered.

5.2.1. The Effect of Specimen Thickness and Specimen Size.

The Effect of Specimen Thickness.

A series of tests were conducted on specimens having a range of

thickness from about 1.5mm to 6mm. Fig 5.2.1 shows typical

Force-time curves and the associated deformed specimens from 1.7=

and 5.lemm thick specimens respectively, resting on a 20mm radius

support and each impacted at 5m/s with a 10mm radius hemispherical

striker.

The two curves are broadly similar in shape consisting of the

characteristic smooth single peak. The two specimens have deformed

into 8ombrero shapes and flaps have been formed. There is some
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evidence of shearing around the edge of the flap in the thicker

material, which is indicated in the figure by an arrow. The general

tendency is for thicker specimens to exhibit such shearing around

the flap edge, whilst in thinner specimens the flap edge resembles

more of a 'necking' failure.

To obtain quantitative data, five separate tests were performed at

each of six specimen thicknesses and mean values of Peak Force,

Energy to Peak and Total Energy were determined. Figs 5.2.2a and b

show these quantities plotted against thickness on a in-in scale.

Straight lines may be drawn through the points and the gradients are

indicated on the figure. This plot shows that the Peak Force

exhibits a relationship of the form P cx h 11 which is clearly very

different to the square law relationship obtained with PMMA. This

is hardly surprising since the two materials are so different in

their behaviour.

The values of the slope for Energy to Peak and Total Energy are 1.36

and 1.63 respectively, indicating that the thicker specimens absorb

relatively more energy after the Peak than the thinner ones. In the

Discussion the effect of specimen thickness will be considered

further.

The Effect of Specimen Size.

Specimens ranging in size from 44mm to 110mm sided squares of

various thicknesses were tested by striking at 5m/s on a 20mm radius

support with a 10mm radius hemsipherical striker. 	 Typical

Force-time curves are shown in fig 5.2.3, along with deformed
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specimens, from tests using 55mm and 110mm sided squares of about

4.nun thickness.

Both Force-time curves consist of the characteristic single smooth

Peak and the specimens have deformed into the usual sombrero with

central flap and hole. There are no particular features from either

the curves or the specimens that may distinguish between the

different sizes and the same may be said for all other sizes tested

with the exception of the very smallest specimen of 44mm side.

These did not fail in the above fashion but instead partly folded

under the striker and were pushed down into the support tube.

Values of Peak Force, Energy to Peak and Total Energy were recorded

from each test and comparisons made between the different sized

specimens. Because there were significant variations in the

specimen thickness between the different sizes, these values have

been plotted as ln(quantity) vs ln(specimen thickness) in fig 5.2.4,

with each size of specimen represented by a unique symbol. The

graphs show that, with the exception of the 44mm squares as

previously explained, the values of Peak Force, Energy to Peak and

Total Energy are not affected by specimen size, and straight lines

may be drawn through each set of data. It may be concluded that,

providing the specimen remains on the support there is no

significant effect in the overall size of the specimen. This may be

a useful result where material quantity is limited. For comparison,

the brittle PMMA material produced a similar result to this since

the First Peak was unaffected by specimen size, although the Second

Peak increased with larger specimens.
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5.2.2. The Effect of Clamping and Support Radiu8.

The Effect of Clamping.

A large number of specimens of various thicknesses were tested on

the clamped support as described in Chapter 3. A typical Force-time

curve and the deformed specimen relating to it are shown in fig

5.2.5.

-31

Mx5

Fig 5.2.5. Typical Force-Time Curve from 2.28mm Thick Clamped
Specimen.

The Force-time curve is characteristically smooth and consists of a

single Peak. There is little to distinguish it from any previous

curves of unclainped tests. The deformed specimen is broadly similar

to those already encountered since it has formed a sombrero and

there is a central hole and flap. However, the material exterior to

the inside edge of the clamping ring remains undeformed, and there
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is a significant amount of stress-whitening of the material in a

ring just inside the clamped edge. This is marked on the photo in

fig 5.2.5 and shown in the sketch in fig 5.2.6 as a section of one

half of the specimen/clamp support arrangement.

CLAPIP

SrQESS
	

SPEC DPE
WiT€D

20 A) 5.

k)0Et.JTD

It

Fig 5.2.6. Schematic Section Through Clamped HDPE to Show Stress
Whitened Zone.

Plots of Peak Force, Energy to Peak and Total Energy are shown in

fig 5.2.7 where straight lines may be drawn through all the data

points. The data from the earlier simply-supported tests are also

shown and it is plain that there is no significant difference in any

of these quantities between clamped and simply supported tests.

This is somewhat surprising since there is a distinct difference in

the amount of deformation in the outer portion of the specimen but

suggests that the stress-whitened ring, present only in the clamped

specimens, absorbs an equivalent amount of Load and Energy as the

outer portion of a simply supported specimen. - Provided it is
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assumed that the deformation and energy absorbed in the vicinity of

the striker are the same for clamped and unclamped specimens.

Alternatively it may be that the energy and load required to deform

the outer portion of the unciamped specimens, and produce the

stress-whitened ring in the clamped ones, is negligibly small and so

has no significant effect on the values obtained.

The Influence of Support Size.

Tests were conducted using a 5mm hemispherical striker with supports

of 10mm, 12.5mm, 20mm, 25mm and 30mm radius and specimens of a range

of thickness and 88mm square sides. Fig 5.2.8 shows typical

Force-time curves and deformed specimens from 10mm, 12.5mm, 25mm and

30mm radius supports.

Once again the Force-time curves and deformed specimens are

characteristic in appearance, and there is little to distinguish

between them except for the relative sizes of the central deformed

zone in the specimen, and the slightly higher values in Peak Force

from the smaller supports. Note, the two peaks to the right of the

main one are due to the geometry of the striker and may be ignored.

Values of Peak Force, Energy to Peak and Total Energy were recorded

from each test, but as the specimens used had slightly different

thicknesses for each support size it is necessary to 'normalise' for

this variation by plotting the data against specimen thickness on a

in-in scale.

Fig 5.2.9 BhOwS in P vs in h. A straight line may be drawn through

the data from each support and, overall, there is a clear trend of
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(±3%) so no Error Bars are Shown.
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gradually increasing Peak Force with decreasing support size. The

table below gives the gradient of each line and the corresponding

support size.

Support radius, mm	 30	 25	 20	 12.5	 10

Gradient (n)	 0.98	 1.01	 1.07	 1.07	 1.11

The gradient increases from just below 1.0 to 1.1 as the support

radius is decreased.

Arbitrary thickness values (5mm and 2mm) were chosen and the

corresponding values of Peak Force read directly from the graph for

each support. Plots were then made of P vs support radius for each

of the arbitrary thicknesses and these are shown in figs 5.2.10 a

and b. For both thicknesses the Peak Force increases non-linearly

with decreasing support radius. This aspect is considered further

in the Discussion.

A plot of in (Energy) vs ln (specimen thickness) is presented in fig

5.2.11 showing the Energy to Peak and Total Energy data from all

five supports. There is some scatter in the results although a

single straight line may be drawn through all the data for both

Energies, i.e. there is no strong trend as support size is varied

for this ductile material.

The effect of changing support radius is quite complex but the

trends for HDPE are broadly similar to those for the brittle PMMA.
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5.2.3. Striker Profile, Size, Lubrication and Impact Velocity.

Hemispherical Strikers.

Tests were conducted on a variety of specimens using the three

interchangeable hemispherical striker tips as described in Chapter

3. These tips have radii of 5mm, 6.25mm (0.25") and 10mm, and a

typical Force-time curve from each is shown in figs 5.2.12 a - c

along with the appropriate deformed specimens.

The Force-time curves all show the characteristic smooth peak and

the magnitude of the Peak Force can be clearly seen to increase

significantly with increasing striker radius. The curves from the

5mm and 6.25mm radius strikers also show two 'second peaks' which are

caused by the geometry of these strikers. The radius of each

striker increases in a wedge fashion after about 10mm of its length

so that it may be fitted to the standard 10mm radius shaft - see

Experimental, Chapter 3, for details. For the purpose of this

comparison these features are ignored because they are essentially

artefacts created after the particular striker has punctured the

specimen. The specimens have all deformed into a sombrero shape and

exhibit the characteristic central hole and flap. The radius of

both hole and flap increases with striker radius as one would

expect, but the appearance of the remaining parts of the specimens

are broadly similar.

There is some variation in specimen thickness between the data sets

from the three strikers and so a direct comparison of the values

used to characterise the curve is not possible. This problem is
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the striker tips with flat profiles as described in Chapter 3.

Three strikers having radii of 2.5mm, 5mm and 10mm have been

considered and a typical Force-time curve from a test using a 5mm

flat striker is shown in fig 5.2.17 along with the deformed

specimen.

A
37T

j	 ii
11

OJ4-
LJ

LL	 H4,
I

-	 I	 ........ ....... 	 I

-1	 J	 I-'

o	 4	 8
Time (ms) Mx5

Fig 5.2.17. Typical Force-time curve and associated specimen. 4.9mm
thick, 88mm square simply supported on a 20mm radius support and
struck centrally with a 5mm radius flat striker.

The curve consists of a single smooth peak with a fairly long time

between the initial rise in force and the maximum value, at 'A'.

The load after this point drops sharply away. The specimen has

retained its original flat profile and a circular hole has been

punched in its centre. A circular disc of about 5mm radius i.e. the

same size as the striker, has been removed from this hole and

evidence of shearing may be seen on the edges of the hole and the

disc. There is also some material which forms a small lip around

the edge of the hole.
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The deformation induced by a flat striker is clearly very different

to the 'sombrero' shaped specimens that have been obtained

previously using hemispherical indentors. It is therefore necessary

to study this deformation using the High-Speed Camera in order to

follow and understand the sequence of events leading up to the

failure.

Interpretation.

A single event was filmed using the high speed camera set up as

before so that it viewed the specimen parallel to the struck face.

The specimen was 3.9mm thick, 88mm square and was simply supported

on the 19mm radius Perspex support. It was struck with a 10mm

radius flat striker at Sm/s.

The Force-time trace obtained from the event is shown in fig 5.2.18

along with the damaged specimen. There are no peculiarities

regarding the trace and it is typical of the form usually obtained

with a flat striker for this material. The same may also be said

about the specimen which has a flat profile and a central 10mm

radius hole from which a circular disc has been 'punched' or

sheared.

The High Speed Camera attained a film speed of 6O7OFPS giving

0.11ms between adjacent frames. A sequence of relevant photographs

were obtained and a selection of them are presented in fig 5.2.19.

The photographs were numbered sequentially with the initial contact

between striker and specimen occu4ing between 'Frame 0' and 'Frame
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Fig 5.2.18. Force-Time Curve and Deformed Specimen from Filmed
Event No 3. 3.5m Thick 88nr Square Specimen Simply Supported
on a 19m Radius Perspex Cylinder and Struck With a lOnin Radius
Flat Striker at 5m/s.
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Fig 5.2.19. High Speed Film Sequence. HDPE. Flat Striker.
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1'. The specimen appears as the thick horizontal line, the striker

as the dark rectangle above it and the support can be identified by

the two vertical shaded areas beneath the specimen.

As the striker progresses downwards the centre of the specimen

deforms considerably, as in Frames 5 and 9, and the outside edges

bend upwards giving the characteristic wedge of light at the edges

of the support. Frame 10 shows a similar image to Frame 9 but the

outer edges of the specimen are not bent to the same extent; the

specimen seems to have 'relaxed' in the region outside of the

support, i.e. the stresses present in this area appear to have been

reduced. It is reasonable to propose that this effect may be caused

by the onset of shearing around the edge of the striker and although

there is no other evidence to be seen to support this, the shearing

may be taking place out of view of the camera.

In Frame 12 there is a distinct discontinuity in the specimen

profile in the vicinity of the right hand edge of the striker,

indicated by the arrow. In later frames, e.g. 15 and 16, it is

clear that this disconitnuity is evidence of the edge of the central

disc, i.e. represents evidence of the early stages of shearing.

Frames 15 and 16 actually show the disc and the leading edge of the

striker tip which has broken completely through the specimen.

These photographs are related to the Force-time curve in fig 5.2.20

which shows the trace re-drawn on a new time axis and the film

sequence positioned using the same assumptions as before. The

profile from the bottom surface of the specimen has been traced from

the photographs in fig 5.2.19 and are related to the Force-time
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trace by the appropriate frame numbers.

As the force rises the 8pecimen can be seen to deflect in Frames 4,

5 and 9. The centre portion moves downwards whilst the outer

portion moves up. This deflection must be mainly elastic since the

specimen ends up with a flat profile once the load is removed. The

table below gives values of the angle subtended between the outer

edges of the specimen profile and the horizontal (as indicated in

fig 5.2.20), and the corresponding frame reference number.

Frame No.	 5	 9	 10	 12	 15

Angle 6°.	 15.5°	 15.5°	 13.5°	 12.5°	 13°

The angle initially increases to, and remains roughly constant at,

about 15 until Frame 10 when it suddenly drops to 13.5°. This

relaxation of the edges of the specimen occurs just before the Peak

value of force is reached and it woul4 se4em likely that the

significant shearing at the circumference of the indentor which

produces the central hole and disc might begin around this point.

As the Peak is formed the large discontinuity in Frame 12 indicates

that the shear is well underway. The specimen is less able to

sustain loads and therefore the force exerted on the striker falls

away as the shear progresses, e.g. in Frame 15. Finally, the disc

is completely removed from the specimen in Frame 16 and the load

drops almost to zero, the remaining force being due to frictional

drag by the specimen on the sides of the striker.

This sequence shows that shearing starts slightly before the Peak
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Force is sustained and that the Peak is actually associated with a

good deal of shearing already underway.

Results from tests on specimens of 1.7mm, 3.8mm and 4.8mm thickness

are now presented and a typical Force-time curve from each of the

three strikers is shown in fig 5.2.21 along with the deformed

specimens. The curves are all broadly similar to the typical case

considered earlier with a fairly smooth increase in load to the Peak

and then a rather sudden drop to a roughly constant level. There is

quite a considerable amount of noise evident on the trace from the

2.5mm radius striker, but the signal perturbations seem to diminish

as larger strikers are used. The curves show a quite dramatic

increase in Peak Force as the striker radius is increased andthe

deformed specimens reflect this since the radius of the central hole

and punched disc remain equivalent to the diameter of the striker.

In these tests the specimen thicknesses were comparable for all the

strikers, and so direct plots of the Peak Force and the Energies

against striker radius is possible. Fig 5.2.22 shows a plot of Peak

Force against striker radius; results from specimens of three

thicknesses are shown and, for each thickness, straight lines may be

drawn which pass easily through the origin. Additional data is

included on this graph from the hemispherical strikers considered

earlier, and although there is some discrepancy at the higher

diameters it is plain that both flat and hemispherical strikers give

rise to similar values of Peak Force.

Plots of Energy to Peak and Total Energy against striker radius are
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shown in figs 5.2.23 a and b (beneath the overlay, C and ci). In

both figures gentle curved lines may be drawn through the data from

each specimen thickness, which pass through the origin. For

comparison with the data from earlier hemispherical strikers, a

figure containing data for both Energy to Peak and Total Energy vs

hemispherical striker radius is shown on figs 5.2.23 c and d. The

energies for the hemispherical strikers are always greater than

those for the flat strikers (assuming correct interpolation) and an

additional plot was made of the difference between the two values in

figs 5.2.24 a and b. This indicates that, for Peak Energies, the

two types of striker follow broadly similar paths at striker radii

below 4 or 5mm, after which there is considerable divergence,

particularly with thick specimens. For Total Energy, fig 5.2.24 b,

the divergence occurs virtually from the origin.

Since the Peak loads for both flat and hemispherical strikers are

similar (fig 5.2.22) this implies that greater deflections occur

with hemispherical strikers, and observation of the deformed

specimens does show qualitatively that relatively more permanent

deformation occurs with hemsipherical strikers.

Lubrication.

To investigate the function, if any, of friction at the striker tip

a series of tests were conducted using both hemispherical and flat

strikers liberally coated with a petroleum based grease. A typical

Force-time curve from a lubricated 5mm radius flat striker is shown

in fig 5.2.25 along with the deformed specimen.
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Fig 5.2.25. Typical Force-Time Curve and Deformed Specimen From
Test with Lubricated 5mm Radius Flat Striker. Specimen 1.8mm Thick.

The curve and specimen appear very much the same as the previously

encountered non-lubricated case. Values of Peak Force, Energy to

Peak and Total Energy from lubricated and non-lubricated flat

strikers are compared in the following table.

Specimen	 Lubrication	 Peak	 Energy	 Total
thickness	 Force	 to	 Energy

nun	 N	 Peak,J	 J

	

1.70	 NO	 1250	 3.9	 16.1

	

1.65	 YES	 1200	 3.7	 16.2

	

4.80	 NO	 3750	 16.2	 24.5

	

4.80	 YES	 3820	 16.2	 25.0

The slight differences between values are negligible and it may be

concluded that lubrication has no effect where flat strikers are

concerned.
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The case for hemispherical strikers is now considered and a typical

Force-time curve and deformed specimen from a test with a lubricated

10mm radiu8 hemispherical striker is shown in fig 5.2.26.

4.9.

-	 .j"

0 -'	 :
1	 8	 16

Time (ms)

-4;9'

Mx5

Fig 5.2.26. Typical Force-Time Curve and Deformed Specimen from
Test with Lubricated 10mm radius Hemispherical Striker. Specimen is
3.8mm Thick.

The curve consists of the characteristic smooth single peak and the

specimen has failed into a sombrero shape abut the central hole is

not associated with a flap. Instead, the edges of the central hole

resemble a pair of lips, a feature which is common to all the tests

conducted with lubricated hemispherical strikers. By examining the

lip failures it becomes obvious that the maximum amount of yielding

occurs directly beneath the tip of the striker. This is considered

in comparison with unlubricated strikers in the Discussion.

Tests with lubricated 5mm radius strikers were carried out on
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specimens having a range of thicknesses which were either clamped or

simply supported. The results are compared to tests on unlubricated

strikers in figs 5.2.27 a, b and c in the form of in-in plots of,

respectively, Peak Force, Energy to Peak and Total Energy against

specimen thickness. A series of straight lines may be drawn through

the data which show that lubrication decreases the Peak Force,

Energy to Peak and Total Energy. Clamping has no distinctive effect

on either the unlubricated or lubricated striker results.

These results contrast with those from the PMMA which were not

affected at all by lubrication.

Impact Velocity.

With the Falling Weight Impact test it is desirable to know how the

velocity of the striker may affect the results obtained and so tests

have been conducted at a variety of drop heights, giving impact

velocties of lm/s, 3m/s and 5m/s. It was found that at ].m/s the

10mm radius striker failed to penetrate even a 1.6mm thick specimen,

but full penetration was obtained over a range of specimen

thicknesses at 3m/s and 5m/s, and typical Force-time curves and

deformed specimens are shown in fig 5.2.28.

Both curves and specimens exhibit the usual characteristic features

and there is nothing of particular note to distinguish one from the

other. Values of Peak Force, Energy to Peak and Total Energy from

the two velocities are presented in figs 5.2.29 a,b and c for three

specimen thicknesses. Straight lines may be drawn and there is no

particular trend regarding the different velocities.
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The Falling Weight Impact test basically consists of driving an

indentor at speed into the centre of a plate specimen. In order to

investigate such a testing geometry at low velocities a tensile

testing machine was set up to model this geometry, as described in

Chapter 3. The profile recorder (see reference in Chapter 3) was

used to record the profile of the specimen as it was loaded and a

typical result is shown in fig 5.2.30 along with the Force-time

record obtained on a chart recorder.

It was found to be difficult to obtain accurate profiles because the

def lect ions involved were large and the tip of the probe on the

profile gauge was prone to dig into the specimen; half profiles were

taken in an attempt to reduce this problem. The mini-peaks on the

Force-time trace denote the point where the downward movement of the

indentor was stopped to enable the specimen profile to be recorded.

The profiles are numbered sequentially along with the corresponding

position on the Force-time curve.

It is difficult to extract much useful information from these

profiles, but those taken in the vicinity of the Peak, i.e. the

traces with the greatest central deflection, show that the very

centre of the specimen is displaced through a large and virtually

constant increment with each step in load, whilst points away from

the centre, say 10mm, which have been deflecting in regular

intervals suddenly begin to remain in virtually the same position.

These points are indicated on the profiles in fig 5.2.30. The

overall impression is that the indentor has begun to penetrate

through the specimen around the 7th profile, which corresponds to a
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point just before the Peak on the Force-time curve. This is in

agreement with the result obtained earlier from the high speed film

of an impact test in section 5.1. and indicates that even a

substantial change in the testing rate does not alter the overall

mode of specimen failure.

Values of Peak Force were recorded from these slow tests conducted

at 1mm/mm crosshead speed and these values are shown in fig 5.2.31,

presented below , in comparison with impact data at 3m/s and 5m/s.

o $ 1t4?Acr vQ.0C4rY

X	 utea U€10(-'t1

	

10 
A I s4A CWS.6O	 -

seao

0'

-	 A

0)
U
C-
0

1	 1 4

Specimen ThIckness (mm)

Fig 5.2.31. Logarithmic Plot of Peak Force vs Specimen Thickness
Showing Comparisons Between Impact Tests and Slowly Driven Indentor.

The Peak Force measured at the slow rates is considerably less

than that at impact but it is interesting to note that the trend

with specimen thickness, i.e. the slope between the two data points

at 1mm/mm, remains similar over the entire range of rates

considered. There is obviously a considerable variation in Peak
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Force with the velocity of the striker, but over the range of

velocities used previously in this work, i.e. between 3m/s and 5m/s,

any effect of velocity is negligible.
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION

This chapter considers the overall importance of the results from

both brittle PMMJ1, and ductile HDPE materials and investigates the

application of several rigorous analyses to extract more useful

information from the data. The two materials will be treated

separately although relevant comparisons will be made where the

analyses are similar.

6.1. PMMA, An Elastic Analysis.

6.1.1. Sununary of Failure.

The PMHA fails in a brittle fashion with radial and sometimes

circumfrential cracking. The cracking initiates on the tension face

in the centre of the plate directly beneath the striker and then

propagates radially. The crack is temporarily arrested in the

region of the support giving rise to the characteristic First Peak

on the Force-time trace. The cracks continue to grow and other

cracks may form which manifest themselves as further features on the

Force-time curve, until eventually, the cracks reach the specimen

edge and the broken shards of the specimen are flung from the path

of the striker.

The broken specimens show no sign of plastic deformation (i.e.

yielding) and observation of typical Force-time curves show that the

initial rise in force, from first contact between striker and

specimen to the apex of the First Peak, is generally quite linear.

This suggests that the initial deformation is elastic which might be
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described by a suitable elastic plate bending analysis.

6.1.2. Elastic Plate Bending Analysis.

The literature survey in Chapter 2 considered a variety of

plate-bending analyses from the elementary e.g. Roark and Young [10]

to the complex e.g. Rushton [113-115]. Only simple analyses will be

applied here so that the principles in operation may be more readily

understood.

The falling weight impact test may be described as a centrally

loaded circular plate. Four suitable loading cases are shown in fig

6.1.1.

a	 P
	

C	 P

a
	

a

b
	

d

C
	 j.,4	 a1,

Fig 6.1.1. Four Suitable Loading Cases for the IFWI Test.

These consist of: a) a simply supported plate of radius 'a'
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centrally loaded by a force P over a circular area of radius r 0 ; b)

as a) above, but the plate is clamped at its periphery; c) a simply

supported plate of radius 'a centrally loaded by an annular force

P, at a radius r0 ; d) as case c but the plate is clamped at its

periphery. In these models no consideration is given to possible

localised plastic deformation in the region of the striker tip.

The actual method by which the hemispherical striker applies the

force to the centre of the plate is not known precisely; the

initial contact between plate and striker must be by a single point,

which would cause local deformation and spread the force over a

small area. It is therefore likely that cases a) or b) above are

the most appropriate. However, with a flat striker the force may be

localised around its periphery, and so cases c) or d) may be more

applicable. All four of these loading cases will be considered so

that the effect of each can be seen readily. The solutions to these

cases are available from many advanced mechanics textbooks, such as

Roark and Young [10], and are given below in terms of the radial

stress,, at the centre of the plate where it is a maximum.

Case a). Simply supported, area loaded plate.

	

Note if r < h/2	 then	 = /1.6r2 +h'- 0675h ..... . 6.1.1

	

ifr >h/2	 then r' =r0	 0	 0

ara = 2irh2j	
+ v)1n(	 + i]	 ...... 6.1.11

Case b). Clamped, area loaded plate.
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arb = 3P [(1 + v)1n()]	 ...... 6.1.111
27Th2L	 0

Case c). Simply supported, annular load.

a	 = 3Pf(l ^ v)ln(a\ + (1 - v)(l _(r I ) 2)] ..... . 6.l.IV
rc	 Y[ 2	 r/	 4

Case d). Clamped, annular load.

a	 = 3P (1 + v)[(r12 - 1 + 21ni.\]	 ...... 6.1.Vrd	 2	 o)
4,rh	 a

0

where P = applied central force

h = specimen thickness

a = support radius

V = Poisson's ratio of material

= loading radius.

To keep the analysis tractable only the stresses at the initial

point of failure of the plate will be considered, i.e. the failure

stress of the material will be that calculated from the force

causing failure at the apex of the First Peak (i.e. the Force to

First Peak) in a typical Force-time curve.

Values of the Force to First Peak, P, have been found for plates

having various combinations of thickness, h, and support radius, a.

These have been presented in Chapter 4. A value for Poisson's
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ratio, v, may either be assumed or determined by separate tests on

the material. A value of V = 0.37 was obtained from various samples

of the PMMA used in this work. Hence all the required variables are

known with the exception of the loading radius, r,, which is

effectively the radius of the area of contact between striker and

specimen. For flat strikers the contact radius is equivalent to the

striker radius, but for hemispherical strikers r is unknown. Dunn

and Williams [116] estimated it by simple means using equation 6.1.1

but a more satisfactory method involves the consideration of a

variety of different strikers, as follows. Fig 6.1.2 shows a plot

of data from three flat strikers in the form of Force to First Peak

norinalised for specimen thickness (i.e. P/h 2 ) against the flat

striker radius r0 . The data points are for clamped and unclainped

specimens and mean values were taken for a range of specimen

thicknesses with standard deviation represented by the error bars.

A line, curving slightly to pass through the origin, may be drawn

through the clamped data whilst the unclamped data fits a gentle

curve also passing through the origin. These two lines are

distinctly separate for striker radii above about 2mm; below this

value they converge so there is no discernible difference between

the clamped or simply supported cases. Now, a value for the contact

radius, r , using hemispherical strikers may be inferred from this

figure by finding the equivalent flat striker diameter for the

appropriate P/h 2 value for the hemispherical striker. In Section

4.4.3 a mean value of P/h 2 = 80.2 N/mm 2 was obtained for the three

different hemsipherical strikers used. Using fig 6.1.2 this

corresponds to a flat striker of about 1.5mm radius. Hence it will

be considered that the contact radius for all hemispherical strikers
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0
	

2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12
Striker Radius (mm)

400

300

E

200

100

Fig 6.1.2. Data From Three Flat Strikers Used to Find a Value for the
Contact Radius, r0 , of Hemispherical Strikers.
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used in this study on PMMA is r = 1.5mm. The effect of the contact

radius on the calculated failure stress is considered later.

6.1.3. Calculation of the Failure Stress.

All the variables in equations 6.1.1 to 6.l.V are now known and so

the failure stress, cYr, may be calculated. For comparison purposes,

Dunn and Williams[116] quotes a fracture stress for PMMA of 140 MNm2

but other workers have obtained values of 150 MNm 2 [126] from three

point bend tests on beams. This latter value agrees closely with

similar bending tests conducted during this work and so there is a

spread of 'expected' fracture stress values in the region of 140 -

150 MNm2.

Equations6.l.I to6.1.V are now applied to the results obtained in

Chapter 4. The results will be considered in four groups analagous

to those used in Chapter 4, namely:

1) The effect of specimen thickness,

2) The effect of clamping and specimen overhang,

3) The effect of varying support radius,

4) The effect of striker radius.

The effect of Specimen Thickness.

Data are taken from Section 4.4.1 for specimens of 88mm side having

thicknesses of 1, 2, 3, 5 and 8mm which were tested on a 20mm radius
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support and struck with a 10mm radius spherical indentor having a

contact radius, r0 , of 1.5mm as described above. The central radial

stress is calculated for each thickness of specimen using all four

loading cases described in Section 6.1.2, and the results are

plotted as a graph of stress vs thickness in fig 6.1.3. For clarity

the data points representing each stress have been joined with

smooth curves which all show a generally increasing trend with

increasing thickness except for the thickness range 1 - 2mm

where the stress decreases. The shaded region between stresses of

140 and 150 MNm 2 represents the expected failure stress. The

fracture stresses calculated using the annular loaded, clamped case

d) are significantly below the expected range but the remaining

three cases give reasonable results with both the unclainped cases

a) and c) giving the closest agreement to the expected values. The

experimental data used in the calculations are representative of

both simply supported and clamped specimens, which both produced

similar values of Force to First Peak, P. However, the theory

predicts that the clamped specimens should be able to sustain

greater loads since the calculated stresses in this case are lower.

Obviously there is some discrepancy between theory and experiment

and possible explanations are that the actual clamping used during

the experiments was not efficient and allowed the plate to flex at

the edges, or for simply supported specimens the material exterior

to the support has a stiffening effect and acts as some kind of a

natural clamp. If either, or both, hypotheses are correct then it

is reasonable to say that the specimen is neither truly clamped nor

truly simply supported, but behaves as something in between. This

would induce the theoretical analysis to calculate stresses which

would be too high using the simply supported approach and too low
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from the clamped approach. This does occur with the data shown in

fig 6.1.3 since for both loading types the clamped stresses are

lower than the simply supported. Following this argument to its

conclusion, the actual stresses prevailant in the plate specimen are

somewhere between the calculated values using clamped and simply

supported cases, i.e. in fig 6.1.3 the data represents extremes of

possible stresses.

These boundaries are rather low for the annular loaded case but span

the expected values quite well for the area loaded case, which

suggests that this is the more appropriate analysis of the two.

This will be considered further later on, but first the clamping

effect of material overhanging a simple support will be

investigated.

Specimen Overhang.

If the hypotheses above are correct then a variation in the amount

of specimen overhang may alter the values of stress in the plate so

that for a very small overhang it behaves closer to a truly simply

supported case than for a larger overhang.

From Section 4.4.1 values of force to First Peak, P, are taken for

specimens of 2, 3 and 5mm thickness having various overhangs, the

length of specimen side varied from 44mm to 110=, whilst the

support was kept constant at 20mm radius. A 10mm radius

hemsipherica]. striker was used having an assumed contact radius r

of 1.5mm. Values of stress were calculated using equations 6.1.1 to
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6.l.V for all four loading cases, a) to d), and the results plotted

as 'stress' vs 'length of specimen side' in fig 6.1.4. Each data

point is a mean value of stress from the three different stresses

for each thickness of specimen and error bars represent standard

deviation. A least squares fit on each set of data produces a

virtually horizontal straight line in each case. This neither

justifies nor refutes the previous hypothesis, but suggests the

clamping effect - if present - is virtually constant above a very

small amount of specimen overhang.

The simple plate bending theory which has been applied can be used

to predict failure stresses to a broad degree of accuracy;

consideration is now given to how well it copes with changes in

support span and changes in loading radius.

Support Span.

Data for the Force to First Peak are taken from Chapter 4 for

specimens of 2, 4 and 7mm thickness which were tested on simple

supports with radii ranging from 10 to 30mm. The loading indentor

was a 5mm radius hemisphere and the contact radius, r0 , is assumed

to be 1.5mm. Stresses were calculated using equations 6.1.1 to

6.l.V and once again mean values taken from the three different

thicknesses at each span. The results are shown plotted in fig

6.1.5 as stress against support span with the data fitted by lines

using the least squares method.

In all four cases straight lines may be drawn. The gradients for
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cases b), c) and d) are positive whilst that for case a) is

negative. These gradients are quite small indicating a negligible

effect of support span on the failure stress. Data from cases a)

and c), which consider a small centrally loaded area, again span the

expected stress values and are convergent. Extrapolation would lead

to intersection at some large support span which is considered

further later on.

Loading Radius.

The final variable to be considered is the effect of changing the

loading or contact radius, r 0, i.e. increasing the loading area or

the length of the circular annulus. This has already been touched

upon at the start of this Chapter (Section 6.1.2) where for a

hemispherical striker r 0 was calculated to be about 1.5mm. Here,

data from the three flat strikers of 2.5, 5 and 10mm radius are

taken from Chapter 4 for specimens of 2, 4 and 7mm thickness tested

on supports of 20mm radius. Stresses are calculated and mean values

are taken from the three thicknesses, as before, and the results are

shown in fig 6.1.6 as a plot of stress against loading radius.

Standard deviation is represented by the error-bars, and straight

lines have been drawn through the points.

The area loaded, simply supported case a) produces a straight line

of large positive gradient; clearly the increasing loading radius is

not accounted for by the equation 611 which is not surprising since

it is based on the assumption of a small load area [10]. However,

given this it is somewhat surprising that the area loaded clamped

case b) produces a reasonably straight line since it too is based on
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Fig 6.1.6. Stress Versus Loading Radius for the Four Loading Cases a - c.
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having a small loading radius.

The annular loaded, simply supported case c) should produce the best

set of results since it most closely models the actual loading

arrangements with the large flat strikers. However this does not

appear to be the case since the stress increases with r0 and gets

further from the expected values. If the four data points are

joined together with a smooth curve, shown as the dashed line in fig

6.1.5, then the calculated stress reaches a maximum and begins to

return towards the 140 - 150 MNnf 2 band at large loading radii.

The clamped, annular load (case d)) once again predicts stresses way

below those expected.

Fig 6.1.6 presents a rather confusing picture of which analysis is

the most appropriate for large loading radii. It is interesting to

note that extrapolation of the lines for ara b arb and arcto a load

radius of zero gives calculated stresses of 150, 138 and 147 MNm2

respectively. This suggests that for a very small loading radius

any of the three analyses would give a result reasonably close to

that expected, and so a small loading radius during testing is to be

preferred since it can be more adequately handled by the analyses.

6.1.4. Further Analysis; Modulus.

So far the elementary plate bending equations have only been used to

consider the bending stresses produced by the Force to First Peak,

P. It has already been assumed that the material response up to

this point is elastic and perusal of many of the Force-time curves



Ec =	 3a2 (1 - v2)
y	 4irh

6 • 1 • VII
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shows that the initial part does indeed appear to be linear. It

therefore follows that the plate bending equations might be applied

to analyse the initial stiffness or modulus of the material.

Timoshenko [8] gives the following equations for the modulus, E, of

a circular plate which is centrally loaded over a small area, i.e.

cases a) and b) from the previous section.

For the simply supported case:

Es =P 3a 2 (1 - v2 )(3 + v)	 ...... 6.l.VI
y	 4irh (1 + v)

and for the clamped case:

where

P = applied force at deflection y

a = support span

h = specimen thickness

v = Poisson's ratio = 0.37.

Note that P/y is the slope of the Force-deflection curve, some

typical examples of which are presented in fig 6.1.7 which shows

expanded curves from simply supported and clamped tests on 88mm

square specimens of nominally 1mm and 8mm thickness. The slopes of

the rising section of the First Peak were taken as indicated in the

figure and a plot made of slope against specimen thickness on a

ln-ln scale. This is shown in fig 6.1.8a as an overlay on fig 6.l.8b
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which shows the theoretical relationship between slope Ply and

thickness h calculated from equations6.l.VI and6.l.VII and assuming

a modulus for PMMA of E = 3.1 GNm[l26J. Straight lines may be

drawn through the test data in fig 6.l.8a producing two parallel

lines having a gradient of about 2.4. The theoretical gradient is 3

which indicates that in practice the thick plates are less stiff

than predicted by theory whilst the thin plates are stiffer. Also

the theory predicts that the clamped plate should be about 2.5 times

stiffer than the simply supported plate which is demonstrated by the

disparity between the two theoretical plots in fig 6.l.8b. For the

test data this disparity is only of the order of a factor of 1.4

indicating that either the clamped plate is not as stiff as

predicted , i.e. inefficient clamping, or the simply supported plate

is too stiff, and behaves as though partly clamped. This further

confirms the arguments postulated in Section 5.1.3 that clamping is

not fully efficient and that specimen overhang acts as a partial

clamp in the simply supported case.

Values of modulus, E, have been calculated by inserting the values

of slope Ply , obtained for fig 6.1.8a, into the appropriate equation

- 6.1.VI for simply supported or 6.1.VII for clamped - along with

the relevant plate dimensions. The result is shown in fig 6.1.9a as

modulus E plotted against specimen thickness for both the clamped

and simply supported plates. Both show a similar trend where the

calculated apparent modulus is high for the thin specimens, passes

through the expected value of around 3.1 MNnf 2 and has a low value

for thick specimens. Also presented with this figure. Fig 6.l.9b

and c which show the modulus calculated as above, using equation

6.1.VI only from the slopes of Force-displacement curves from
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further loading and support geometries. Fig 6.l.9b shows data from

tests using simple supports of a range of support diameters with a

5mm hemispherical striker. The data follows a similar overall trend

as in fig 6.l.9a with high calculated values of modulus for thin

specimens and low values for thick. For the larger supports (20, 25

and 30mm radius) the data lays on a virtually indentica]. line to the

unclamped data in fig 6.l.9a. However, for smaller supports (10 and

12.5mm radius) this data is similar to the unclamped data only for

thin specimens: the thicker specimens give much lower modulus values

which are more representative of the clamped plate data in fig

6.l.9a. It therefore appears that under these constrained

conditions the simply supported specimen is behaving as though it is

clamped, i.e. due to the specimen overhang, suggesting that small

supports of this nature should be avoided.

Fig 6.l.9c shows data from tests on 20mm radius simple supports with

flat strikers of three radii: 2.5, 5 and 10mm. Again the overall

trend is for the calculated modulus to be higher for thinner

specimens and it can be seen in the figure that increasing the

striker radius dramatically increases the calculated values of

modulus; the model used is hopelessly inaccurate at the largest

striker, which is a conclusion already made in the previous section,

and reasons for this are considered shortly.

One important aspect to discuss here is common to all of the three

figures in that high modulus values are calculated for thin

specimens whilst low modul are obtained for thick specimens. The

simple plate bending theory, upon which equations 6.l.VI and

6.l.VII are founded, assumes that i) the shear stresses created in
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the plate upon bending are negligible, and ii) that the plate is

deflected by a small amount, such that the central deflection is

less than half the specimen thickness[l0], in order that membrane

stresses through the plate may be ignored.

Deficiencies in the Elastic Analysis for Stress and Modulus.

The elementary elastic analysis considered so far contains inherent

simplifications which can lead to deficiencies in the calculation of

stress and modulus. The analysis takes no account of the overhang

effect where simply supported specimens which overhang the support

behave as though some degree of clamping is imposed; this has

already been considered in some detail. Two further shortfalls in

the analysis are the failure to account for the shear and membrane

stresses which become important in thick and thin specimens

respectively.

Thick Specimens.

As the thickness of the plate specimen increases then so does the

influence of the shear [10] which produces a greater deflection in

the plate than is predicted by the theory, as shown in fig 6.1.10.

The plate therefore appears to be less stiff than might be expected

which is demonstrated by the low modulus values for thick specimens

in figs 6.l.9a, b and c. Now in terms of stress, the failure of the

specimen is determined by a combination of bending and shear

stresses, but only the bending stress is actually calculated.

However, the extra deflection produced by the presence of the shear

stress causes the elementary bending theory to over-estimate the
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actual bending stress present in the plate, which has the effect of

compensating for the lack of a proper 8hear stress term, and

produces values for the failure stress which are not unreasonable,

as the results in the previous section showed in fig 6.1.3. There

are various mathematical models which deal with shear stresses, e.g.

[10] but these are highly specific to particular cases only and none

could be found for the area loaded case considered here.

Deflection

Fig 6.1.10. Schematic Showing the Difference Due to Shear Between a
Theoretical and Actual Force-Displacement Curve.

Thin Specimens.

Inspection of the Force-deflection curves in fig 6.1.7 shows that

for the ]imn thick specimens the deflection of the plate at the peak

is of the same magnitude as the thicknesses and so well beyond the

small deflection region where the deflection should be less than
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h/2. Similarly, the three Force-displacement curves in fig 6.1.11

from flat strikers show the maximum displacement at the peak is

increasing dramatically as the striker radius is increased. Once

large deflections are encountered then membrane stresses in the

plate become significant and have the effect of allowing more load

to be sustained than the elementary bending theory predicts, as

shown in the schematic in fig 6.1.12.

Deflection

Fig 6.1.12.	 Schematic Showing the Difference, Due to Membrane
Stresses, Between a Theoretical and Actual Force-Displacement Curve.

Hence the thinner specimens tend to deflect much less than predicted

which gives rise to the high stiffness values obtained for thin

specimens in figs 6.1.9a, b and c. This problem could be overcome

by taking the slope Ply from the Force-deflection curves at smaller

deflections i.e. near to the initial rise in force. However, as the

example of the 1mm thick specimens in fig 6.1.7 shows, this region

is obscured and complicated by noisy oscillations which prevent a

sensible interpretation.

The effect of membrane stresses being present in the plate
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influences the nature of the actual failure stress, since it will be

composed of both bending and membrane stresses. The simple bending

theory will tend to underestimate the failure stress, and the

prevailant membrane stress should be included in its calculation.

No simple models have been found to account for such a term with the

particular geometry used, but it has been shown[127] that, providing

the ratio of central plate deflection to specimen thickness, i.e.

y/h, is less than about 3 then the effect is negligible and membrane

stresses can be ignored. Fortunately all the deflections in this

study come within this limiting factor, so the results obtained for

the stress calculations in the previous section are valid. However,

this simple rule cannot be applied for the stiffness calculations

and the thin plate must be considered in a combination of bending

and membrane roles. No suitable combination of analyses have been

found.

It is interesting to note that at very large values of y/h the

membrane stresses dominate the bending stresses and failure no

longer occurs due to bending. The membrane stress is constant

throughout the plate [10] which is demonstrated by tests on thin

films [93) which begin to tear or split at random points over the

stretched surface. This indicated failure occurs at flawed sites

inherent in the material where the local stress exceeds the failure

stress; if bending stresses were still important then failure would

have occurred beneath the striker, where this type of stress is a

maximum.

From the observations on shear and membrane stresses it follows that

there is some intermediate range of specimen thickness where the
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effects of these stresses are either negligible or tend to cancel

each other out, and where the elementary bending theory is truly

valid. By comparison with quoted values of modulus these

thicknesses are in the region of 3mm for the clamped analysis and

6mm for simply supported.

6.1.5. Energy Consideration.

The discussion so far has centered on the forces exerted on the

plate and the corresponding deflections which are produced. This

action requires the transfer of energy from the kinetic energy of

the striker to energy absorbed in deformation of the specimen. The

amount transferred may be determined from the area beneath the

Force-displacement curve. The computer programme used to manipulate

the experimental data can perform this integral quite easily and for

each test conducted, values of energy were obtained at the First

Peak, and at the end of the test. These were termed the Energy to

First Peak and Total Energy respectively. These parameters have

already received some attention in Chapter 4, but their significance

will be considered more deeply here.

A simplified general Force-displacement curve for PMMA is presented

in fig 6.1.13 showing the First and Second Peaks. The

interpretation of the fracture event (see Chapter 4) was that the

force increases until the peak at A where a crack initiates. It

propqgates to the support and stops, represented by the fall in

force to the point B. The force then begins to increase once more,

so that at point B the plate contains a central crack but still
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exerts resistance to the passage of the striker; the plate still

contains some stored elastic energy, the value of which may be found

from the triangle OBB'. It follows that the energy used to initiate

and propagate the crack may be determined from the area of the

triangle OAB. The value of this energy cannot be determined

directly from the computer software but the energy corresponding to

the First Peak,i.e. triangle OAA' is known, and so the

cut-out-and-weigh technique was used to measure the relative

weights, and hence relative areas, of the triangles OAA' and OAB

from which the energy of OAB, i.e. the energy used for the initial

crack, may be determined.

£

0
Displacement

Fig 6.1.13. General Force-Displacement Curve for PMMA Showing the
Relevant Areas Used for Energy Considerations.

From elementary fracture mechanics we have the well known

relationship for an elastic material3
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= EGC.

where Gc = critical value of the strain energy release rate,

Kc = critical stress intensity factor,
E = modulus of material.

Gc may be expressed in a variety of forms, one of the simplest being

W/A from the definition W/5A, where W is the energy required to

create a fracture surface of area A. For the purposes of this work,

W is the same as the energy of triangle OAB above and will be termed

the 'facture energy'. The area A is the surface area of the initial

crack which may be determined, on completion of a test, by

examination of the fracture surfaces which have a characteristic

witness mark to show where this crack first stops. (See Chapter 4.)

It is not always easy in practice, given a broken specimen, to

determine those cracks which formed initially and created the First

Peak from cracks which initiate and grow at a later stage. To

resolve this and to give some firm criterion for selecting initial

cracks it is necessary to consider the overall manner of specimen

failure and look at the fracture paths through the specimen.

Fracture Paths.

During the tests, the specimens tended to break into pieces of a

finite nwnber and size. The broken specimens can be categorised

into groups having similar fracture paths as shown in fig 6.1.14.

The type A fracture pattern consists of four orthogonal radial

cracks plus a circular fragmented section of around 10mm radius.
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Type F
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Fig 6.1.14. Examples of the Six Different Types of Fracture Path.
Magnification x 0.5.
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Type B is similar but has only three radial cracks at approximately

l80 to each other. Type C consists of four orthogonal radial

cracks only, while type D has three with a small D-shaped segment

measuring approximately 30 x 10mm. Type E consists of five radial

cracks occuring at about 700 to each other whilst type F is similar

to type B without the central radial cracks. This classification is

used fully later on in this section but, with reference to the high

speed photography in Chapter 4, will be used here to describe the

criterion for selecting the initial crack.

It has been shown that the initial fracture occurs either as a

2-point star, as shown in the sketch in fig 6.l.15a, or as a 3-point

star as in fig 6.l.15b.

a	 b

Fig 6.1.15. Schematic of Specimens Showing the Two Possible Types
of Initial Crack, a) 2-Point Star, b) 3-Point Star.

Filmed event No 1 (see Section 4.1) produced a fractured specimen

similar to the type D fracture in the above classification. The
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initial crack consisted of a single straight line fracture, i.e. a

2-point star, and it may be reasonably assumed that any specimen

which breaks into a type D fracture possessed an initial crack of

this form.

The type C fracture pattern is similar to that from filmed event No

2 where the initial crack again consisted of a single straight line,

i.e. a 2-point star. Type A fracture patterns must also have the

same initial configuration since the photography of clamped

specimens, which tend to produce these patterns, showed the central

circumfrential cracks were produced long after the First Peak, and

hence also after the initial crack. The initial cracks for Types B

and F are analagous to that of filmed event No 3 where three radial

cracks form initially into the three-point star configuration. In

this filmed event the fracture progresses to become similar to type

E which therefore also initiates as a 3-point 8tar.

In summary, specimens which break into the form of types A, C or D

have initial cracks of a 2-point star form, whilst specimens giving

types B, E and F have their initial cracks in the 3-point star form.

This establishes a framework so that the initial crack surface area

may be determined with the minimum of subjective visual judgement.

Determination of G.

Values of the fracture energy, W, have been determined from the

energy to First Peak, using the method described earlier, for a

large number of specimens and the appropriate area, 'A' obtained by

measuring the length '1' of the initial crack or cracks and
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multiplying by twice the specimen thickness, h. Assuming that all

the normal L.E.F.M. assumptions apply e.g. [26] then a plot of W

against A should produce a straight line having a gradient

equivalent to the fracture parameter Gc. Fig 6.1.16 shows such a

plot composed of data from specimens of 1 to 8mm thickness on

supports of 30, 25, 20, 12.5 and 10mm radiu8 using hemispherical

strikers at an impact velocity of lm/s. Data from tests using 2.5mm

radius flat strikers with a similar range of specimen thickness on a

20mm radius support are also included, but 5 and 10mm radius flat

strikers are not because in these cases the initial crack is

circumfrential around the edge of the striker and probably radial as

well, which makes the determination of its area much more difficult.

Data from clamped tests is included using specimens 1 to 8mm thick

on the 20mm radius clamped support, along with results from low-blow

tests at very small drop heights which did not completely fracture

the specimen; only an initial crack was formed, making precise

determination of its area a simple task.

There is a lot of scatter in the figure but a reasonable straight

line may be drawn through the cluster of points and the origin to

give a gradient of 938 JIm2 , i.e. 1 kJ/m2 . The value of Gc for

this material is dependent upon the crack velocity [124] and ranges

from Gc = 0.3 to 1.3kJ/m The cracks in the PMMA plate used in this

project start from rest, accelerate to a maximum and then halt

abruptly as they reach the support, so the value of G obtained from

fig 6.1.16 is some average over the distance travelled. Marshall

et al [14] conducted some notch bar impact tests on PMMA and found Cc

= 1.04 kJ/m2 which agrees well with the value obtained here.
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There are several data points on the graph in fig 6.1.16 which are a

very long way from lying on the straight line. Either their energy

is high or their crack area is low, and examination of the specimens

shows that they are all relatively thick (i.e. h>5mm) and have a

very rough fracture surface. All points close to the line have

mirror smooth surfaces (see Chapter 4). The points indicated by the

letter D, near to the top right hand edge of fig 6.1.16 lie very

close to the line and are from specimens of 8mm thickness on the

widest support used, i.e. 30mm radius. The fracture surfaces are

intermediate between mirror smooth and very rough; on smaller

supports specimens of comparable thickness exhibit only the rough

surface and do not lie on the Gc = lkJ/m2 line. Thus it appears

there is some change in fracture mode with specimen thickness which

affects the value of the parameter Gc and occurs when shear stresses

are predominant, i.e. thick specimens on relatively small supports.

This suggests thatcare should be excercised in selecting the

span-thickness ratio of the test so that this problem is avoided.

The fracture mechanics approach can be applied to the majority of

tests performed here by using the initial crack and a term for the

reduced energy to First Peak. Theoretically there is no reason why

the entire crack surface of the specimen, rather than just the

initial crack, should not be treated in a similar manner using the

Total Energy observed during the event. To this end the total crack

area was determined from a number of specimens by measuring the

total crack length and multiplying by (2 x specimen

thickness). Corresponding values of Total Energy, WT (see Chapter

4) are shown plotted against these areas in fig 6.l.11a. The data

has been grouped into families where the specimens have broken to
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give similar fracture types (see earlier). Gently curving lines may

be drawn through each family of points resulting in four discrete

lines all passing through the origin and all having very different

slopes. Now the Total Energy term consists not only of the energy

for crack formation but includes other terms such as the kinetics of

the specimens as well; this particular element may be estimated by

loosely re-assembling the broken shards of the spimen and

re-impacting. The energy beneath the curve obtained during this

procedure gives some indication of the magnitude of the energy

imparted to the specimen as kinetic energy, commonly referred to as

tossing losses, or tossing energy, Wj0 . Subtraction of this

tossing energy from the original Total Energy, W1 , should give a

closer estimate of the energy u8ed in crack formation. This

operation has been carried out on the data in fig 6.1.17b which is

shown replotted beneath the overlay in fig 6.1.171 as (Total

Energy - Tossing Energy) versus crack surface area. There is

nowhere near such a large spread in the data and it is possible to

draw a single straight line passing reasonably close to most of the

points. The particular line shown was drawn purposely to have a

gradient of lkJ/m2 , i.e. the slope from the initial crack data, but

the fit is good.

Hence the Total Energy term in conjunction with the total crack area

may also be used to determine the fracture parameter Gc providing

precautions are taken to account for other energy dissipating

mechanisms during the impact event. The tossing energy is probably

the largest of such mechanisms and it is likely that other terms can

be ignored, but using the Total Energy in this way involves more

testing and m6re uncertainties than in obtaining Gc from the initial
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crack, which is free from all major energy dissipating mechanisms.

6.2. HDPE, A Ductile Analysis.

The behaviour of the brittle PMMA material has been considered in

terms of simple elastic bending theories and basic fracture

mechanics. Although the manner of failure of the ductile HDPE is

totally different (see Chapter 5) there may be grounds for the

application of the elastic theories to at least the early part of

its deformation. In the early stages of the impact event the HDPE

plate may behave in an elastic fashion and the bending theory may

predict the onset of yielding in the material.

6.2.1. An Elastic Approach.

The typical Force-time curve for HDPE consists of a single smooth

peak and does not give any indication of when yielding may be

occuring. The peak of the curve is associated with a tearing

phenomenon but the material has clearly suffered yielding long

before this point is reached, since it deforms pla8tically around

the tip of the striker. The general form of this typical curve is

slightly modified by certain test parameters, such as the radius of

the loading area. Fig 6.2.1 shows a force-displacement curve from a

test using a 2.5mm radius flat striker on a 4xmn thick specimen

simply supported on a 20mm radius support. On the rising part of

the curve there are two inflections, which are denoted by P and Q

respectively. It is unlikely that these features are artefacts due

to noise since this test was conducted at lm/s where such noise is
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minimal. It is proposed that either of these inflections may be

caused by yielding in the plate which is further investigated by

considering the elastic plate bending equation 6.1.11 which was

found to be appropriate for the analysis of PMMA.

ak
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Fig 6.2.1. Force-Displacement Curve From 4mm Thick Specimen Struck
With a 2.5mm Radius Flat Striker.

Values of the loads at the two inflections P and Q were obtained

from a limited number of suitable curves and are shown in Table

6.2.1. In the majority of cases only one significant inflection

could be found and so only one value of load is shown. The table

also includes the pertinent test details such as specimen thickness,

support and loading radius. For hemispherical strikers the loading

radius is assumed to be 1.5mm as before. The data is shown in

three groups: Group a) is taken from tests using flat strikers on

specimens simply supported on a 20mm radius; Group b) is from a 10mm

radius hemispherical striker on specimens of a range of thicknesses

simply supported on a 20mm radius support; and Group c) consists of
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data from a 5mm radius hemispherical striker on a variety of

specimens on simple supports of three different radii. The bending

stress o s,, based on elastic analysis at inflection load is

calculated using equation 6.1.11.

	

Case	 Thickness Inflection Position Support Loading Bending
mm	 load	 radius radius stres8

N	 mm	 mm	 or,MNm4

Group a.

	

1	 4.83	 3150	 P or Q	 20	 10	 124

	

2	 3.79	 2250	 P or Q	 20	 10	 145

	

3	 4.96	 1200	 Q	 20	 2.5	 89

	

700	 P	 20	 2.5	 51

	

4	 4.01	 900	 Q	 20	 2.5	 101

	

460	 P	 20	 2.5	 52

Group b.

	

5	 5.60	 2000	 P or Q	 20	 1.5	 122

	

6	 5.16	 1200	 P or Q	 20	 1.5	 88

	

7	 4.80	 1050	 P or Q	 20	 1.5	 91

	

8	 3.75	 600	 P or Q	 20	 1.5	 88

Group c.

	

9	 1.92	 700	 P or Q	 25	 1.5	 435

	

10	 4.70	 950	 p or Q	 12.5	 1.5	 72

	

11	 4.71	 1050	 P or Q	 10	 1.5	 73

	

12	 4.22	 650	 P or Q	 10	 1.5	 58

Table 6.2.1. Yield Stresses In The 'Flat Plate' HDPE Specimens.

The calculated bending stress to yield the material ranges from 51

to 435MNm 2 , i.e. almost over a whole decade, which is not

encouraging. For comparison, the bending stresses obtained from

3-point flexure of beams of 40mm span at various crosshead speeds

are shown in fig 6.2.2 as a plot of bending stress against in

(crosshead speed). A straight line is drawn through the data and

extrapolated to higher test rates, giving appropriate high rate

values in the region of 55MNm 2 . This figure should be taken with

caution because of the limited nature of the bending test data, but

agrees reasonably well with some of the bending stresses calculated
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from the plate impact test in Table 6.2.1, although most of the

plate values are several times greater. This suggests that the

ductile plate yields long before the Peak of the Force-time curve is

reached, and that an elastic analysis must be applied with caution

since the onset of yield cannot readily be discerned from the curve.

Such a point might be easier to find if the early part of the

Force-time curves were examined in greater detail, and there may be

some benefit in future work of capturing only the first part of the

impact event. This would discard a good deal of the information

available but may produce data which is more suitable for the onset

of failure.

Stiffness.

Previously, for the PMMA material, the elementary bending theory was

used to obtain some values for the stiffness, or Young's Modulus, E,

with limited success. Equation 6.l.VI will be applied here to

curves similar in form to fig 6.2.1. Three values of stiffness have

been calculatd from these curves using the tangential straight lines

available between 1) the origin and point P, 2) point P and point Q,

3) point Q and the peak of the curve. From the large number of

curves available only six suitable examples could be found, and the

results of the stiffness calculations are shown in fig 6.2.3, with a

schematic of the typical Force-displacement curve used, and

presented as mean values with the standard deviation in parentheses.

The three distinct slopes have values between 0.6 and 3.1GNm 2 . For

comparison, the earlier slow rate beam tests produced values of

modulus between 1.5 and 2.OGNnr 2 . The previous section showed that
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for PMMA the elastic analysis, i.e. equation 6.l.VI, could produce

values of modulus which were too large in the thin plates and too

low in thick plates. If the same situation were to be present in the

HDPE plates then no great reliance can be placed on the values

obtained above. This is disappointing but serves to emphasise that

if an elastic analysis is to be considered then further, deeper

analysis of the early part of the ductile Force-time curve is

required.

Typcat

Modulus

ON/rn2

0- p 31 ()

P-O. '' (a)

-Pk 06 (t)

Fig 6.2.3. Schematic Force-Displacement Curves And Typical Values of
Stiffness From Each Region.

6.2.2. Stresses at the Peak. A Membrane Analysis.

The elementary elastic analysis obviously has severe limitations in

trying to predict the Force-time response for this material since it

is only concerned with the early part of the curve, if it can be

applied at all.	 It is therefore necessary to consider other
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analyses for the remainder of the curve. One of the most

significant events occurs in the vicinity of the Peak when the

striker begins to penetrate the specimen (see Chapter 5) through

tearing which produces the characteristic flap. A cross-sectional

side view through the middle of the specimen at this point on the

curve is shown in fig 6.2.4 for any general specimen impacted with a

hemispherical striker.

0

Fig 6.2.4.	 Cross-Sectional Sketch of Impacted HDPE Specimen at a
Point Near to the Peak in the Force-Time Curve.

The specimen A wraps itself around the tip of the striker B. The

shaded region C denotes where tearing begins to occur for a

non-lubricated striker, and eventually forms the flap D. The flap

has diameter D which may be measured on completion of the test.

The part of the specimen beneath the striker may be considered as a

hemispherical membrane as shown in fig 6.2.5 where the uniform

downward force P is kept in equilibrium by the membrane stress

acting along the edge of the element.
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Fig 6.2.5. Model of Membrane Section of Specimen Found Directly
Beneath the Striker.

Tearing occurs when the stress in the wall of the membrane, a,

exceeds the tearing strength of the material, at a point on the top

edge of the membrane. This corresponds, by definition, to the edge

of the flap in the specimen, and an angle e is formed between the

vertical and the striker radius, R, at this point as shown in the

figure. The diagram in fig 6.2.6 shows a side view of the membrane

element in position beneath the striker.

Fig 6.2.6. Side View of 'Membrane' Element.
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The forces acting can be more clearly seen and assuming the membrane

has thickness h then resolving in the direction of P gives [lO]

P = ci1.2h.sin2e

or	 a1 =	 P	 •..... 6.2.1
I	 2nRh.sin2O

where a 1 = membrane stress
= load

R = striker radius
h = membrane thickness = specimen thickness
0 = angle subtended between axis of P and edge of

membrane.

The angle 0 may be determined from simple geometric analysis of fig

6.2.6 such that

0 = sin 1 (Df/2R)	 ...... 6.2.11

where	 Df = flap diameter

Both equations 6.2.1 and 6.2.11 assume the membrane thickness to be

negligible, but if thickness is taken into account then the analysis

becomes more complex. Consider the membrane in position beneath the

striker in fig 6.2.7.

I..
Of

Fig 6.2.7. Side View of Membrane Element Showing Flap Position.
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The mid-plane of the specimen is shown as a dashed line at a

distance h/2 below the specimen surface. It is the diameter of this

curved mid-plane that will be assumed to be equivalent in diameter

to the flap produced during an actual test, i.e. has diameter D

This results in effectively extending the radius R to K' where:

= R + h/2

and so modifies equation 6.2.1 to

a 1 = P	 6.2.111
2 (R + h/2)h.sinZO

and modifies equation 6.2.11 to

e = sin 1f Df	 1	 ...... 6.2.IV12 (R + h/2)J

It has been shown that tearing occurs when the load P reaches the

peak of the Force-time curve. A value for the tear stress, a, at

this point may therefore be found by replacing a so that:

a =	 P	 . . . . . 6 • 2 . V
2rr(R + h/2)h.sin2O

where P = Peak force

The flap diameter, Df, was measured on deformed specimens of various

thicknesses from unlubricated tests using 10mm, 6.25mm and 5mm

radius hemispherical strikers on a 20mm radius simple support. The

results are shown as mean values of five results in fig 6.2.8 as a

plot of flap diameter vs specimen thickness. Data from tests using

simple supports of various other radii, and clamped supports, are

also shown and will be considered later. Three straight lines of

positive gradient may be drawn through the data, each corresponding

to a particular striker radius indicating that the diameter of the
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flap is dominated by the specimen thickness.

The appropriate values of Df have been u8ed to calculate 0 and hence

the tear stress, , which is shown plotted against specimen

thickness is fig 6.2.9. The curved line was drawn with a flexicurve

and shows a gentle decrease in tearing stress with increasing

specimen thickness up to about 4.5mm thick, where there is a sudden

change in slope and the curve becomes very steep. One would expect

%to be invariant with specimen thickness. There is a good deal of

scatter in the data which can largely be attributed to the errors

associated with the measurement of Df; these are reckoned to be in

the order of ±0.5mm, giving about 5 - 8% error in the value of at.

In the Results section it was noted that some thick specimens

exhibited failure through a shearing type mode at the position where

a tear was expected. A simplified cross section of such a deforming

specimen is presented in fig 6.2.10 and shows the approximate

location of the shear zone with the shear stress t acting on it.

of

Fig 6.2.10. Side View of Membrane Element Showing Position of Shear
Region Beneath Striker.
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At the point of failure, resolving vertically gives:

P Dfht

or	 T=p/Dfh

Using the data from point A in fig 6.2.9 i.e. from 5mm thick

specimens which failed in the shear manner:

P = 9130N,	 Df 17.5mm	 and	 h = 5.5mm

so	 30.2MNnI2.

Shear stresses are further considered later in this Chapter (see

'Flat Strikers') and it is interesting that the values of t obtained

compare favourably with the figure calculated here.

The shearing effect may be used to explain the slopes in the Ct-h

curve in fig 6.2.9. As the specimen thickness increases then so

does the tendency for localised shear failure to occur. This

reduces the Peak load and corresponding tear stress which may be

sustained. At some critical thickness (4.5mm) the failure becomes

dominated by localised shearing and the Peak load and tear stress

are reduced dramatically.

Considering only the membrane analysis, the data in fig 6.2.9 below

thicknesses of 4.5mm may be extrapolated back to give a value of

tear stress for an infinitely thin plate, i.e. a perfect inembane, of

58MNm . In order to estimate whether this is a reasonable
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figure it is necessary to obtain some other appropriate data for

comparison. Data from bending tests conducted previously (see fig

6.2.2) produced a 'high rate' yield stress in bending of around

55MNm 2. However, in the membrane analysis, the tearing phenomen

occurs in a tensile fashion in material that has already undergone

plastic deformation; the bending stress is probably not a good

reference to this and should be treated with suspicion. A better

comparator may be in the form of the simple tension test, which

'necks' on yielding to form a highly oriented portion of material

with reduced cross section which subsequently breaks at reduced

load. A series of tensile tests were conducted on small duinbell

specimens cut from HDPE material and a typical Force-displacement

curve is shown in fig 6.2.11.

Displacement

Fig 6.2.11. Force-Displacement Curve From Tensile Test on HDPE.

The curve consists of an initial peak A which represents the

'Ultimate tensile strength' of the unstretched HDPE, which is
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followed by a reduction in the force to a portion where it is

roughly constant. This is associated with a reduction in the

cross-sectional area of the specimen which eventually fractures at

point B to give the 'drawn stress'. The tensile tests were

conducted at three crosehead rates and the stress at points A and B

on the curve calculated using the appropriate cross sectional area

in each case, and the results are shown below.

Crosahead speed	 UTS	 Drawn Stress
cm/mm	 MNm2	 !fNrn2

	

0.5	 26.6	 62.1

	

5.0	 29.5	 95.8

	

50.0	 20.4	 66.2

It is proposed that the failure of the drawn section of the tensile

specimens, i.e. the 'drawn stress', represents to some extent the

tearing stress in the membrane analysis and is the best comparison

available. The drawn stresses range from 62 to 96MNm 2 and

extrapolation of the membrane stress data, in fig 6.2.9, to a true

membrane where h 0, gives a value for at of around 58MNm 2 which

is the same order as the drawn stresses. This gives confidence that

at least the membrane analysis produces values of the correct order;

one would not expect an exact correlation because the tear stress is

unique in its mode of failure and there probably is no exactly

comparable analysis. This might be investigated further in future

work.

Lubrication.

The membrane analysis above has been developed for an unlubricated

hemisherical striker where a circular flap is produced by the
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circumferential tear. For a lubricated striker the mode of failure

is different in that tearing starts directly below the tip of the

striker and forms the characteristic 'pair of lips' type failure.

fig 6.2.12 shows a cross-sectioned sketch of this failure with the

specimen 'A' having wrapped itself around the striker 'B' beginning

to tear at point 'C'.

1
C

Fig 6.2.12. The 'Membrane' Model Adapted for Lubricated Strikers
When Tearing Occurs Directly Below the Tip of the Striker.

The stress is shown acting on this portion of the membrane. Note

that when this tear initiates, the angle 0 subtended between the

vertical and the site of tearing is zero. All aspects of this

analysis are essentially the same as the previous case and so

equation6.2.V may be applied. However, as 0 tends to zero so the

calculated tearing stress,	 ' tends to an infinite value. This

indicates that the analysis cannot be used to determine a finite

value for	 but is still applicable in that it effectively

predicts the site of failure, i.e. that the maximum stress will
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occur at 0 = 0 0 when there are no frictional forces between the

striker and membrane element. This implies that it is the

frictional forces alone that determine the flap diameter, Df, in the

previous case, but it was found that there was no significant

difference in Df from strikers that were either rough, i.e. rubbed

with emery paper, or finely polished.

Flat Strikers.

The mode of failure from a flat striker is quite different from that

of hemispherical strikers. The specimen ends up virtually flat with

a circular disc, of similar diameter to the striker, punched from

its centre. A cross-sectional sketch of this type of failure

is shown in fig 6.2.13 where the striker 'B' is part way through the

specimen 'A' and is effectively punching out the disc C.

Fig 6.2.13. Cross-Section of Specimen Struck With a Flat Striker
Showing the Shearing Mode of Failure.
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The enlarged inset shows the stresses which are acting around the

periphery of the disc. These are represented as shear stress t

since the failure occurs in a shearing mode. This is an

oversimplification since some membrane type stresses will also be

present but it will be assumed that the shearing element dominates

since the failure appears to be principally by a shearing mode.

The shearing deformation is assumed to commence in the vicinity of

the Peak on the Force-time curve and a schematic of the central disc

portion of the specimen at this point is shown in fig 6.2.14.

Fig 6.2.14. Schematic of the Central Disc Portion From Specimen
Struck With Flat Striker.

The force P, exerted by the striker, is balanced by the limiting

shear stress in the material, so that, for equilibrium, resolving

vertically gives:

P = r.2irRh
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or	 r = P	 ...... 6.2.VI
2 rrRh

This is basically an extreme form of equation 6.2.1 where

a 1 =	 P
21Rh.sinZO

but here the angle 0 is equivalent to 90°,i.e. sin 2 0 = 1, and ai is

replaced by the shear stress r. This is represented in the diagram

of the striker and specimen in fig 6.2.13. For comparison the case

for a hemispherical striker is shown in fig 6.2.6. Hence the simple

membrane analysis considered earlier is essentially applicable to

flat strikers as well as hemispherical ones. Values of shear stress

have been calculated using equation 6.2.VI with data from tests

using flat strikers of three different radii to impact various

thicknesses of specimen on a 20mm radius simple support. The data

is summarised in Table 6.2.2 along with the calculated values of r.

Specimen thickness	 Peak Force	 Shear Stress, r
mm	 N	 MNm2

2.5mm radius flat striker

	

4.84	 1830	 24.0

	

3.82	 1350	 22.5

	

1.78	 622	 22.3

5mm radius flat striker

	

4.87	 3780	 24.7

	

3.88	 2780	 22.8

	

1.83	 1208	 21.0

10mm radius flat striker

	

4.83	 7090	 23.4

	

3.80	 5570	 23.4

	

1.88	 2190	 21.2

Table 6.2.2. Summary of Flat Striker Data and Results.

r increases very slightly with increasing specimen thickness for all

three strikers. The mean of all nine calculated values in the table
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is T = 22.8MNm 2 with a standard deviation of ±l.1MNm, or around

5%. Considering the large disparity in the Peak Forces and striker

radii this is very good agreement. The shear stress in a general

system may be represented by the largest difference between the two

principal stresses in that system (10] such that:

= a 1 - a2	...... 6.2.VII
2

In the three point beam tests described earlier, a 3 0 and cr1 = a ,

the yield stress in bending of the material:

hence equation 6.2.VII becomes

=a,,	 ...... 62.VIII
2

The three point bend test is, in this case, a reasonable comparator

because the material is in a similar state i.e. reasonably

undeformed, when the yielding occurs. It was found that for high

rate bending, a, 55MNm 2 Hence a/2 is equal to 27.5MNm 2 which,

considering the assumptions made in the bending analysis, compares

very favourably with the mean shear stress value obtained here of

22.8MNm2.

The ability to use the membrane analysis with flat strikers to

calculate a value for shear stress which is virtually unaffected by

test conditions represents an important result. It suggests that

flat strikers may be preferable to hemispherical ones for ductile

materials since the latter produce a stress of somewhat dubious

value. A shear stress is a universally acceptable term, but the
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'tearing stress'	 calculated from hemispherical strikers is

essentially a new term, and may not be particularly useful in an

engineering design application.

Clamping.

In fig 6.2.8 a plot was made of the flap diameter, Df vs h, the

specimen thickness, for both clamped and simply supported specimens.

This shows that there is no significant change in Df whether the

specimen is clamped or not. In addition it was shown in Chapter 5

that the Peak Force, P, was essentially the same for clamped and

unclamped cases. Df and P are the only significant variables when

calculating the tear stress 
0t 

using the membrane analysis and so it

follows that as they are unaffected by clamping, then neither is the

value of at. The results from the section on hemispherical strikers

are therefore applicable to both clamped and unclamped specimens.

Effect of Support Radius.

To investigate this effect, the flap diameter Df was measured on

specimens of various thicknesses tested on 10, 12.5, 20, 25 and 30mm

radius supports with a 5mm radius hemispherical indentor. The

results are shown in the plot of Df vs h in fig 6.2.8 presented

earlier. A single line can be drawn through this data, which shows

that Df is unaffected by the support radius. This does not seem

too surprising since the membrane analysis takes no account of the

support radius when calculating the failure stress. However, it was

shown in the results in Chapter 5 that increased values of Peak

force were obtained by decreasing the support radius. This would
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tend to increase the value of stress calculated using the membrane

analysis.

The elastic analysis for PMMA (Section 6.1) indicated that shearing

effects were more significant with small supports and thus tended to

increase the peak load at which failure occurred. It was suggested

that small supports should be avoided for this reason and it seems

that this may be appropriate for HDPE also. Inspection of the data

presented in the Results (in fig 5.2.10, Chapter 5) shows that at

large support radii the curve of Peak force against support radius

approaches an asymptotic value at large support radius, as shown in

fig 6.2.15.

Support Radius (mm)

Fig 6.2.15. Schematic of Peak Force vs Support Radius Showing the
Asymptotic Trend With Increasing Support Span.

This suggests the effect of radius might become insignificant if a

suitably large support was used. However confirmation of this

aspect must be left as further work to be performed since supports
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of quite large size may be required. This effect probably occurs

because shearing effects are less prevailant at larger spans - this

is considered further in the next section.

6.2.3. Energy Balance.

Consideration will now be given to the inannner in which energy is

dispersed through the specimen, since any deformation of the

specimen requires some input of energy. The typical deformed

ductile specimen from a test using a hemispherical striker

(see Chapter 5) has three areas which may be distinguished

individually. These are shown in the cross-sectional sketch in fig

6.2.16 of a specimen part way through penetration by the striker.

3

Fig 6.2.16.	 Cross Section of HDPE Specimen During Deformation
Showing Three Distinct Regions of 'Unique' Deformation.

Region 1 consists of the portion of the specimen near to the
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support. It is proposed that as a first approximation this region

undergoes only 'elastic' deformation which is permanently retained

on completion of the test by the deformation in the centre of the

plate. The inner edge of this region is defined by the striker, as

will be discussed later.

Region 3 consists of the characteristic flap which is formed in the

centre of the specimen. The flap does actually suffer some plastic

deformation but this is assumed to be negligible compared with other

energy dissipation in the system, so that region 3 can be considered

as entirely undeformed; and has diameter Df i.e. the flap diameter.

Region 2 is situated between Region 1 and the edges of Region 3

(i.e. the flap). It can be identified in the deformed specimens as

the area that suffers from stress whitening, and it is assumed here

that this region undergoes permanent plastic deformation only i.e.

all the plastic deformation taking place during the tests occurs in

this region.

Fig 6.2.17 shows a simplified schematic of the specimen in fig

6.2.16 where the limits of the three regions are defined.

The following analysis basically assumes that the energy up to the

peak in the general Force-displacement curve is accounted for by the

deformation of Region 1, whilst the energy after the Peak may be

estimated from the deformation of Region 2.

The energy for plastic deformation, assuming no work hardening, is

given by
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2a
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Df

I

2r

2r - diameter of striker =
Df - diameter of flap,
S - deflection of the top of the indentor at the Peak,

obtained from the Force-deflection curve,
T	 permanent elastic deflection of Region 1, which may be

determined from the specimens on removal from the
impact machine,

h	 specimen thickness.

Fig 6.2.17. Simplified Sketch of Deformed HDPE Specimen Showing the
Definition of Regions 1, 2 and 3.
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Energy - Yield Stress x Plastic Strain, per unit volume

or J -	 x	 per unit volume	 ...... 6 • 2 • IX

The volume in which the plastic deformation occurs is that of Region

2 and is given by

Volume = n( 1)3 2 - Df2
(4	 4

= !(D8 2 - if 2 )h	 •..... 6.2.X
4

A term for the plastic strain, 	 in this region can be found from

simple geometric analysis of Region 2 as shown in fig 6.2.18.

I

Fig 6.2.18. Analysis of Region 2 to Provide a Term for the Plastic
Strain,

1new 
and 

1old 
are respectively the lengths of the new deformed and
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original, undeforined, areas of Region 2.

Now,	 lnewflold

and from fig 6.2.18

1new _/l old + ( S - T)2

1old = (Ds -Df)

so	 = 2/((Ds - Df))2 + (S -T)	 ...... 6.2.XI
(Ds - Df)

From equation 6.2.IX the energy utilised in plastically deforming

Zone 2 is given by	 and from 6.2.X and 6.2.XI

J, = cY.2/E(Ds - Df )]2 + (S - T) 2 .ir(Ds 2 - Df2)h
(Ds-Df)	 4

which simplifies to

J = j.(Ds + Df) /l(Ds - Df) 2+ (S - T) 2 ...... 6.2.XII

2	 14

The energy e required to elastically deform Region 1 may be

estimated by considering the force required to cause the

displacement	 T.	 The deflection at the peak in the

Force-displacement curve is required, and so since only elastic

considerations app1y

P.T	 . . . . . . 6 • 2 • XIII
2

where P Peak Force.

It is now possible to use equations 6.2.XII and 6.2.XIII to estimate

the total energy, e +	 absorbed by the specimen during impact.

This can only be done for those specimens which have the

characteristic flap. Some typical data are presented in Table 6.2.3
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from tests using a 5mm radius indentor on specimens of three

thicknesses which were simply supported on a 20mm radius support.

Note that was taken as the material manufacturer's quoted

32.5MNnr2 in order that it represents, as far as possible, the

'bulk' yielding of the material. and are respectively the

Energy to Peak and Total Energy obtained earlier in the Results

section from the Force-time curves, i.e. they are the actual values

of energy expected.

Specimen	 i	 p + e	 'i	 Qp
thickness, mm

	

4.86	 17.9	 8.5	 22.8	 26.4	 39.3	 0.67

	

3.85	 13.7	 7.3	 16.6	 21.0	 32.2	 0.65

	

1.81	 6.8	 3.4	 6.2	 10.2	 10.1	 1.01

Table 6.2.3. Typical Results Showing Calculated Energies Compared
to Those Values Actually Obtained.

The agreement between the calculated Energy to Peak, e' and the

actual energy to Peak, J j , is poor, although the analysis was not

intended to be used to predict anything other than the Total Energy.

The ratio of Total calculated energy, e + , to the actual total

energy, J1, obtained from the test equipment is shown in the right

hand column. This term gives a ready indication of how close the

calculated energies approach the actual energy values as obtained

from the instrumented impact test; a ratio of unity being a perfect

match.

The energy calculations were performed on data from 5mm radius

hemsipherical strikers on various specimens simply supported by 30,

25, 12.5 and 10mm radius supports, and 6.25 and 10mm radius strikers
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on a 20mm simple surort. The ratio(Jp + Je4ivat11 considerably

between 0.4 and 1.6, but it was noticed that it changed in a roughly

pro-rata way with the ratio of na; the striker radius, r, to

support radius, a. A plot was made of (Jp + JFJ 1 vs n/a and is

presented in fig 6.2.19. This shows data from specimens of nominal

thickness 4.7mm, 3.8mm and 1.9mm. A smooth curving line is drawn

through the data in each case; the overall trend is for the energy

ratio to decrease with increasing striker/support ratio. The curve

indicates that there3S only a small band of n/a between 0.1 and 0.2

for which the analysis gives a reasonable prediction of the total

energy. Relatively higher values give low energies while low

values give high energies.

This is disappointing but, given the crude nature of the assumptions

made in the analysis, it shows a good deal of promise. There are a

number of factors which influence the calculation of energys

1) The yield stress value used (32.5MNm 2) is lower than the value

of bending stress (55MNnr 2 -) obtained in earlier tests, If the

larger value is used in this energy analysis then the energy ratio

is reduced i.e. the curve in fig 6.2.19 is brought bodily downwards.

2) No account is taken in the analysis for the recoverable elastic

deflection of the plate; only the 'set-in' deflections are

considered. It seems reasonable to assume that there will be

proportionally more recovered elastic deflection with a small

striker on a large plate (high n/a) and so the calculated energies

for low na will be rather less accurate.
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3) The outer portion of the plate, Region 1, is assumed to deform

only elastically. It is plain that this is not really the case and

as na becomes larger, the test becomes more constrained and the

increased shear effects in the plate as a whole will tend to

increase the plastic deformation component of this region. Thus at

large na Region 1 will suffer more plastic deformation than at low

n/a, which is not accounted for at all in the analysis.

4) The theory is inadequate because it treats the elastic bending

of the plate - i.e. equation 6.2.XIII - in simple terms only. Fig

6.2.19 shows that with a constant size of striker the predicted

energy is always high for large supports and always low for small

supports. There is an analogy to be drawn here with the thick and

thin plates of PMMA considered earlier which suffered from shear and

membrane stresses: for HDPE with large supports there is a tendency

for membrane stresses to be present, which effectively allow extra

load to be carried by the plate. The value of Peak Force sustained

is therefore too high, which causes the calculated elastic energy

term, e' to be high also.

Conversely, with small supports, shearing stresses tend to become

significant. These have the opposite effect to the above i.e.

effectively reduce the maximum load sustained by the plate and give

rise to calculated elastic energy terms that are too small.

It may be concluded that the energy balance approach is not

particularly reliable in its present form unless results to degrees

of accuracy of5OZ are acceptable. However, it could certainly

form the basis for further study which might consider the factors
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above as suggestions for improvements. Finite element analysis

could be used to estimate the elastic deformation (e.g. (121]), and

the effects of plastic deformation and shearing in Region 1 could be

considered more deeply.

No suitable energy analysis has been found for flat strikers

principally because the area in which plastic deformation occurs

cannot be defined in general terms, and the recoverable elastic

deflection of the plate specimen, which is difficult to estimate,

forms a considerable portion of the total deflection at the Peak.
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7. CONCLUSIONS.

It is concluded from the work that full understanding of the

Instrumented Falling Weight Impact Test is an involved process

requiring many aspects to be considered. The Force-time signals

obtained from the two materials chosen to represent typical

behaviour have been interpreted and are described as follows.

The PMMA fails in a completely brittle fashion through the formation

of radial and sometimes circumferential cracks in the plate

specimen. A characteristic Force-time curve is obtained consisting

of First and Second Peaks which represent the progress of failure in

the specimen. For a general simply supported case it has been found

that after initial contact between the striker and the specimen, the

force exerted on the striker increases in a linear fashion until a

level is reached when a crack initiates directly below the striker

and propagates radially to the support, where propogation is

temporarily arrested. The force exerted on the striker decreases

rapidly as the crack grows and so forms the First Peak. The force

generally does not become zero and begins to increase again once the

crack propQgation is stopped. It increases to a level that either

induces new cracks to initiate and begin to propagate, or re-starts

the propagation of existing cracks. Crack propagation continues in

a slip-stick fashion, causing the force exerted on the striker to

rise and fall, until the cracks reach the specimen edge and the

specimen is broken completely. The force falls to zero as the

broken shards of the specimen are flung from the path of the

striker, so forming the Second Peak.
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An elementary plate bending analysis may be applied to the First

Peak to determine the failure stress, 	 of the PNMA from the

maximum force sustained. Examination of the slope of the initial

rise in force shows that the material modulus, E, may also be

determined although there are limitations.

Clamping the specimen has little effect upon the First Peak except

that the slope of the initial rise in force is greater than when

simply supported, i.e. the clamped plate is stiffer although not to

the degree predicted by the elementary theory for fully clamped

plates. It is therefore concluded that the type of clamping adopted

here is only partial. Also the initial crack is shorter when

clamping is used which results in less of a decrease in force from

the peak value. Clamping significantly changes the failure

development in the specimens after the initial crack has formed,

either by the formation of a spalling type fracture in thick

specimens or multiple circumferential, cracks in thin ones. However,

the crack propczgation is still associated with sudden reductions in

force applied to the striker, i.e. changes in resistance to striker

advancement.

In the calcuation of failure stress the elementary plate bending

analysis accounts for test variables such as support span and

specimen thickness but suffers from an inability to handle changes

in the contact area of the applied force. Hemispherical strikers

having 5mm to 10mm radii actually make contact with the plate

specimens over a circle of radius approximately equal to 1.5mm.

This could be accomodated by the analysis, but flat strikers

contacting over a larger radius circle could not be adequately
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resolved. This implies either hemispherical or small flat striker8

should be preferred when the elementary plate bending analysis is to

be applied. Calculation of modulus values were much more liable to

be significantly affected by test geometry, and this work suggests

that Btrikers of small contact area (as above) with fairly large

supports are to be preferred, with specimens having a fairly narrow

range of thicknesses. The thickness limitation can probably be

overcome by incorporating factors to account for the effects of

large deflections and shear stresses, but the nature of these

factors are not considered here.

A fracture mechanics approach can be applied to obtain a value for

the fracture parameter Gc for brittle materials such as PMMA. This

value is unaffected by test geometry except that relatively

constrained, thick specimens give uncharacteristic values due to a

different mode of fracture propQgation.

The HDPE material contrasts with the PMMA in that its failure is

completely ductile. The specimen yields beneath the striker to

produce a characteristic curve consisting of a single smooth peak.

For a hemispherical striker, the force exerted on the striker tip

increases as it progresses downwards. The material in its vicinity

begins to wrap itself around the tip and stress-whitening occurs.

Eventually a circumferential tear is produced in the vicinity of the

tip which soon forms into an almost full circle allowing the striker

to penetrate. The result is a characteristic 'sombrero' shaped

specimen having an equally characteristic circular flap situated in

its centre. Formation of the tear which produces the flap is

associated with the Peak of the Force-time curve.
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Changing the characteristics of the striker tip can significantly

alter this failure mode. If the hemispherical striker is lubricated

then a flap is not formed, but failure occurs through stretching of

the material directly below the striker to produce a feature similar

to a 'pair of lips'. The overall form of the Force-time curve is

unchanged but the Peak force is slightly reduced. If a flat striker

is used, whether lubricated of not, the form of failure and the

associated Force-time curve are significantly modified; the curve

takes on a smooth almost triangulated appearance and the fully

deformed specimen ends up virtually flat with a disc, having the

same radius as the striker, effectively punched from its centre.

The elementary elastic plate bending theory is not particularly

suitable for this material although it does show that yielding

occurs in the plate at a very early stage. It is possible to

develop an original analysis which considers the portion of the

specimen beneath the striker as a hemispherical membrane. A general

equation can be produced which is applicable to all striker

characteristics and, with the exception of lubricated hemispheres,

gives a value for the 'failure' stress of the material. It is

suggested that flat strikers, from which a shear stress may be

determined, should be preferred to hemispherical strikers because

the analysis can only provide a 'tearing stress' of somewhat dubious

practical value when applied to the latter.

The energy absorbed by the specimen during the impact event can be

modelled by considering the purely elastic and purely plastic

elements of the deformation. Theoretically determined energies can
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be predicted from the elements of the deformed specimen which are

within ±50% of the actual energy absorbed, and is a reflection of

the crude nature of the assumptions used.

With this material, changes to the support characteristics have very

little effect on the results although reducing the support radius

does tend to slightly increase the Peak force. Clamping has no

significant effect on the failure of the specimen except that a

narrow band of stress-whitened material appears adjacent to the

support; this has no recognisable influence on the Force-time curve.

Changes in the impact velocity of the striker have no significant

effect on the results from either material for the range of

velocities applied (un/s to 5m/s), although the Force-time signal

from PMMA can be severely obscured by noise if velocities much

greater than lm/s are used. Noise from HDPE is negligible, but care

must be taken to ensure that the impact velocity is sufficient for

full penetration.

This work shows that the IFWI test may be subjected to a variety of

analyses which are dependent on the material under test but can

produce materials data under high rate testing. This type of plate

test has one significant advantage over most other common impact

tests in that the material is tested biaxially. If the material is

anisotropic then failure will naturally tend to occur in the weakest

direction and the data so obtained would represent a 'worst case'

situation. This avoids the need to perform multiple monoaxial

tests, e.g. Charpy or Izod, on specimens cut at different

orientations in the material which is expensive and time-consuming.
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The biggest drawback with the plate impact test is that the manner

of failure of the plate specimens is not generally understood since

different materials fail in completely different ways. A solution

to this problem is to assimilate similar failures into groups, so

that there is a finite number of failure types, and conduct detailed

examinations on the failure of each in a similar fashion to this

work. A 'chart' could then be produced which would contain a

typical example of the Force-time curve and deformed specimens from

each type of falure along with the prescribed analysis which should

be applied to the data so that materials properties may be obtained.

Comparison of any test with this master chart would enable a

suitable analysis to be applied. This is an ambitious suggestion

since there will inevitably be considerable discussion over which

failure types should be included, but this would represent a

significant aid to users of the IFWI test especially in routine work

and should lead to easier acceptance of data from diverse sources.
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